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Microorganisms play a huge role in the breakdown of the hundreds of millions of tonnes of
aromatic chemicals released into the environment every year. 2,4'-Dihydroxyacetophenone
dioxygenase (DAD) is an enzyme from the soil bacterium Alcaligenes sp. which cleaves its
aromatic substrate in a novel way. The enzyme has been over-expressed in E.coli N-4830
cells and purified to homogeneity. Crystals grown from the purified protein diffracted
X-rays to 1.1 A resolution. Numerous attempts at solving the crystal structure of this
enzyme, including the use of direct methods, molecular replacement and MAD phasing,
have so far proved unsuccessful.
Calexcitin is one of the handful of proteins so far implicated in associative memory. Two
separate DNA constructs specifying the calexcitin gene from the long-finned squid Loligo
pealei were made and the protein from each was over-expressed and purified. Crystal
screens were successful, resulting in the collection of X-ray data to 2.1 A resolution.
Attempts at solving the crystal structure using molecular replacement and MAD/SAD
phasing were unsuccessfiil.
The enzyme 5-aminolaevulinic acid dehydratase (ALAD) catalyses an early step in the
synthesis of tetrapyrroles. Far less is understood about the mechanism of the plant-like
variants of this enzyme than the zinc-dependent counterparts. Attempts were thus made at
solving the crystal structure of two plant-like ALADs. The gene for Plasmodium
falciparum ALAD was cloned into a pETl la vector in preparation for structural studies.
The Chlorobium vibrioforme ALAD gene was cloned into a pETl la vector and the protein
over-expressed and purified to homogeneity. X-Ray diffraction data to 2.6A resolution on
crystals grown from the purified protein allowed the structure to be solved by molecular
replacement, using the plant-like ALAD of Pseudomonas aeruginosa as a search model.
The structure was refined to a final R-factor of 26.6% and Rfree of 34.8%.
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Chapter 1
Introduction

1.1: 2.4'-Dihvdroxvacetophenone Dioxveenase CD AD):
There are huge amounts of aromatic pollutants present in the environment today, most
deriving from industrial processes. The booming petrochemical industry results in an
ever-increasing volume of these chemicals escaping into the environment. The presence
of these highly toxic chemicals poses a significant threat to wildlife as well as humans.
Aromatic hydrocarbons accumulate in the tissues of animals, particularly those of birds
and fish, and thus are able to accumulate in humans too (Young, 1984). Their presence
within the food chain is thought to be responsible for a huge number of deaths
worldwide. Amongst other effects, they are often carcinogenic and can cause heritable
genetic disorders (Jarrell and Gocmen, 2000).

Microorganisms play a huge role in the catabolism of both naturally occurring and manmade organic molecules, including aromatic hydrocarbons. As such, biodegradation has
become a useful tool in environmental biotechnology for the removal of hazardous
aromatic compounds from soil and ground water (Butler and Mason, 1997). For
microorganisms to be able to break down these chemicals they must be able to break
carbon-carbon bonds, and in aerobic bacteria this is often achieved via oxidation of the
aromatic ring, followed by oxidative cleavage. These reactions are catalysed by a class
of enzymes known as oxygenases.

Oxygenases perform either of the two tasks required for oxidative cleavage of an
aromatic hydrocarbon ring. That is, they either prepare the ring for fission by inserting
the necessary oxygen atoms into it, or they catalyse the ring fission reaction themselves
and cleave open the ring. The enzymes may be divided into two classes based on the
number of atoms from molecular oxygen they insert into the aromatic hydrocarbon,
namely mono-oxygenases and dioxygenases (Bugg and Winfield, 1998). Monooxygenases are usually involved in hydroxylation reactions, preparing the aromatic ring
for cleavage by inserting a single oxygen atom into the molecule. When hydrolysing
aromatic ketones, however, they have been shown to insert single oxygen atoms into the
substrates, to form an ester, which is then hydrolysed. The remaining atom from
dioxygen is reduced to water (Tanner and Hopper, 2000).

Dioxygenases are involved in both the hydroxylation and fission reactions. The usual
prerequisite for this oxidative cleavage is that the ring contains 2 hydroxyl groups, that
are ortho or para to one another (Harwood and Parales, 1996). Three aerobic ring

cleavage pathways are available to the dioxygenases, depending upon the location of the
hydroxyl groups in the ring. A good example is provided by the gentisate pathway which
requires gentisic acid as the substrate, with the hydroxyl groups on the benzene core
para to each other (see Fig. 1.1). The ortho and meta pathways require the hydroxyl
groups to occupy adjacent positions around the aromatic ring, and the two paths are
separated based on the precise location of the cleavage. In the ortho pathway, the
dioxygenases cleave the aromatic ring between the two hydroxyl groups, and thus are
known as intradiol dioxygenases. Cleavage in the meta pathway occurs immediately
adjacent to the two hydroxyl groups, and thus the enzymes are known as extradiol
dioxygenases (Harpel and Lipscomb, 1990).
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Figure 1.1: A and B show a benzene core with two hydroxyl groups adjacent to each other (ortho position)
and C with two hydroxyl groups para to each other. A shows the ortho pathway, with cleavage by an
intradiol dioxygenase between the two hydroxyl groups. B shows the meta pathway, with cleavage by an
extradiol dioxygenase adjacent to the two hydroxyls. C shows aromatic cleavage via the gentisate
pathway.

A new type of dioxygenase was discovered more recently when a strain of Alcaligenes, a
soil bacterium, was grown on a medium of 4-hydroxyacetophenone, a breakdown
product of lignin. The enzyme catalyses the cleavage of 2,4'-dihydroxyacetophenone to
yield 4-hydroxybenzoate and formate. The enzyme is iron-dependent, but there is no
requirement for an additional cofactor. The reaction is, however, oxygen dependent.
Heavy isotope experiments have proven that this oxygen is incorporated into each of the
substrate molecules as a molecule of dioxygen, and thus the enzyme is a dioxygenase

(Hopper, 1986). It is unusual, however, as the previous aromatic hydrocarbon cleaving
dioxygenases discovered all cleave the benzene core. Here we have a dioxygenase where
cleavage of an aromatic compound is not at the ring at all, but on one of the side-chains,
and the ring itself remains intact.

1.2: Calexcitin:
Learning and memory form the basis for all complex behaviour in the animal kingdom.
Understanding the cellular and molecular procedures involved in these processes is one
of the major goals of the neurosciences. There is much scope for structural studies of
proteins thought to be important in higher brain function. The protein calexcitin was
originally identified in the photoreceptor neurons of the marine snail Hermissenda
crassicornis whilst screening for proteins involved with associative learning (Nelson et
al, 1990). The ~20kDa protein was found to be up-regulated and phosphorylated
following a Pavlovian training protocol. Hermissenda are normally attracted towards
light but movement causes them to retract. Interestingly, they become conditioned to
move away from light (normally an attractive stimulus) if they are simultaneously
exposed to both light and movement (e.g. on an illuminated turntable).

Detailed electrophysiological studies showed that micro-injection of the purified
calexcitin protein into Hermissenda photoreceptors reduced early and late voltagedependent

currents to a similar extent as that caused by the Pavlovian conditioning

experiment itself Thus calexcitin was capable of reproducing the electrophysiological
and cytomorphological changes of learning when injected into the same neurons of the
species from which it was extracted. The protein binds calcium and there is evidence that
it has GTPase activity (Nelson et al., 1990). This is consistent with the claims that some
other G-proteins modulate

channels. Subsequent studies by the same group have

concentrated on calexcitin isolated from the optic lobe of the long-finned squid Loligo
pealei. Cloning and sequencing of squid calexcitin cDNA showed that the protein
consists of 191 amino acids and has sequence similarity with several sarcoplasmic
calcium binding proteins (SCPs) and some elements of sequence similarity with OTPbinding proteins of the ADP-ribosylation factor family. The similarities suggest that
calexcitin contains up to 4 EF-hand consensus sequences, each motif containing a
calcium binding loop and flanking a-helices. The protein has no trans-membrane
sequences, nuclear translocation sequences or signal sequences, and the recombinant
protein is water soluble. It contains a protein kinase C (PKC) phosphorylation consensus

site and, accordingly, the cloned protein was found to be a good substrate for PKC.
Experiments using CD, fluorescence, NMR and infra-red have shown that calexcitin
binds calcium ions with sub-micromolar affinity, and that these ions induce significant
conformational changes within the physiological Ca^"^ concentration range. These
findings are consistent with the protein having both a calcium-sensor and calciumbuffering role in neuronal cells. It has also been reported that calexcitin interacts with the
ryanodine receptor (Cavallaro et al., 1997), another protein that has been implicated in
associative learning. Calexcitin activates the receptor, causing the release of intracellular
Ca^"^ from the endoplasmic reticulum. Electrophysiological studies showed that low
concentrations of squid calexcitin had a strong inhibitory effect on human K"^ channels,
suggesting that a functionally related mammalian protein may exist and might play a
similar role in regulation of these channels. In neuronal cells, the activation of PKC or an
increase in intracellular

can cause long-term inhibition of K"^ currents and it is

possible that calexcitin provides a molecular link between these processes.

1.3: 5-Aminolaevulinic Acid Dehydratase CALAD):
Tetrapyrroles, including haem, chlorophyll and the cobalamins, are stable ring-shaped
molecules made up of four pyrrole rings. Due to the central coordinated metal ion and
the delocalisation of electrons across the molecule, they have the ability to donate or
accept electrons to or from other molecules easily. Tetrapyrroles thus have the ability to
provide energised electrons to other molecules (Pinter, 2003). This key characteristic
bestows tetrapyrroles with some crucial biochemical functions in almost all organisms.
Haem is used almost ubiquitously in animals, and chlorophyll's function in the process
of photosynthesis in plants makes it essential for almost all life on Earth (Castagnetto,
1999; Lipson, 2000).

The enzyme 5-aminolaevulinic acid dehydratase (ALAD) catalyses an early step in the
biosynthesis of tetrapyrroles, involving the condensation of two 5-aminolaevulinic acid
(ALA) molecules to form the pyrrole porphobilinogen (PBG). Subsequent enzymes in
the pathway cyclise four of these PBG molecules to make the core tetrapyrrole
framework. ALADs share a high degree of sequence identity, contain about 350 amino
acids per subunit and are usually octameric (Cooper and Erskine, 2004). In humans,
hereditary deficiencies in ALAD give rise to the rare disease Doss porphyria and the
exquisite sensitivity of the human enzyme to inhibition by lead ions is a major factor in
acute lead poisoning (Erskine et al., 1997).

The structures of ALADs from several species have been determined showing that the
enzyme is a homo-octamer with each subunit adopting a TIM barrel fold with an
N-terminal arm. Within the octamer, subunits form dimers in which each subunit has its
N-terminal arm wrapped around the TIM barrel of the other monomer. The active site of
each subunit is located in a pronounced cavity at the C-terminal ends of the P-strands
forming the TIM barrel. All eight active sites are oriented towards the outer surface of
the octamer and are independent. At the base of each active site are two lysine residues
which form Schiff base complexes with substrate (Cooper and Erskine, 2004).

In many ALADs, an active site zinc ion has been implicated in the catalytic mechanism
and its binding site is formed by the 3 cysteine residues. In contrast, ALADs from plants
and some bacteria lack the characteristic zinc-binding residues and have an apparent
requirement for magnesium ions (Frankenberg et al, 1999). Two of the zinc-binding
cysteines are replaced by aspartates, which are more appropriate for binding the
magnesium ions. The high resolution structure of the plant-like ALAD from
P. aeruginosa has been determined (Frankenberg et al, 1999), but the map for this
enzyme did not contain electron density for a metal ion at the active site, suggesting that
catalysis by this enzyme does not require a metal ion. In view of the need to determine
whether metal ions are involved in catalysis by plant ALADs, two other plant-like
ALADs were analysed in work presented here: one is from the malarial parasite
Plasmodium falciparum, and the other from a photo synthetic bacterium Chlorobium
vibrioforme.

1.3.1: Plasmodium falcivarum ALAD:
The malarial parasite P.falciparum is becoming increasingly difficult to treat as drug
resistance is common in this species. It belongs to the phylum apicomplexa. Members of
this phylum possess an organelle known as a plastid, which is homologous to the
chloroplast of plants and algae. The presence of this plastid, and other features (e.g.
genome organization), has suggested that the parasites may have once lived a plant-like,
autotrophic lifestyle based on photosynthesis (McFadden et al., 1996; Waller et al.,
2000).

The genome of the apicoplast contains only a small number of genes, required to encode
the components of gene transcription, and of ribosomes and the translation process

(McFadden et al, 1996). The majority of gene products required by the plastid are
imported into the organelle from the cytoplasm of the parasite, having been encoded by
the parasite's chromosomal DNA. This includes gene products required for the synthesis
of haem. Genes for all enzymes in the haem biosynthetic pathway, except that of
uroporphyrinogen III cosynthase, have been found in the parasite's genome, and this
includes a plant-like ALAD (Gardner et al., 2002).

1.3.2: Chlorobium vibrioforme ALAD:
The green-sulphur bacteria, Chlorobia, are believed to have been the first photosynthetic
organisms. Their use of a rare chemical pathway called the Reductive Tricarboxylic Acid
Cycle means they are able to carry out photosynthesis in the absence of oxygen
(Hartman, 1998; Pitson et al., 1999; Kanao et al., 2002). This is of particular importance
to evolutionary studies, since it is believed the early atmosphere of Earth contained little
oxygen (Kasting and Siefert, 2002). The photosynthetic reactions are carried out in
organelles called chlorosomes, which occur only in green bacteria. They contain highly
aggregated arrays of bacteriochlorophyll, which absorbs light of longer wavelengths than
other chlorophylls and allows Chlorobia to exist in deep waters where only low light
intensity is available (Figaard et al., 2003). C.vibrioforme is a rod-shaped intestinal
pathogen that is widely distributed in aquatic environments, such as lakes and gords,
where slight traces of light reach anoxic layers and the water contains reduced sulphur
compounds. The plant-like variant of ALAD it uses to synthesise its bacteriochlorophyll
has been investigated in this thesis.

1.4: Aims and Objectives:
The aims of this project were to determine the three-dimensional structures of
2,4'-dihydroxyacetophenone dioxygenase from Alcaligenes sp., the neuronal protein
calexcitin from the squid Loligo pealei and the 5-aminolaevulinic acid dehydratases from
hoth. Plasmodium falciparum and Chlorobium vibrioforme. To achieve these aims
successfiil expression systems were set up and used to over-express large quantities of
each protein. In most cases, the proteins were purified to homogeneity and crystals
grown. These crystals were then analysed by X-ray diffraction to gain data on the
structure of the protein. The aim was to focus on the active sites of the enzymes, such
that structural information may be used to elucidate their mechanisms, and help identify
possible ways in which the enzymes' activities may be enhanced or inhibited. For
example, the putative magnesium binding sites of the plant-like ALADs was to be
mapped to better understand the structure and mechanism of these little known ALAD
variants. X-ray crystallography was useful in characterising the metal-binding site of
these enzymes, and in helping to define its cofactor's role in catalysis. Any other
structural differences between the malarial enzyme and its human counterpart were to be
highlighted as well, and these differences could be exploited in the design of species
selective inhibitors to be used as anti-malarial drugs. Similar selective inhibitors
designed for the C.vibrioforme enzyme may have roles as selective herbicides. Similar
structural studies (currently still in progress) of the DAD enzyme and calexcitin were
aimed at determining their three-dimensional structures, the nature of interactions with
ligands and associated conformational changes as well as their reported catalytic actions.

Chapter 2
Materials, Methods and
X-ray Crystallography
Theory

2.1: Molecular Biology:

2.1.1: Cell Strains and DNA Vectors:
Plasmids are naturally occurring, extrachromosomal, circular DNA elements. Genes
encoded by these plasmids can endow the host organism with potentially advantageous
capabilities. All recombinant plasmids used in modem molecular biology have been
engineered to contain a genetic element that provides a means of selecting for those cells
which possess it. Usually this involves specific antibiotic resistance. The frequently used
antibiotic ampicillin acts by preventing the cross-linking of peptidoglycan chains in
bacterial membrane synthesis, thus inhibiting bacterial growth. Plasmids with resistance
to ampicillin contain a gene encoding (^-lactamase, which cleaves the ring in the
antibiotic, and so inactivates it. Another commonly used antibiotic is chloramphenicol.
This molecule binds to the 23S rRNA in the 508 ribosomal subunit, inhibiting all protein
transcription. A gene coding for chloramphenicol acetyl transferase causes acetylation
and thus inactivation of the antibiotic.

Used in work on the expression of the 2,4'-dihydroxyacetophenone dioxygenase (DAD)
described here is the E.coli mutant N-4830-1 which carries the chromosomally encoded
temperature-sensitive cI857 X repressor. This repressor becomes inactive at temperatures
exceeding 38°C. The cells themselves are temperature-resistant, and can grow at 41 °C.
The plasmid pKi-12 is an ampicillin-resistant expression vector controlled by the A,Pl
promoter (Hopper and Kaderbhai, 1999). This promoter is one of the most powerful
promoters in nature, is recognised by the E.coli RNA polymerase, and is extremely
tightly regulated by the cI857 repressor (Hendrickson et al, 1990; Nauta et al., 1997).
The vector incorporates a PINK reporter element, a synthetic cytochrome bs gene, and
the target gene {dad) has been cloned between this and the promoter (Kaderbhai et al.,
1992). The result is, following thermoinduction, dicistronic mRNA is transcribed,
containing separate Shine-Delgano sequences for the independent translation of separate
cytochrome bs and DAD proteins. The pink colouration of the cells following the
synthesis of cytochrome bs indicates positive expression (Kaderbhai et al., 1992).

The cells used in the work on the expression of the C.vibrioforme 5-aminolaevulinic acid
dehydratase (ALAD) were the BL21(DE3) E.coli variants. These competent cells are for
high level protein expression. They contain a XDE3 lysogen integrated into the cell
chromosome which codes for a single copy of the single polypeptide T7 RNA
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polymerase. Transcription of this gene is controlled by the L8-UV5 lac promoter and the
lac operon (see Fig. 2.1). Immediately downstream of this promoter is the lacO operator,
where the lac repressor (coded for by the lac\ gene) binds. Binding here prevents
transcription from the lac promoter. To induce protein expression
isopropylthiogalactoside (IPTG) is added to bind the repressor, forcing its dissociation
from the operator and allowing transcription of the T7 RNA polymerase (Lipson, 2000;
Brown, 2002). The vector used in this work was pETlla (see Fig. 2.2), in which, like all
pET vectors (Novagen), the gene of interest is under control of the T7 promoter. T7
RNA polymerase is absolutely specific for this promoter, binding virtually no other
natural DNA template. It is a highly active enzyme, and can transcribe l-2|xg RNA per
minute, substantially more than the E. coli polymerase.

E. coli RNA polymerase
repressor
CAP/CAMPV
T7 RNA polymerase
lanscription start

H

lad

BAR
rTTACA
cAMP/CAP
binding site

TATAAT

lacZ ItcOi

-35

gene 1

H

H

L8-UV5 /ac promoter

Figure 2.1: The Lac operon, showing the positions of all the genes and the location of the binding sites for
the interacting polymerases and repressors (Lipson, 2000).
E c c R l(5Er5l

BamH 1(319)
N d e If359j

pET-11a
!S677bp)

Figure 2.2: Layout of the pETlla expression vector, showing the EcoRI, BamHI and Ndel restriction sites
used in this work, the Lad gene coding for the lac repressor, the ^-lactamase gene (Ap) which encodes
ampicillin resistance, and the point of origin (Ori).
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The control of transcription of T7 RNA polymerase is not strict and background
('leaky') expression often results. This leads to a lack of control and leaky expression of
the plasmid DNA too. The lac repressor binding the operator, located as it is just
downstream of the promoter, provides some control and gives a requirement for the
IPTG before expression can take place (Lipson, 2000; Brown, 2002). However, if more
control is needed, perhaps if the experimental protein is toxic to the cell, a pLysS vector
helps to tighten regulation. This vector codes for lysozyme, which binds and inactivates
T7 RNA polymerase.

The cells used in the calexcitin and the Plasmodium falciparum ALAD work were
BL21(DE3)pLysS derivatives known as the Rosetta™ strain of competent cells. These
cells are designed to enhance the expression of eukaryotic proteins that contain codons
rarely used in E.coli. Similar to the RIG plasmid, which was designed to aid the
expression of parasite genes in E.coli (Cinquin et al., 2001; Menz et al, 2002), the cells
supply tRNAs under the control of their native promoters for the rare codons AGA/G
(Arg), AUA (lie), GGA (Gly), CUA (Leu) and CCC (Pro), incorporated into the
chloramphenicol resistant pLysS plasmid. The modified pLysS plasmid is known as
pLysSRARE.

2.1.2: DNA manipulation:
DNA can be further manipulated to satisfy ones requirements:

2.1.2.1: Restriction Endonucleases:
The fact that bacteria could recognise and degrade 'foreign' DNA led to the discovery of
restriction endonucleases. To help fully manipulate the plasmid DNA sequence being
used, these endonucleases are now used to cut DNA at specific sites. Currently over 700
restriction endonucleases have been isolated fi-om a variety of different prokaryotic
organisms (Brown, 2002). They act by recognising a specific base sequence in a DNA
molecule and making two cuts, one in each strand. Recognition sites are usually
palindromic and contain between 4 and 6 base pairs (Brown, 2002). Three classes of
endonuclease exist: Type I, Type II and Type III. Type I and III endonucleases are
single, multi-subunit enzymes that cleave with (Type I) or without (Type III) ATP
(Boffey et al., 1994). After recognising a specific sequence, cleavages are made away
from the recognition sites. Type I cuts at a site 1-lOkb, and Type III up to 100 base pairs
away from the point of recognition. In contrast. Type II endonucleases are important to
12

molecular biologists, because they cleave the DNA strands at a specified point within the
recognition sequence. Like Type I endonucleases, they are ATP dependent. Cleavage is
made in two distinct ways. Some endonucleases make staggered cuts, symmetrically
placed around the centre of the palindromic restriction site, giving rise to cohesive ends.
Due to the restriction site being a palindrome, the single-stranded overhangs at the end of
each fragment created have complementary bases. Others cleave directly across the
centre of the recognition site, leaving blunt ends (Boffey et al, 1994; Brown, 2002).

The restriction endonucleases used in this work were BamWl, Ndel and £'coRI. All are
Type II enzymes that leave cohesive ends:

Bamlil:

T
G G A T C C
C C T A G G

T
Ndel: C A T A T G

T
EcoRI: G A A T T C

G T A T A C

•

C T T A A G

•

•
(A= Cut site.)

As with all endonucleases, optimal activity is achieved at 37°C.

2.1.2.2: DNA ligase:
Cleaved DNA fragments may be connected using the enzyme DNA ligase, used in
nature for DNA replication and repair (Brown, 2002). After a gene of interest has been
excised from a chromosome or plasmid of DNA, it may be inserted into a suitable
vector, and ligated in so as to become part of the same DNA element (known as
recombinant DNA). The vector, cut with the same enzymes to acquire complementary
cohesive ends, can easily be joined to an isolated fragment by the simple addition of T4
DNA ligase and ATP (Boffey et al., 1994). In simple ligation reactions, following DNA
digestions with a single restriction endonuclease, a commonly encountered problem is
the self-ligation of the DNA vector. In order to avoid recircularisation of the plasmid, the
5'-phosphates from both ends of the linearised DNA can be removed with alkaline
phosphatase, which stops DNA ligase from catalysing the formation of phosphodiester
bonds between the 3'-hydroxyl and 5'-phosphate residues at the DNA ends. Only the
isolated DNA fragment intended to be inserted into the vector may be ligated, as it
possesses the required phosphates at the 5'-termini. With higher concentrations of DNA
ligase and longer incubation times it is possible to join together blunt-ended DNA
fragments produced from digestion with certain Type II restriction endonucleases. This
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allows the ligation of blunt-ended DNA fragments that have not been produced by the
same restriction enzyme. As the ends are blunt, the complementarity of the bases does
not matter here. Blunt-end ligations do, however, abolish the restriction site, causing
problems if the DNA fragment needs to be re-digested out at a later date.

A compromise needs to be made in selecting a temperature to perform a ligation. As
with most enzymes, T4 DNA ligase fimctions optimally at a temperature around 37°C.
At such high temperatures, however, the kinetic energy of the molecules is so great that
complementary base-paired cohesive ends separate before being stabilised by the ligase.
A number of theories exist as to what is the optimal ligation temperature, including 4°C,
16°C and room temperature. Longer incubation times are required at the lower
temperatures to compensate for the low DNA ligase activity in the cold (Boffey et al,
1994; Brown, 2002).

The amount of DNA to add is also subject to debate. It is generally agreed an excess of
insert is required, with molar ratios of up to 9:1 being argued for. The following formula
allows the calculation of molar ratios:

mass of vector (ne) x size of insert (kb)
,
. insert
..
, .
— - X molar ratio
= mass of insert (ng)
size of vector {kb)
vector
(1)
lOOng vector is ideal in a total volume of 10-20|j,l.

2.1.2.3: Polymerase Chain Reaction:
Large quantities of specific DNA fragments can be obtained by amplification via the
Polymerase Chain Reaction (PCR) (Boffey et al, 1994; Brown, 2002). The process
requires a thermolabile DNA polymerase and two short oligonucleotide DNA primers,
each complementary to the sequences that flank one of the two strands of the DNA
fragment to be amplified. PCR is a rapid, cyclic process, with each cycle repeating the
process of DNA template denaturation, primer annealing and DNA synthesis. Each step
in a cycle is dictated by the precise temperature of the solution (Brown, 2002).

In the first step, the template DNA to be amplified is heated up until it melts, and the two
DNA strands separate. This provides single strands that are accessible to primers. The
temperature at which DNA denaturing occurs is between 91°C and 97°C. One minute at
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94°C is usually chosen, although shorter DNA templates may require just thirty seconds
or less. Alternatively an increased temperature of 96°C may also reduce the time for
denaturation to take place to as low as 15 seconds. The thermolabile DNA polymerase
used, Taq polymerase, has a half-life of 30 minutes at 95°C, which thus limits the
number of PCR cycles to approximately thirty. Any changes to the denaturing
temperature can help increase the number of cycles possible before enzyme efficiency is
lost. More cycles may be possible if the temperature is reduced after 10 cycles, to as low
as 88°C for 50% G - C DNA. This is possible as, after 10 cycles, the mean length of the
target DNA is reduced. This may allow up to 40 cycles, and help vastly increase the
yield (Boffey et al, 1994).

The precise temperature of denaturation varies depending directly on the length of the
DNA and on how many G - C base pairs (containing 3 hydrogen bonds) there are
compared to A - T base pairs (containing just 2). The melting temperature at which
primers separate from the template DNA can be estimated using the following formula:

^ A i G + C)

+ 2 ( A + T ) ° C

(2)

where G, C, A and T are the number of respective nucleotides in the DNA primer
(Boffey et al., 1994). Hybridisation of primers to the template requires a temperature
generally 5°C less than the lowest Tm of the two primers being used. Ideally, each primer
will anneal at the same temperature. In order to achieve this, each primer must be
carefully designed. Typically, PCR primers range from 15-30 bases in length. They
should contain a G - C content of between 40-60% and this should be uniformly
distributed along the oligonucleotide. There should be no self-complementation, nor
should one primer complement the other. This will avoid hairpin and 'primer-dimer'
formation. MgCl2 in the reaction buffer influences the stringency of the interaction
between the primers & the template DNA. Restriction sites can be introduced on either
end of the amplified DNA product by incorporating these sites into the primer
oligonucleotides. This can allow easy cloning into a desired vector for the purpose of
amplification or expression after PCR. A large excess of primer is added, to ensure the
two strands of the DNA being amplified will always bind to the primers, and not with
each other (Boffey et al, 1994; Brown, 2002).
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In the third step of PCR, the thermolabile Taq DNA polymerase acts to synthesise a
complementary strand to the single strands separated in the first step. Taq DNA
polymerase is a highly thermostable DNA polymerase of a thermophilic bacterium
Thermus aquaticus. It catalyses the 5 ' ^ 3' synthesis of DNA. In order to do this it
requires both a DNA template and a primer with a free 3 '-0H group. Included in the
reaction mixture is an equal concentration of dNTPs, usually 200^M. These are bound
sequentially to complementary bases on the template strand. Only when a
complementary base is found does the DNA polymerase attach the base to the previous
base in the chain. At an optimal temperature between 70-75°C, Taq DNA polymerase
can synthesise DNA at a rate of 2-4kb/min, and so a 1 minute extending time is
sufficient to synthesise DNA fragments of up to 2kb (Boffey et al, 1994).

The reaction mixture tubes are placed in an automated cycler, which rapidly increases or
decreases the temperature within the tubes to precise levels. Each cycle involves an
increase in the temperature for approximately 1 minute, until the DNA denatures, then a
decrease to a temperature governed by the design of the primers at which the primers can
anneal to complementary regions at the ends of the template strands. Then an increase in
the temperature to activate Taq DNA polymerase occurs causing it to synthesise a new
second strand for both the single-stranded templates. As both strands are copied during
PCR, there is an exponential increase of the number of copies of the gene. A final round
of DNA synthesis lasting 10 minutes is recommended after the temperature cycles, to
ensure all template strands are replicated completely (Boffey et al., 1994).

2.1.2.4: Site-Directed Mutagenesis:
Thermal cycling can also be used in site-directed mutagenesis to correct or introduce
point-mutations from within a DNA sequence that may occur at any stage of DNA
manipulation. Suitable oligonucleotide primers must be designed for this process, and
these must be complementary to the template strand, except at the location where one
needs to alter the sequence. Thus, where the mutation occurs, the template and primer
will not be complementary, due to the primer containing a substituted base or the
addition or deletion of a nucleotide with respect to the template. In the same way,
mutations may be introduced into a DNA sequence if desired, e.g. when investigating the
roles of specific residues. A suitable length (at least 10-15 bases) of templatecomplementary sequence is required in the primers either side of the mismatch to ensure
decent binding is still achieved. Optimum primers have a G - C content of at least 40%,
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and terminate in one or more G or C bases at the 3' end. Ideally these primers should be
of between 25 and 45 bases in length and have a melting temperature (Tm) of >75°C.

One problem with using the enzyme Taq DNA polymerase in PCR is its rather low
fidelity. Mismatch mutations are incorporated into the DNA copy at a rate of ~1 ilOOO.
When performing site-directed mutagenesis this level of mutation incorporation is not
satisfactory. PfuTurbo® DNA polymerase has a six-fold higher fidelity in DNA synthesis
than Taq DNA polymerase, and so is used instead for mutagenesis. Pfu is obtained from
Pyrococcus fiiriosus, an organism found in the marine sand surrounding sulphurous
volcanoes. It is capable of growing at temperatures ranging from 70-103°C. Thus, first
the DNA template is denatured at high temperatures, and then the oligonucleotide
primers are annealed to the template, across the site of the mutation. PfuTurbo® DNA
polymerase extends the mutagenic primers and copies the template. After thermal
cycling two sets of DNA plasmid will be in the PCR mix: the wildtype DNA and the
mutant DNA. The restriction endonuclease Dpnl is specific for methylated and
hemimethylated DNA, and will digest the template DNA containing the undesired
nucleotide sequence leaving only the desired copy remaining in solution.

2.1.3: Agarose Gel Electrophoresis:
The contents of a sample of DNA can be separated and analysed by electrophoresis.
Particles exist with overall positive, negative and neutral charge at any specific pH.
When placed across a potential difference, positively charged molecules will migrate
toward the negative end (cathode) and negatively charged molecules toward the positive
end (anode). Neutral molecules will remain immobile. Electrophoresis separates
molecules based on their charge density, their net charge divided by their molecular
mass. The nucleic acid building blocks of DNA are generally strongly negatively
charged at neutral pH and so migrate towards the anode in an electric field. However, the
mass/charge ratio is virtually constant, so an agarose gel is required to pass the
molecules through. This acts as a sieve, retarding the flow of the larger molecules, whilst
allowing the smaller ones to travel more easily. It thus separates molecules purely on
their molecular weight. Varying the concentration of agarose in the gel alters the extent
of the sieving. The structure of the DNA molecule can vary a huge amount, and this adds
a further factor into how the gel can separate different molecules. DNA may be circular
or linear. Circular DNA can adopt a relaxed form, or can twist into figure-of-eights, and
become supercoiled. A single strand cleavage, or 'nick', often happens accidentally,
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which will alter the flow as well. A purified stock of plasmid DNA can thus give rise to
three or more bands on a gel, depending on the level of supercoiling. The use of
restriction endonucleases can produce linear DNA from a circular plasmid. Selfcomplementary regions in the DNA can give rise to hairpins. These secondary structures
mean the agarose gel will separate DNA molecules based on their shape, as well as their
size (Boffey et al, 1994). Ethidium bromide (EtBr, 2,7-diamino-10-ethyl-9-phenylphenanthridium bromide) is an aromatic intercalating dye that binds between two base
pairs of double helical nucleic acid. It is a fluorescent compound that emits red-orange
light when excited by UV radiation. As this emission is thirty-fold greater when bound
to DNA, EtBr is commonly used as a nucleic acid stain (Boffey et al., 1994). Gel bands
viewed under UV can be excised from the gel using a razor blade, and the DNA enclosed
can be removed from the EtBr and the agarose via a number of protocols. Used in work
presented here was the QIAquick® Gel Extraction kit (Qiagen) and the GeBAflex-tube
kit (Gene Bio Applications, Ltd.).

2.2: Sonication:
In order that an intracellular protein may be studied, first an appropriate method of cell
lysis must be employed. Cell disruption must rupture the cell membranes without
harming the protein of interest. Many methods are available, depending largely on the
fragility of the cells, including homogenisation, and high pressure extrusion (using the
French Pressure Cell). The method employed in the practical work described here is
sonication, which causes disruption of cell walls using ultrasound. Through amplified
harmonic beats, the sonicator creates vibrations which cause the mechanical shearing of
the cell walls (Boffey et al., 1994).

Many enzymes are thermolabile and consequently cell disruption is best carried out at
4°C. Sonication generates a great deal of heat which could denature the protein. Two
methods are used to counter this problem. Firstly, ice buckets support the glass
sonication vessel, helping keep the solution as cold as possible. Secondly, sonication is
done in periodic bursts, a period of ultrasound followed by a period of rest. Frequent
cycles of rest allow the cell lysate to remain cool and prevent protein denaturation. In
order to have maximal cell shearing it is necessary to tune the sonicator and so induce
maximal agitation of the cells. Maximal agitation must be mitigated by the need to keep
the vibrations below the level where foaming of the solution occurs since aeration of the
lysate solution may cause protein denaturation (Boffey et al., 1994).
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2.3: Protein Purification:
Variations in the physico-chemical properties of proteins allow them to be separated
from each other, and from the rest of the cell contents, until a purified sample is
obtained. This is achieved via a number of techniques. Often used as an initial crude
method of separation are the processes of fractional ammonium sulphate precipitation
and thermal denaturation. More sophisticated methods achieve a purified sample via the
process of chromatography. The basis of all chromatographic purification methods is
that a sample is dissolved in a mobile phase which is passed over a stationary phase. The
properties of the protein cause it to interact with the stationary phase, and the various
contents of the mobile phase all interact to differing degrees. Three different types of
chromatography column were used in work presented here. These were ion exchange,
gel filtration and affinity chromatography columns (Boffey et al, 1994).

2.3.1: Fractional Ammonium Sulphate Precipitataion:
One initial basic purification step is fractional salt precipitation. The most common salt
used is ammonium sulphate due to its high water solubility, low price and nondeleterious effect on the structure of proteins. The salt is added in a step-wise fashion,
ensuring it has fiilly dissolved at each stage. After each addition the homogenous
solution is centrifuged to remove any precipitated protein, which is then redissolved in
fresh buffer and assayed for activity. As increasing levels of salt are added, different
proteins will come out of solution separated from those that are 'salted out' before or
after it. All stages are carried out at 4°C to avoid denaturation of the proteins (Boffey et
aA,1994^

2.3.2: Thermal Denaturation:
This method of preliminary purification exploits the varying sensitivity to heat of
different proteins. Initially a small-scale experiment is required to identify the precise
temperature at which the target protein denatures. The presence of a substrate, product or
inhibitor of an enzyme often stabilises it ftirther, allowing even higher temperatures to be
used. Once a suitable temperature has been determined, the more thermolabile proteins
are removed by heating the mixture to a temperature between 5 and 10°C below the
critical temperature for a period of 15-30 minutes. The unwanted proteins will denature,
precipitate, and can be removed by centrifugation (Boffey et al., 1994).
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2.3.3: Ion Exchange Chromatography:
In this form of chromatography, proteins and peptides are separated due to their charge
differences. Biological materials, including proteins, have ionisable groups, and so can
exhibit a net positive or net negative charge depending on the pH of the solution they are
in. Proteins have both amino and carboxyl groups, and so are ionised at all pH values. At
a particular intermediate pH the positive charges will equal the number of negative and
the protein will be a zwitterion. This is called the isoelectric point (pi) since the molecule
carries no net charge. From a knowledge of the protein's pi it is possible to work out it's
net charge at a physiological pH and therefore decide on a suitable ion exchange resin
(opposite charge) with which to purify it (Boffey et al, 1994).

At pH values lower than the pi the protein will exist as a cation. At pH levels above the
pi the protein will exist as an anion. Ion exchange is carried out in columns where the
stationary phase is either a cation or anion exchanger. Cation exchangers possess
negatively charged groups which will attract positively charged cations, and anion
exchangers possess positively charged groups that attract anions. A pH at a suitable
distance away from the pi is selected to ensure the target is correctly charged and will
bind to the column. A difference of at least one pH unit is recommended. The more
highly charged the target the tighter the binding to the stationary phase will be, and the
less readily it will be displaced by other ions. Extreme, non-physiological pHs should be
avoided to protect the protein from denaturation (Boffey et al, 1994).

Once a mixture of proteins has been introduced onto a column, the column is washed
with buffer to remove any unbound molecules. What remains is eluted systematically by
altering the pH and/or by increasing the ionic strength of the solution. These changes
interfere with the electrostatic interactions between the stationary phase and the target
protein, causing the protein to be released from the column when a certain condition is
reached. Eluted material is collected in fractions, and those corresponding to the
selective desorption of the target protein are collected and pooled.
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2.3.3.1: 0-sepharose™ Anion Exchange Chromatography CnlumnWhen selecting a suitable ion exchanger to use it is important to choose one that can be
used in the pH range in which the target protein is both stable and is going to interact
with the stationary phase. A Q-sepharose™ anion exchange column was used in this
work. This is a strong anion exchange column with a matrix of 6% cross-linked agarose
beads. The size of the particles is 90(J,m. The ionisable functional group coupled to the
matrix is a quaternary ammonium group, and this provides a binding capacity of
120mg/ml. The column is stable at pH=2-12 (Pharmacia Biotech, 1989).

2.3.4: Gel Filtration Chromatography:
In this form of chromatography, molecules are separated from one another based on their
size. The stationary phase is made up of a matrix of porous beads, usually made from a
polymeric organic compound, such as polyacrylamide, dextran or agarose. Compounds
such as these possess a three-dimensional network of pores. These compounds contain
very few charged groups and so avoid unwanted electrostatic interactions enabling the
column to separate specifically on size alone. The dimensions of the pores in the beads
can be determined during synthesis. The result is a wide range of different column
matrices being available, enabling one to choose the most-suitable to interact with the
target protein (Boffey et al, 1994).

The column works by acting as a molecular sieve, allowing small proteins that can pass
into the pores of the beads to diffuse freely into the stationary phase. Intermediate size
proteins diffuse into a limited proportion of the stationary phase, whereas larger proteins
are excluded altogether. Those that can enter the pores of the matrix are retarded in their
progress through the column, effectively having a larger volume available to them to
pass through before elution. Those proteins that are too large to fit into the pores remain
in the smaller mobile phase and pass through the interstitial spaces. These proteins
appear in the effluent first (Boffey et al, 1994).

The flow rate of the column has no effect on selectivity, but the resolution is affected.
Resolution is significantly improved by decreasing the flow rate, allowing better
separation of closely related molecules. Back pressure must also be considered when
determining a suitable flow rate. This is the contribution to the pressure of the system
made by the extra-column equipment. Too great a back pressure is damaging to the
column. In a 4°C cold room, aqueous buffers approximately double in viscosity, and
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flow rate should be lowered accordingly. Optimal throughput is also achieved by using
longer columns, which also much improves the resolution. Doubling the bed height
produces an increase in resolution of approximately 40% (Boffey et al, 1994).

In order to fully control the flow-rate, a Fast Protein Liquid Chromatography (FPLC)
column system was used. In this setup a pump is used to determine the flow rate.
Adjustments to the flow-rate were required to maintain a stable stationary phase under
the higher pressures involved with the FPLC.

2.3.4.1: Superdex™-200 Gel Filtration Chromatographv Column:
In the purification of DAD a Superdex™-200 gel filtration column was used. This allows
the high resolution separation of molecules from 10,000-600,000 Da. The matrix is a
spherical composite of highly cross-linked agarose and dextran, with an average particle
size of 13|j,m. It is stable between pH=3-12. The column is 16mm in diameter and
600mm in length giving an overall bed volume of 120ml. A sample volume of between
25-250^1 is recommended, with a maximum flow rate of l.Oml/min (Pharmacia Biotech,
1989).

2.3.4.2: Superdex™-75 Gel Filtration Chromatography Column:
A similar gel-filtration column to that used in the purification of DAD was used to purify
calexcitin. The column contains Superdex^"^, a matrix of highly cross-linked agarose and
dextran with an average particle size of IS^m. The dimensions are the same as the
Superdex^'^-200 column, with a total bed volume of 120ml. The Superdex™-75 column
differs from the Superdex™-200 column by being able to separate smaller proteins
between 3,000-70,000 Da in size. It can operate at a slightly higher back pressure,
l.SMPa compared to 1.5MPa, and thus can be run at a faster flow rate, up to 1.5ml/min
(Pharmacia Biotech, 1989).

2.3.4.3: Sephacrvl™ S-300 Gel Filtration Chromatography Column:
The column used in the purification of Chlorobium vibrioforme ALAD is a SephacryF"^
S-300 high resolution column. This is a rigid, hydrophobic matrix of cross-linked allyl
dextran and N,N'-methylenebisacrylamide. It can separate molecules in the range of
5,000-250,000 Da. The matrix is stable at pH=3-l 1. As with the other gel filtration
columns used, the column dimensions are 16 x 600mm. A l-4ml sample can be loaded,
and a suitable flow-rate between 5-25cm/hr used (Pharmacia Biotech, 1989).
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2.3.5: Affinity Chromatography:
Unlike both ion exchange and gel filtration chromatography, affinity chromatography
does not rely on the differences in the physical properties of the molecules to be
separated, but instead exploits the unique property of an extremely specific biological
interaction to achieve purification. It is thus a more specific type of chromatography, and
is capable of isolating just one or a few proteins firom a complex mixture, giving absolute
purification in a single process. The material to be isolated needs to be capable of
binding reversibly to a specific ligand attached to an insoluble matrix. A common choice
of ligand is an immobilised metal ion, which binds proteins selectively by reaction with
the imidazole groups of histidine residues, thiol groups of cysteine residues and indole
groups of tryptophan residues. Isolation of a particular protein involves the formation of
a coordinate bond between the protein and the ligand. This must be sufficientiy stable to
allow protein attachment and retention during the elution of the non-binding,
contaminating material. Destabilising this complex, e.g. by lowering the pH or through
addition of a competing ligand, can cause elution of the isolated protein (Pharmacia
Biotech, 1989; Boffey e? a/., 1994).

2.3.5.1: Oiagen Nickel-Nitrilotriacetic Acid (NTA) Column:
This column isolates proteins with an attached N- or C-terminal His-tag fi-om a complex
mixture via immobilised metal affinity chromatography. The matrix is made up of a
nickel-nitrilotriacetic acid (NTA) complex. NTA occupies four of the six ligand binding
sites of the nickel ion, leaving two sites available for the interaction with the solution
passing through the column. Gravity flow alone is used to pass material through the
column, and the histidine residues in the protein's tag bind to the nickel ions. The NTA
binds metal ions with high affinity, and so can resist stringent washing procedures. The
protein can finally be eluted by competitive displacement with imidazole. In a single
step, this affinity matrix can purify a protein (starting concentration less than 1% of the
total protein) to more than 95% homogeneity (Pharmacia Biotech, 1989).
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2.4: Enzvmic Assays:
In order to locate the target protein in the fractions collected from purification, a
convenient and accurate assay needs to be available. This assay typically consists of a
spectroscopic test which is sensitive to changes in substrate or product concentration.
The assay for ALAD monitors porphobilinogen (PBG) production, whilst the assay for
DAD monitors 2,4'-dihydroxyacetophenone metabolism. The calexcitin calcium-binding
protein was purified using a nickel-NTA column. As the target protein does not have
readily detectable enzymic activity (in spite of claims that it is a GTPase) no assay was
used routinely, other than inspection of gels.

2.4.1: Assay for DAD:
The enzyme was assayed spectrophotometrically by monitoring the absorbance in a 1 cmlight-path cuvette as the enzyme catalysed the breakdown of 2,4'-dihydroxyacetophenone to 4-hydroxybenzoic acid. Unlike the substrate, the product has a low
absorbance at 293nm. 3ml of 42mM sodium phosphate buffer, pH 7.0, containing
enzyme was left to equilibrate at room temperature for 10 minutes. At this point the
UV-spectrometer was zeroed. Following this, 0.167mM 2,4'-dihydroxyacetophenone
was added, and an absorbance scan monitored the reduction in absorbance at 293nm as
the reactant was metabolised over the next 10 minutes.

2.4.2: Assay for ALAD:
A 50ml stock of Ehrlich's reagent was prepared by mixing 42ml glacial acetic acid and
8ml perchloric acid with Ig Ehrlich's reagent. Due to the photosensitive nature of
Ehrlich's reagent, this was stored in an amber flint glass bottle at 4°C. Ehrlich's reagent
reacts with the product of the ALAD reaction, PBG, and the solution turns bright pink,
indicating the enzyme is present and active. 20|il ALA was added to a tube containing
200|il enzyme solution (giving final ALA concentration = 0.5mM). The reaction was
allowed to proceed at 37°C for 15-20 minutes. After this time, 200^1 Ehrlich's reagent
was added. A pink colouration that can be monitored at 555nm indicated active enzyme
was present.

2.5: Sodium dodecvl sulphate polyacrvlamide gel electrophoresis fSDS-PAGE):
SDS-PAGE systems are used to analyse the contents of a mixed protein solution, and
can be used to determine the success of purification. As with other forms of
electrophoresis, the technique separates molecules based on their charge-density.
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P-Mercaptoethanol is a powerful reducing agent that breaks all disulphide bridges, and
SDS is an ionic detergent. Boiling protein samples in a sample buffer containing these
two chemicals serves to fully denature all proteins in the mixture, while SDS binds to all
regions of the protein, approximately one molecule to every two amino acids, coating
them with negative charge. This completely overrides any native charge the protein had
and creates a sample of proteins that all have approximately the same mass:charge ratio.
Thus SDS-PAGE separates protein molecules based on their size alone. Bromophenol
blue in the reaction mixture allows the progress of the solvent firont in the gel to be
monitored (Boffey et al, 1994).

The samples are then loaded onto the stacking gel. This upper section of the
polyacrylamide gel is set with a comb inserted in it. Upon removal of the comb, the gel
has a number of wells available to load protein solutions into. The 3.9% acrylamide
stacking gel is formed from 650|a,l N,N'-methylenebisacrylamide, 1.25ml 4x TRIS/HClSDS stacking buffer, pH 6.8, and 3.05ml distilled water. To this gently mixed solution,
25)j,l 10% ammonium persulphate (APS) solution is added. APS is a free-radical
generator, and is required to polymerise the otherwise stable N,N'-methylenebisacrylamide. 5p,l N,N,N',N'-tetramethylethylenediamine (TEMED) is added as a catalyst.
At the low pH of the stacking gel, the highly negatively charged protein molecules move
away from the ions in the running buffer and form narrow concenfrated bands at the
interface between the stacking and the separating gel (Boffey et al, 1994).

The separating gel forms the bulk component of the SDS-PAGE system. Differing levels
of separation for different sized proteins can be achieved by altering the percentage of
acrylamide in this gel. Lower percentages, around 7.5% acrylamide, resolve proteins
around 150kDa in size. By increasing the acrylamide percentage to approximately 15%,
and hence reducing the pore size, smaller proteins of around 8kDa can be resolved. In
work presented here, 12% gels were used: 6ml N,N'-methylenebisacrylamide was mixed
with 3.75ml 4x TRIS/HCl-SDS, pH 8.8, and 5.25ml distilled water. This was set by the
addition of 50)j,l 10% APS and 10|il TEMED. The reduced pore sizes in the separating
gel produces a significant fnctional component to the mobility of each individual protein
in the sample. All proteins migrate through the gel at a rate determined by their size
(Boffey e? a/., 1994).
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To visualise each protein band in the gel, Coomassie staining is done: a filtered solution
of methanol, acetic acid and water containing Coomassie Brilliant Blue R-250 dye is
used to soak the gel. Methanol and acetic acid work by fixing the protein positions in the
gel, whilst the Coomassie dye interacts with certain residues in the protein, revealing the
protein location as dark blue bands on the polyacrylamide gel. After a suitable staining
period of 3-4 hours, free Coomassie dye not bound to protein but found in the pores of
the gel is removed by destaining with another methanol and acetic acid solution, this
time lacking in Coomassie dye. A 2 hour incubation period is required to clear the excess
stain and reveal where protein is located.

2.6: Concentration:
Amicon stirred cells are used to concentrate large stocks of protein. The dilute protein
solution is added to a 350ml container (ultrafiltration cell), with a membrane between it
and an outflow tube. The membrane has a selected molecular weight limit, allowing only
molecules below that limit to pass through. Gas pressure is applied directly to the
ultrafiltration cell, forcing water and molecules below the membrane cut-off to pass out
into the filtrate and out of the cell. Solutes above the membrane limit, including the
target protein, are retained. A gentle magnetic stirrer ensures the solution remains well
mixed whilst concentrating and combats concentration polarisation, which will reduce
the permeation flux.

Centricon centrifugal filter units operate in a similar way, except the force applied to the
dilute solution is centrifugal force. The tubes are loaded into a standard fixed angle
centrifuge. Smaller samples of up to 2ml can be rapidly reduced to as little as 25pl, with
typically 95% recovery. There is no stirrer in place to combat concentration polarisation,
so frequent pipetting of the solutions may be required to ensure decent flow rates.
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2.7: X-ray Crystallography:
X-ray crystallography is the most common experimental technique for the direct
determination of the three-dimensional arrangement of atoms in protein molecules. This
structural information provides details about their functional activity, the molecular
mechanism of the biological reactions carried out by the protein, and of any
conformational changes that may take place.

2.7.1: Scattering of Electromagnetic Radiation:
All objects that can be seen scatter light. Light rays bounce off, or are scattered by the
object and are focussed onto our retinas via the lens in our eyes. The naked eye can
distinguish details to approximately 100|am in size. The provision of further lenses, e.g.
in a microscope, can be used to enhance the image further. The best optical microscopes
are able to separate details approximately 500nm apart. This is approaching the limit of
resolution by focussing visible light (Blow, 2002).

If an object can scatter light, and hence be seen under magnification, the wavelength of
the light cannot be significantly larger than the object. The wavelength of visible light
ranges from 350nm (violet) to VOOnm (red). As atoms in a protein molecule are typically
around 0.15nm apart, the wavelength of visible light is too long to resolve this level of
detail. An electromagnetic wave with wavelength of no longer than 0.2rmi is required to
distinguish individual atoms in a protein molecule (Blow, 2002). These waves are called
X-rays. X-rays of this wavelength cannot currently be refocused in the way that visible
light can. Instead computational methods are employed to visualise the structure of the
object in question (Rhodes, 2000; Blow, 2002).

2.7.2: X-ray Sources:
X-rays are waves of electromagnetic radiation with wavelengths in the range of 0.1100 A (lA = O.lnm). These short wavelengths are of similar size to the dimensions of the
electron clouds of atoms, allowing physical interactions between the two. From this
interaction, one can obtain the structural information detailing the three-dimensional
positions of the electron clouds, and thus the atoms, in space (Rhodes, 2000).
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Generation of X-rays can be achieved in two ways (Rhodes, 2000):

1) Electron bombardment: a collision between a high-energy electron and a metal
atom causes an electron from an inner shell within the metal to be forced out,
away from the nucleus. An electron in a higher shell can now drop into the lower
orbital and replace the ejected electron. The electron's descent to a lower energy
level is accompanied by an energy emission, in the form of an X-ray photon.

2) Electron acceleration/deceleration: exposure of electrons (or positrons) fravelling
at certain velocities near the speed of light to accelerating or decelerating forces
causes the particles to emit X-ray photons.

Crystallography predominantly uses two types of X-ray source: the rotating anode tube
and the synchrotron (particle accelerator) source (Rhodes, 2000). Both are described
below.

2.7.2.1: Rotating anode tube:
High-energy electrons, produced by a heated filament, are accelerated across a potential
difference, typically of around 40kV, between the filament (cathode) and a metal
cylindrical anode (usually copper). As the electrons collide with the anode. X-rays are
emitted, predominantly via the process of electronic fransitions in the target metal ions
(see above), but also to a lesser extent via electron deceleration, as the electrons collide
with their target atoms. The former gives rise to specific peaks in the X-ray emission
spectrum while the latter gives rise to the X-ray background (see Fig. 2.3) (Rhodes,
2000).

The heat produced by the collisions at the anode restricts the power load that can be
applied to accelerate the electrons. To counter this, and hence maximise the intensity of
the resultant X-ray beam, a coolant such as water is used to aid the dissipation of thermal
energy. The problem is further lessened by the rapid rotation of the anode. The metal is
not continuously presented to the bombardment from electrons allowing it to cool
between periods of exposure. Thus, a higher power may be applied to the electrons being
accelerated between the electrodes, and an X-ray beam of greater intensity can be
produced (Rhodes, 2000).
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In order that a crystallographer may use an X-ray source experimentally, the X-rays must
generally be output at a single wavelength. Unique diffraction patterns will result from a
target object interacting with X-rays of different wavelengths. A number of wavelengths
impinging upon an object at the same time will simultaneously produce a number of
diffraction patterns. These will often overlap one another rendering the diffracted spot
intensities immeasurable.

An X-ray tube with a rotating copper anode produces the X-ray emission spectrum
shown in Figure 2.3. Predominantly Kg and Kp radiation is produced, but a broad range
of other wavelengths are also released. This additional background or white radiation is
called Bremsstrahlung and results from electrons rapidly decelerating at the metal target.
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Figure 2.3: A copper X-ray emission spectrum before (-) and after (—) passage through a nickel filter
(Blundell and Johnson, 1976).

Elements such as copper provide good sources of X-rays for the crystallographer only if
the weaker Kp radiation and the Bremsstrahlung can be removed. This unwanted
radiation could either be filtered out, or removed using a monochromator. Effective
filters are elements with an absorption edge (or sharp drop in absorption) at wavelengths
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just below that of the Ka radiation. These elements will absorb most of the other X-ray
wavelengths, but the sudden drop in absorption in conjunction with the anode's strongest
emission allows this Ka radiation to pass. As a general rule, with an element with atomic
number Z (where Z < 70) emitting Ka and Kp radiation, the element with atomic number
Z-1 will absorb strongly at the same wavelength as Kp, but absorb very little of the Ka
X-rays. With respect to a copper anode, nickel therefore provides an ideal filter for the
production of predominantly single wavelength X-rays of a wavelength of 1.54A.

An alternative to the use of a filter is provided by monochromators, which are crystals
with near perfect refiectivities over the X-ray wavelength range. For the rotating anode,
the monochromator is usually a graphite crystal. They are used to diffract the X-ray
beam prior to its diffraction by the target object. The X-rays of various wavelengths all
diffract in different directions, allowing X-rays of a single, monochromatic wavelength
to be selected by simply choosing a particular diffraction angle with appropriate
collimation of the X-ray beam. Monochromators produce much cleaner monochromatic
wavelength X-rays than filters, which fail to absorb all the background radiation.

2.7.2.2: Particle storage rings:

Storage
ring

Figure 2.4: The typical arrangement of a particle storage ring.
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Synchrotron radiation in the X-ray range is produced in particle storage rings, large rings
around which electrons (or positrons) are accelerated to velocities close to the speed of
light. These are built from four main components: a linear accelerator (or linac); a
booster ring; a storage ring; and a number of beamlines (see Fig. 2.4). A linac is
responsible for the first stage in stored beam generation and creates a stream of electrons
in a vacuum, accelerated by an electric field. Alternatively positrons can be generated.
These are produced when the linac electron beam strikes a tungsten target, and give rise
to longer beam lifetimes and increased stability. However, for the sake of simplicity and
reduced costs electrons are often favoured (Mitchell et al, 1999). The following
information is true regardless of whether electrons or positrons are used, although for
simplicity I shall only refer to electron beams.

In some setups the linac accelerates the electrons to full storage ring energy. If the
velocity is not sufficiently high, the electromagnetic radiation the beam emits will not be
in the X-ray range. A booster ring is often employed to ftirther accelerate the particles to
near the speed of light and give the beam the final energy of between 1-8 GeV required
to generate X-rays (Mitchell et al., 1999). Once sufficient energy is obtained in the
beam, the electrons enter the storage ring, which they circumnavigate. The so-called
storage ring is not in actual fact circular, but resembles a polygon. Numerous linear
sections are connected at comers where the particle beam is redirected via the use of
bending magnets (Giacovazzo et al., 1992; Mitchell et al., 1999).

The vacuum in which the electrons speed around the storage ring allows the necessary
high velocities for X-ray emission to be achieved and maintained. Theoretically, in such
a setup the particles should continue on their circular path indefinitely. However, a true
vacuum is never entirely possible, and collisions do continue between the elecfrons and
the few remaining air particles in the ring. This disrupts the particle flow and leads to a
loss of high-energy electrons. Over time, the number of particles in the storage ring
decreases to the point where they can no longer generate the X-rays required for
experimentation. To combat this, periodically a beam dump is carried out, where the
storage ring is refilled with high-energy particles. During this time no X-rays are
produced and so experiments should be interrupted. Data collection needs to be planned
around the beam dumps. The frequency of such a procedure depends on the synchrotron,
varying between several a day and one per week. Two beam dumps every 24 hours is
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common at the ESRP, Grenoble, where data was collected on the proteins being
investigated in this work.

The X-rays used by the experimenters at the beamlines are created whenever the
electrons in the ring experience acceleration (Mitchell et al, 1999). This happens
whenever the particles are forced to deviate from their set path. The change in direction
is accompanied by a centripetal acceleration, towards the centre of the ring, and it is this
acceleration that induces X-ray emission. There are three sources of X-ray in a particle
storage ring, each a site where the particle beam is deflected by a strong magnetic field.
Firstly, there are the bending magnets, located at the comers of the storage ring. These
emit X-ray radiation in a wide spectrum of energies, and as such are tunable sources
(explained later). For a far more intense X-ray beam two types of insertion device are
used, namely wigglers or undulators (Giacovazzo et al., 1992). They are both devices
that are inserted into the linear sections of the storage ring to bend the particles away
from the direction of the main beam, and back again. A wiggler uses a few strong
magnets to oscillate the particle beam from side to side, whilst still maintaining its
original forward trajectory. At the maximum amplitude of each oscillation the release of
X-ray radiation peaks. The result is the production of independent X-ray beams, which
emerge from the wiggler as a wide horizontal fan. There is no constructive/destructive
interference among the separate beams in the fan produced at each 'wiggle' and so the
wiggler can feed several end stations at once, with each taking its own thin slice of the
fan. The device is a tunable source, as a wide spectrum of X-ray radiation is produced
(Giacovazzo et al, 1992; Mitchell et al, 1999).

Undulators use a greater number of magnets of a more moderate strength to oscillate the
particle beam. The effect is a shorter period between the magnetic poles which gives rise
to a shorter angle of deflection at each of the poles. The resulting X-ray beams produced
are therefore released in a very similar direction. Due to their close proximity with each
other, the beams are not independent and physically interact. Destructive interference
eliminates a large number of X-rays. Those certain wavelengths that remain summate
and emerge as distinct X-ray wavelengths in the output beam. It is usual that one of these
wavelengths always achieves particularly favourable effects and emerges as by far the
strongest beam, and thus the output is effectively monochromatised. The
monochromatised beam does mean that this source is non-tunable. They are often
designed to operate around one optimum X-ray energy. The X-rays produced are also
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too focussed to provide a source for several workstations directly. A number of
workstations can be supplied via the use of transparent crystals (e.g. diamonds) as
monochromators to produce secondary beams. However, as the beam divergence is so
low, the diffraction spots produced at beamlines fed from an undulator source are very
well resolved and the diffraction pattern is sharp and clear, with minimal smearing of
reflections (Giacovazzo et al., 1992; Mitchell et al, 1999).

The emission of X-ray radiation by the particles accelerating around the storage ring
results in a loss of energy as the X-rays are released. As mentioned, the particles must be
of a suitably high level of energy in order that the emitted radiation falls in the X-ray
wavelength range. Lower energy particles present in the beam will disrupt the flow of
the other particles in the ring. The particles thus need to return to their initial high-energy
velocity, close to the speed of light, in order that a successful generation of X-rays can
continue. A radio frequency alternating electric field acting as an energy booster is
applied to the particles every cycle. The energy this booster returns to the ring needs to
be synchronised with the energy lost at the bending magnets and insertion devices, in
order that a continuous steady velocity may be maintained. It is from this
synchronisation process that the synchrotron source derives its name (Drenth, 1994).

The synchrotron X-rays emitted from the storage ring pass into the optical hutch, a
radiation shielded enclosure, where a number of devices are set up to optimise the beam
available to the user. A monochromator system is used to provide X-rays of a single
wavelength and mirrors help to focus the X-ray beam. The beam also passes through a
set of slits upon entering and leaving the optical hutch. These slits help eliminate
scattered X-rays. The result is a highly intense X-ray beam of a single wavelength. Such
is the brightness of this beam that X-ray data requiring a number of hours or days of
exposure time on a rotating anode source can be collected in a few minutes at a
synchrotron (Mitchell et al., 1999).

A further advantage of synchrotrons over in-house sources is that the X-rays available to
the user can be of a selected wavelength. The monochromators can be tuned and by
altering their angles with respect to the incident beam, a different monochromatic X-ray
wavelength can be selected. This is of key importance where MAD experiments are
performed, as using this method requires the collection of data sets at several distinct
wavelengths (see section 2.9.3) (Hendrickson, 1985; Mitchell et al., 1999).
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2.7.3: Crystallisation:
In order that a detailed picture of a protein molecule can be determined, the molecule
needs to be in crystalline form, so as to produce an amplified and measurable signal. A
crystal is a solid composed of a structural motif repeated translationally on a threedimensional lattice. In a protein crystal, many identical protein molecules adopt either a
single or a few identical orientations. These pack together to form a regular lattice, held
by non-covalent bonds (see Fig. 2.5). The formation of protein crystals can be achieved
via the process of slow, controlled precipitation (Rhodes, 2000).
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Figure 2.5: An example of a unit cell (left). Each unit cell contains two molecules of alanine (hydrogen
atoms not shown) in different orientations. The position of an atom in the unit cell can be specified by a set
of spatial coordinates x, y, z; Six of these unit cells on the left stack to form a crystalline lattice (right)
(Rhodes, 2000).

The protein crystal is a rather open three-dimensional lattice, where each repeating motif
is a single protein molecule or group of molecules. The simplest repeating motif that
completely represents the entire crystal is known as the unit cell (Rhodes, 2000; Blow,
2002). Much of the unit cell, and thus much of the crystal, is made up of water (30-90%).
Only a very small portion of the protein is actually involved in interactions with
neighbouring molecules. These interactions are made up of weak multiple forces
(hydrogen bonds, hydrophobic interactions, ion pairs, etc.) making protein crystals soft
and extremely sensitive to the external environment (Rhodes, 2000). The near-faultless
repetition of protein-protein interaction between some 10® molecules necessary to
produce a quality crystal requires precise control of the surrounding environment.
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2.7.3.1: Crystal Growth:
A number of variables effect the crystallisation environment. These include
concentration of both protein and precipitant, type of precipitant, pH of solution, and
temperature. The addition of some additive, e.g. metal ions, often helps crystallisation. It
is usually essential to have protein in a homogenous purified form, as impure samples of
protein will not produce suitable crystals (Rhodes, 2000).

Crystal growth can be achieved by a number of methods, all designed to expose the
protein to ideal environmental factors that allow the slow controlled precipitation of the
protein needed to form crystals. The method used in this work was the hanging-drop
vapour diffusion method (see Fig. 2.6), one of the most widely successful methods of
producing crystals of diffraction quality. This allows a slow approach to a low degree of
supersaturation of protein in solution. A more than saturated solution, laden with
compounds that sequester water, reduces the protein's solubility and forces the protein to
precipitate. Supersaturating agents most frequently used are salt, organic solvents, or
polyethylene glycol (PEG). The degree of supersaturation required to maintain growth is
understood to be lower than that to initiate the formation of nuclei - very small protein
aggregates from which crystals grow. As the rate of diffusion in vapour diffusion is
slow, the protein concentration rises slowly to a low level of supersaturation, where a
limited number of nuclei form. The precipitation of protein in this form reduces the
concentration of soluble protein to a level that supports crystal growth rather than the
formation of extra nuclei (see Fig. 2.7). Observable diffraction patterns can be produced
from crystals grown to approximately 0.1mm in diameter (Rhodes, 2000).

well-sealed box

hanging drop

precipitant solution

Figure 2.6: The experimental arrangement for growing crystals via the hanging-drop vapour dijfusion
method. The droplet hanging under the glass cover slip contains both mother liquor and protein solution.
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Figure 2.7: A two-dimensional solubility diagram illustrating the effect of varying the protein and salt
concentration on crystal growth. Proteins fail to crystallise while in the undersaturated region. The
saturated region supports crystal growth and is subdivided into three distinct zones (precipitation,
nucleation and metastable region). The growth of stable nuclei and hence partitioning of protein from
solution into a crystalline form occurs in the metastable and nucleation zones. Spontaneous formation of
stable nuclei can only be supported in the nucleation zone and the rate at which this occurs depends on
how far into the zone the system is coerced. The optimum strategy in growing large crystals therefore
involves coercing the system beyond the metastable zone. As crystal growth occurs within this region, the
protein solution is depleted and returns to the metastable state, where stable nuclei formation is
diminished and the few nuclei previously initiated, grow to a large size.

2.7.3.2: The Crystal Lattice:
Lattice translations are symmetry operations that map one repeating unit in a crystal onto
another. The crystal being a three-dimensional structure means three lattice translations
determine the stacking within the crystal. The unit cell is a parallelepiped with
dimensions specified by three lattice translations, and is the smallest possible volume
that can build up an entire crystal by lattice symmetry operations. The cell edges a, b and
c are of length a, b and c, and the angles between them are a, P and y (see Fig. 2.8).
There are several different unit cell types with various constraints on the cell edges and
angles, such as monoclinic, triclinic and orthorhombic, as shown in Table 2.1 (Rhodes,
2000; Blow, 2002).
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Unit Cell Type
Triclinic
Monoclinic
Orthorhombic
Tetragonal
Cubic
Trigonal
Hexagonal

Symmetry
Unit Cell Dimensions
a, b and c, and a, |3 and y can have any value
2-fold axis along b
a^b^c,
a = y = 90, P 9^:
90
2-fold axes parallel to a, b
a = p = y = 90
and c
4-fold axis along c, 2-fold
a = 6 ^ c , a = P = y = 90
axes along a and b
a = 6 = c, a = P = y = 90 4-fold axes along a, b and c
3-fold axis along c
a=
a = P = 90, y =
120
6-fold axis along c
a-bitc,a
= f> = 90,'i =
120

Table 2.1: The requirements for the 7 crystal lattice systems (Blow, 2002).

Figure 2.8: A general (triclinic)

unit cell, with edges a, b, c and angles a, p and y (Rhodes, 2000).

2.7.4: Brass's Law:
W.L. Bragg was the first to show that diffraction from a crystal could be treated like
reflections from sets of equivalent parallel planes of atoms in a crystal. A number of
different planes exist in a crystal lattice, the most obvious being those formed by the unit
cell faces. Planes can, however, be formed by any three lattice points being connected.
Each diffracted X-ray wave can be regarded as a reflection of the incident X-ray off one
particular set of equally spaced lattice planes in a crystal. Likewise, each set of parallel
planes can be regarded as an independent diffractor, producing a single reflection
(Rhodes, 2000; Blow, 2002).
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Most scattered X-ray waves produced by atoms in the crystal are destructively cancelled.
However, in certain directions the scattering interferes constructively giving the
observable X-ray intensities. Geometrically, these can be treated as reflections from
hypothetical planes in the crystal. Scattering from one particular set of planes causes
diffracted X-rays to be emitted in all directions. However, these waves are all going to be
slightly out of phase with one another, and so cancel each other out, unless the source
X-rays impinge upon the planes at a certain angle 9 that satisfies Bragg's Law:

Idhki sinO = nk

(3)

In this equation, hkl are indices that refer to an individual reflection in the diffraction
pattern, and duki is the distance between the planes giving rise to this reflection. The term
X is the X-ray wavelength and n is an integer. X-rays that satisfy Bragg's Law are
constructively reinforced, as the reflected rays from successive planes are emitted from
the crystal in exact phase with each other. Failure to satisfy the law results in no beam
emerging at that angle (Rhodes, 2000).

Unrecorded
reflections (hollow)

Reflection
(unrecorded) at
position h,k,l

Crystal

X-ray Tube

Recorded
reflections
(solid)

Figure 2.9: Crystallographic data collection. Those reflections that can be measured at one particular
crystal orientation are shown as solid spots (on film) and those that could be measured at other
orientations are shown as hollow spots (within the sphere but not on the film) (Rhodes, 2000).
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The emerging beams are collected on a detector and appear as spots, which combine to
form a diffraction pattern (see Fig. 2.9). The spots (or reflections) of the diffraction
pattern are regularly spaced and ordered. This is due to a simple relationship between the
spacings in the crystalline lattice (the real lattice) and the spacings of the reflections in
the diffraction pattern. The spacings in a diffraction pattern are inversely proportional to
those in the real lattice, and thus the lattice of reflections is called the reciprocal lattice.
Due to this relationship, the unit cell dimensions in Angstroms in real space can be
determined firom the lattice spacings in reciprocal space. This relationship simply
connects the submicroscopic dimensions of the crystal unit cell to the macroscopic
dimensions of the diffraction pattern (Rhodes, 2000).

2.7.5: Symmetry:
Symmetry can exist within the unit cell too, and two or more equivalent units may
feature in one unit cell. If the contents of the unit cell are symmetrical then there is also
symmetry in the reciprocal lattice, and certain reflections are equivalent. Understanding
this can greatly reduce the amount of data collection necessary for a complete data set, as
only one reflection from each equivalent set need be measured. Just one of these
equivalent asymmetric units is all that one is required to determine in order to solve the
entire structure of macromolecules in the unit cell, and thus the crystal (Rhodes, 2000).

One of 230 space groups describes the symmetry of a unit cell, with only 65 possibilities
in proteins due to the amino acids all being of the L-enantiomer (i.e. space groups
involving mirror or inversion symmetry do not occur). The space groups are represented
by a capital letter, followed by a series of normal and subscript numbers. The letter refers
to the lattice type, P for a primitive lattice (one lattice point at each comer of the unit cell
only), I for a body-centred lattice (containing additional lattice points in the centre of
each unit cell) or F for a face-centred lattice (containing additional lattice points at the
centre of each unit cell face). C refers to a face-centred lattice where there are additional
lattice points at the centre of just one unit cell face only (see Fig. 2.10) (Rhodes, 2000;
Blow, 2002).
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c
Figure 2.10: The four possible lattice types, P, I, F and C (Rhodes, 2000).

The numbers that follow represent symmetry operations that can be carried out on a unit
cell, to superimpose one position onto its equivalent position. Amino acids, and thus the
proteins they form, are chiral, and so any unit cell is also chiral. Ordinarily, however, the
unit cell does contain two or more identical molecules that are symmetry related.
Symmetry operations in their simplest form include reflection (not possible in proteins),
rotation and translation, but more complex functions occur also, such as the screw axis, a
combination of rotation and translation. Basic symmetry operations are referred to in the
normal numbering that follows the lattice type letter, and screw axes by the subscript
numbers (Rhodes, 2000).

Certain symmetry elements in a unit cell announce themselves in the diffraction pattern
by causing specific reflections to be missing (intensity of zero). These patterns of
missing reflections are called systematic absences, and they allow the determination of
the space group of a crystal by looking at a few crucial planes of reflection (Rhodes,
2000).
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2.8: Data Collection:

2.8.1: X-ray Detectors:
Exposure of a crystal to the X-ray beam diffracts the beam outwards, as the source X-ray
is deflected by the electrons in the protein. The resultant diffracted X-rays are measured
using an area detector. Image Plate and Charge-Coupled Device (CCD) detectors are the
commonly used detectors at the moment, having replaced the outdated X-ray film.

2.8.1.1: Image Plate Detectors:
Image Plate detectors are sheets of crystal-coated plastic consisting of small crystals of
phosphor, such as BaF:Eu^^, which, when stimulated by a diffracted X-ray, transfer
electrons from the Eu^^ to the F' layer. This is a stable excited state, and further
stimulation from visible light is required to return the crystals to their native state. As
electrons drop back into the Eu layer, visible light in proportion to the intensity of the
previously absorbed X-rays is emitted and measured using a photocell. This is done after
X-ray exposure and a fine laser is used to illuminate a very small area of the image plate.
Bit-by-bit the intensity of the diffracted X-rays for the whole plate can be deduced
(Rhodes, 2000; Blow, 2002).

2.8.1.2: Multiwire Detectors:
Another type of detector known as the multiwire detector consists of two perpendicular
sets of parallel lines in a box filled with an inert gas. X-rays enter the detector through a
window of beryllium at the front, and ionise the gas in a small region (~100)j,m) causing
the production of a few hundred electrons. A potential difference is set across the two
sets of parallel lines forming anode and cathode wires. The electrons thus drift towards
the anode. This triggers movement of the ions, and a pulse of current that travels along
the nearest wires to a connecting delay line. The delay line, where the anode and cathode
wires each terminate, causes a delay in any signal from a wire proportional to the
distance of the wire from the end of the delay line. In this way the responsible wires can
be determined and the location of the diffracted X-rays identified. This information is
fed into a computer, which adds pulses from the same location thus producing a file of
indexed intensities (Rhodes, 2000).
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2.8.1.3: Charge-Coupled Devices (CCDs):
The most recent area detectors use Charge-Coupled Devices (CCDs) for detection, a
development that has sped up the data collection process. The detector connects to a
tapered fibre optic device that shrinks the recorded image onto a CCD chip. The CCD is
typically a 2.5cm^ grid of 25p,m pixels. Each pixel accumulates charge over the entire
data collection cycle in direct proportion to the amount of light striking them. Phosphors
coating the CCD emit visible light as diffracted X-rays hit them. After data collection a
row at a time is serially transferred onto a readout row on the edge of the CCD, and read
into a computer (Rhodes, 2000; Blow, 2002).

2.8.2; The Mathematics of X-rav Crvstallographv:
During data processing each of the diffracted X-ray spots is assigned an hkl index and its
intensity is measured. Re-orientating the crystal with respect to the source X-ray beam
during data collection allows each unique point in the reciprocal lattice to be brought
into a diffracting position. When the angle satisfies Bragg's Law (equation 3) for one set
of lattice planes, a diffracted X-ray is the result. Each diffracted X-ray has a contribution
from all scatterers in the unit cell. The sum that describes these contributions is called a
structure factor equation. It is correctly implied in the structure factor equation that each
reflection is the result of diffractive contributions from all atoms in the unit cell. That is,
every atom in the unit cell contributes to every reflection in the diffraction pattern. The
structure factor is a wave created by the superposition of many individual waves, each
resulting from diffraction by an individual atom (Rhodes, 2000).

Due to this complicated interaction between the X-ray and the molecules in the unit cell,
the resultant diffracted X-ray wave is complicated also. The scattered X-rays can be
described as a Fourier series. In a Fourier series, simple waves (sine and cosine
functions, including constants for amplitude, frequency and phase) are added together to
describe a complicated wave (Rhodes, 2000), as shown below.

2 ni {hx : + ky :+lz :)
^hki

-

(4)
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As well as structure factors Vhki being written as a Fourier series in which each term gives
the contribution of one atom to the reflection hkl, it can also be expressed in terms of
contributions from volume elements. The electron density of a volume element centred
at (x,y,z) is, approximately, the average value of p(x,y,z) in that region. By integrating
the function p(x,y,z) one can in effect make the volume element infinitesimally small. As
the region of density being averaged becomes smaller the approximate electron density
in each volume element thus becomes more accurate, giving a near precise
representation of electron density across the crystal (Rhodes, 2000). The structure factor
equation can thus be written:

Futi r
As mentioned earlier, when an X-ray impinges upon an object, it is the electrons
surrounding the atoms in the object that diffract the beam. As protein molecules are
ordered and when in crystalline form they are in a regularly repeating ordered array, the
electron density in a crystal is also a complicated three-dimensional periodic function,
and can be described as a Fourier series. An electron density map is a graph of this
function (see Fig. 2.11). It is a contour map showing regions of constant electron density
and, as the electrons are orbiting atoms in the protein molecules, it is a guide to the
structure of the molecules in the unit cell (Rhodes, 2000).

The Fourier transform is a function whose units are reciprocal to those of a Fourier
series, and so it can convert between measurements made in real and reciprocal space.
The structure factors Yhki are the Fourier transform of the unit cell density p(x,y,z)
throughout the unit cell. Therefore we can calculate p(x,y,z) via the back-transform of
Vhkl, as follows:
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Figure 2.11: (a) A small section of a molecular image (electron density map) displayed on a computer
graphics terminal; (b) The way in which image (a) is interpreted, by building a molecular model within the
image. Computer graphics programs allow parts of the model to be added and their conformations
adjusted to fit the image (Rhodes, 2000).

The aim of protein crystallography is to solve this equation and determine the electron
density, and thus the structure of the molecules in the unit cell. Vhki is a diffracted X-ray,
and thus a periodic function possessing amplitude and phase. The amplitude ofFhkt is
proportional to the square root of the reflection intensity, Ihkt, so the structure factor
amplitudes are directly obtainable from measured reflection intensities. The final piece
of information missing is the phase of F/,^/, which is not directly obtainable from any
single measurement on the diffraction pattern. As well as the intensity of each reflection,
in order to compute p(x,y,z) the phase of each diffracted X-ray needs to be determined
(Rhodes, 2000).
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2.9: Determination of Phases:
The determination of the phase angle of each reflection is the most awkward component
of X-ray crystallography. If the protein is small enough (<200 atoms, excluding
hydrogens), direct methods can be employed to solve the phase problem. Direct methods
programmes (e.g. Shake-and-Bake) assign random phases to reflections and use
relationships between the phases of the reflections to improve these phases. The
diffraction patterns of possible models are compared to those recorded when collecting
the data, to identify closely matching models. Accurate phase information found for the
most likely solutions enable potential maps to be calculated. This works for small
molecules with small unit cells and a low number of reflections. The number of possible
arrangements may be too large to compute if the atoms are too great in number. With
data of an excellent quality (~1 .OA), it is possible to solve the structure of proteins built
of over 100 residues in this way. For larger molecules or those that do not diffract to
atomic resolution, a number of other methods of overcoming this phase problem are
available. These include molecular replacement, multiple isomorphous replacement
(MIR), and anomalous dispersion. All these techniques give rise to initial estimates of
phases, which will require improving via an iterative process of model refinement before
an interpretable electron density map is obtained (Taylor, 2003).

2.9.1: Molecular Replacement:
This method can be used if the structure of another protein homologous to the unknown
protein has been solved. If such a structure is available, then one may be able to
determine the structure of the new protein from just a single data set. This method was
attempted in solving the structure of all three proteins investigated here. The known
structure, or search model, is there to provide initial phase estimates for the calculation
of structure factors for the target protein. In order that the phases of the search model
may be of any use, the search model must first be superimposed in three-dimensional
space onto the unknown structure (see Fig. 2.12). Unit cell dimensions and cell
symmetry, revealed from the native data, may provide some clues as to where the search
model should be positioned, but a much better fit is required if its phases are to be of any
use. The systematic search for the three Eulerian angles (a, P and y) of the rotation
matrix, and the three translation vectors (t*, ty and t^) of the translation matrix is a time
consuming practice, even for the fastest computers. The process is made easier by
performing two separate searches to determine both the orientation and the position of
the search model in the unit cell with respect to the target protein. These are known as
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the rotation function and the translation function, respectively (Taylor, 2003). The two
searches for orientation and location can be performed independently by the use of a
Patterson function:

^ ^-2m(hu

+ kv + lw)

^ (W)
h

k

(7)
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This is a variation on the Fourier series used to compute p(x,y,z) from structure factors
(mentioned earlier). The Patterson map differs from an electron density map as it lacks
any phase information. The map reveals all interatomic vectors, rather than all atomic
positions, and many of the vectors are independent of the molecule's position in the unit
cell. Thus, the Patterson map is ideal for determining the best orientation for the search
model within the unit cell. By orientating the search model in the same way as the target
structure, very similar Patterson maps should arise. Since the rotation function measures
the correlation of the two Pattersons, a high rotation function peak should be obtained
when the search model is in the correct orientation (Rhodes, 2000; Taylor, 2003).

Knowing that the optimal orientation has been determined, the search model may now be
used for a systematic search of locations. At each attempted location, structure factors
are obtained for the new model and amplitudes are compared to those observed from the
collected data. The closest similarity in the structure factor amplitudes identifies the best
position of the protein in the unit cell. Once the known structure is correctly orientated
and positioned inside the unit cell of the unknown protein, it can then be used to
calculate directly the initial phase estimates for the structure factor amplitudes of the
unknown protein (Rhodes, 2000; Blow, 2002; Taylor, 2003).
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X' - [ C ] X +t

Figure 2.12/ The aim of molecular replacement. A known structure (X) is superimposed onto the target
structure (X') in its unit cell. The transformation ofXtoX' is described byX'=[C]X+t, where [C] is
rotation matrix that rotates co-ordinates X into a new orientation and t is the translation vector defining
the position.

2.9.1.1: Threading:
Threading is a molecular modelling development with implications for the molecular
replacement technique. The phasing model is not determined via a sequence alignment,
but is instead generated by predicting possible secondary structure motifs the target
protein may form and assessing the likelihood of them adopting a range of tertiary
structures. It is based on the fact that two naturally evolved proteins can have very
different sequences, and still fold into homologous structures. Thus, if no sequentially
similar phasing model is available threading methods may be employed to recognise the
potential folds of the target protein. A number of possible models may be produced, each
of which can be used as a source of initial phases for the experimentally collected
diffraction data (Rost et al, 1997; Jones, 2001).

2.9.2: Multiple Isomorphous Replacement:
The protein crystal is reacted with a heavy metal reagent. These atoms are strong
diffractors due to the large numbers of electrons that orbit their nuclei. The metal binds
to the protein in the crystal at a few specific sites on the surface of the protein molecules.
These derivative crystals must be isomorphous with the native crystals. The location of
these heavy atoms can be determined via the use of a Patterson function. As a Patterson
function reveals the interatomic vectors, rather than the atomic positions, the number of
vectors between all atoms in the derivative will be huge, and uninterpretable. In order to
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extract initial phase estimates from the data, the relatively simple diffraction pattern of
the few heavy atoms must first be extracted from the far more complicated diffraction
pattern of the entire heavy atom derivative. A difference Patterson function is therefore
used. All atoms in the crystal contribute to all diffracted X-rays, and addition of heavy
metal atoms to the protein therefore alters the diffraction pattern. By comparison of the
heavy atom derivative's and the native protein's diffraction patterns, the contributions to
the diffraction pattern made by the heavy atoms alone can be determined. A Patterson
map of the limited number of heavy atoms is far simpler than that of the entire
derivative, and the vector number low enough for the map to be interpretable and the
locations of the heavy atoms identified (Rhodes, 2000; Taylor, 2003).

If the heavy atoms bind in the same location in each molecule in the crystal, the unit cell
symmetry can be used to assist in locating these atoms. Due to the unit cell symmetry, all
vectors connecting symmetry related heavy atoms are all found in a single plane that cuts
the Patterson unit cell. These vectors are known as Marker vectors, and the plane is a
Harker section. This process does, in fact, initially identify two possible values for the
phase. This two-fold ambiguity in the phase determination can be resolved from the
analysis of (at least) one other heavy atom derivative - hence the term multiple
isomorphous replacement (Rhodes, 2000; Blow, 2002; Taylor, 2003).

2.9.3: Multiwavelength Anomalous Dispersion:
As with MIR, electron-dense atoms can also be used in MAD phasing. MIR phasing has
several problems, especially with non-isomorphism between the native and the heavy
atom soaked crystals. MAD phasing overcomes this problem by using a tuneable
synchrotron source and collecting data sets at three distinct wavelengths: the absorption
peak, the absorption curve's inflection point and a remote wavelength away from the
absorption edge (Read, 1996). Thus a single crystal becomes both the native and
derivative protein crystals, and this removes the problem of isomorphism. The protein
derivatives can be synthesised by taking a relatively electron-dense atom, such as
selenium in selenomethionine, and incorporating it into the protein of interest during
expression in place of native methionine. X-rays of wavelengths close to the absorption
edge interact in special ways with the electron-dense selenium atoms in the protein
derivative producing sufficiently different data at each wavelength to locate their atomic
positions. Locating the seleniums provides the initial phase estimates required to solve
the structure (Rhodes, 2000; Blow, 2002).
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2.10: Refinement:
After obtaining initial phase estimates, an electron density map can be calculated and an
initial atomic model built to fit it. This initial atomic model is incomplete and inaccurate,
due to errors in the phase estimates and errors in interpretation. The final stage in
structure determination is refinement. This is an iterative process aimed at improving the
agreement between the structure factor amplitudes calculated from the model and those
observed in the collected data. It involves adjusting the atomic positions (x,y,z) to give
values that best fit the observed structure factor amplitudes, all the while maintaining
ideal molecular geometry. A large number of parameters may be involved in the
refinement process, including atomic positions, temperature factors and occupancy. A
common problem is due to the large number of atoms in a structure giving rise to a poor
data:parameter ratio. This ratio may be improved by reducing the number of independent
parameters to be refined by applying constraints or restraints to the refinement process.
By constraining a parameter, a fixed value is applied to it, whilst restraining a parameter
involves fixing it to within a certain range of values. The refinement software used in
work presented here was SHELX. The use of refinement software is followed by
inspection of graphical representations of model atoms in the contours of the electron
density map. The model is rebuilt and refinement software is again used to optimise all
bond lengths and angles, and more importantly the agreement with the experimental
data. This process of refining and rebuilding is repeated many times until the model fits
the experimental data optimally (Rhodes, 2000).

Observing the changes in the crystallographic R-factor allows the monitoring of any
improvements in the model. This is a look at the agreement between the observed (Fobs)
and calculated (Fcaic) structure factors, and can be calculated as follows:

VIf I R =
/

.r

ohs\

/

P

calc

obs

(8)

As refinement converges on the correct structure, the agreement between Fobs and Fcaic
will improve, and the R-factor will decrease towards zero. An R-factor of 0.60 indicates
observed data compared to a completely random set of structure factor amplitudes.
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One problem with the R-factor is that it can decrease, and thus indicate an improvement
in the model, without any physically meaningful improvement actually being made. This
is often achieved by refining against an increased number of parameters. To combat this
the Rfree value is monitored. The Rfree is a statistic calculated in conjunction with the
R-factor, and helps indicate the extent of the model bias. It is calculated using a
randomly selected 5% of the total reflections. These reflections are excluded from
refinement, and so the Rfree provides an unbiased assessment as to whether the
refinement is actually improving the agreement between Fobs and Fcaic, and thus
improving the model.
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3.1: Introduction:

3.1.1: Aromatic Hydrocarbons:
Natural sources are responsible for adding huge amounts of aromatic hydrocarbons and
related compounds to the environment. Lignin, for example, is a complex aromatic
polymer (see Fig. 3.1) and a major constituent (18-35%) of woody tissue (Bugg and
Winfield, 1998; Olsen et al, 1992), which comprises approximately 25% of the landbased biomass on earth. These natural sources of hydrocarbon are a rich source of manmade polymers, e.g. isopropyltoluene has been extracted commercially from plants.
Although natural sources can contribute to the presence of aromatic material in the
environment most are industrially produced.

OMo

OH

OM© OH

OR

OH

OMe

OMb
OH

Figure 3.1: A diagramatic representation of lignin (Bugg and Winfield, 1998).

The use of aromatic hydrocarbons in industry is increasing rapidly. Coal and petroleum
are the starting materials for most organic chemicals, with more than 70% of the ringed
compounds being derived from petroleum (Young, 1984). The molecules are the starting
materials in the synthesis of plastics, paints, dyes, resins and pesticides to name but a
few. They are also used in car and aviation fuels. Nitro-aromatics, also man-made, are
used widely as explosives by the military (Bugg and Winfield, 1998). All these materials
have a huge market, and so vast amounts of these chemical compounds are produced
globally every year. The quantity of synthetic organic chemicals produced annually
worldwide has grown at an alarming rate over the past one hundred years. One million
tonnes were produced in 1930. Twenty years later this figure had risen to 7 million
tonnes. By 1970 over 63 million tonnes were being produced worldwide. With the rapid
developments in industry in recent years, the annual worldwide production of synthetic
chemicals is still rising. In 1990 the quantity was estimated at 500 million tonnes {The
Race to Save the Planet, 2005). Consequently, with the increase in the use of these
petroleum-based chemicals in industry, there was also a concomitant increase in the
leaking of these materials into the environment: pesticides applied to large areas of land
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(and designed to resist rapid degradation), accidental spillages of chemicals, seepage
from waste-contaminant areas, fly-ash from municipal incinerators, and general
evaporative loss into the atmosphere all help to amplify the levels of aromatic chemicals
within the environment (Young, 1984).

These chemicals pose a threat to the environment. There is a tendency for such
compounds to accumulate in wildlife, particularly birds and fish. As such, it is also
possible for the chemicals to accumulate in humans too. Many of these compounds are
hazardous to the health, most being toxic at high concentrations.
Dichlorodiphenyltrichloroethane (DDT) is regarded as the most powerful pesticide the
world has ever known. It was invented by the Swiss Paul Muller in 1939, and later won
him the Nobel Prize for physiology and medicine after it was successfully used in World
War II for clearing South Pacific islands of malaria-causing insects for U.S. troops and
as an effective de-lousing powder in Europe. The lack of selectivity of DDT meant it
was capable of killing hundreds of different types of insects at once. This power had
devastating effects on the entire food chain, as described by Rachel Carson in her book
Silent Spring in 1962. Carson's book eventually resulted in DDT being banned, as she
brought to light how the chemical accumulated in the fatty tissues of animals, including
humans, and caused cancer and genetic damage. It remained toxic in the environment
even after it was diluted by rainwater. Carson claimed that in its time of use it had
caused irrevocable harm to birds and animals, and contaminated the entire world's food
supply (The Story of Silent Spring, 1997).

More recently, huge numbers of people were exposed to the fungicide
hexachlorobenzene (HCB) in southeastern Turkey. This organic chlorinated benzene
derivative was initially described to have limited or no toxicity in humans, yet was
recommended as a suitable treatment for the wheat-based fungus Tilletia tritici. It later
emerged that its intense lipid solubility had meant toxicity study results had been
misinterpreted. In 1950 the first reports of HCBs toxicity began to appear, detailing
respiratory system irritation, eye damage and liver damage. Treated grain was intended
to have been planted by farmers for harvesting the following year, but food shortages
meant the grain ended up being deployed to the markets for direct distribution. Many
Turkish provinces began reporting infant deaths from a mysterious disease in the mid1950s, later described by the dermatologist Cam as Pembe Yara (pink sore). The infants
developed weakness, diarrhoea and a skin rash caused by numerous lesions under the
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skin. The condition occurred in children who had been breast fed by mothers who had
ingested the treated wheat grain, and resuUed in death in more than 95% of patients. By
the mid-1970s HCB was subject to a worldwide ban for use as a fungicide (Jarrell and
Gocmen, 2000). With such hazards involved, it is important for us to investigate and
fully understand the biological processes behind their degradation and removal from the
environment, in order that any threat to the health of both humans and wildlife can be
minimised or removed.

3.1.2: Bacteria and Degradation:
Microorganisms play an important role in the catabolism of both naturally occurring and
man-made organic molecules, including aromatic hydrocarbons. Although many of the
simple aromatic compounds in the environment are industrially-made, and so do not
have a biosynthetic origin, microorganisms are able to degrade many of them,
presumably via pathways that normally degrade natural aromatic compounds (Gibson
and Subramanian, 1984). Not all chemicals can be broken down by microorganisms
however, and this leads to the interruption of the degradative pathways and the
accumulation of chemicals in the environment, with the ensuing threat to wildlife and
humans. Bioremediation has recently become a useful strategy in environmental
biotechnology for the removal of hazardous aromatic compounds from soil and ground
water. With a greater understanding of the underlying degradative pathways, the
enzymes involved may be used to greater effect, or even manipulated to encompass
degradation of chemicals not previously substrates for the degradative enzymes. In this
way the accumulation of hazardous aromatic compounds in the environment may be
reduced considerably.

Stormer first demonstrated that bacteria could utilise aromatic compounds for growth in
1908, using toluene and xylene. Since then it has been discovered that algae and fungi
also have the capabilities of growing with aromatic compounds as their sole source of
carbon (Butler and Mason, 1997). In order that microorganisms can do this, they need to
be able to break carbon-carbon bonds within the molecule. There are a number of ways
in which bacteria can achieve this, so that the compound may be utilised for growth.
Probably the most familiar methods are via lyase or hydrolase reactions. Microorganisms
use two different methods in the breakdown of aromatic rings, depending on the level of
oxygen present. In anaerobic conditions, bacterial enzymes catalyse the reductive
hydrogenation of the ring, followed by the fragmentation of the cyclohexane ring
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skeleton. In aerobic bacteria, oxidation of the ring followed by oxidative cleavage is the
strategy used (Bugg and Winfield, 1998). The enzymes that catalyse the aerobic
reactions are termed oxygenases.

3.1.3: Oxygenases:
In bacteria, the involvement of oxygenases in the aerobic catabolism of aromatic rings
follows one of two paths. They either perform the first phase in degradation by preparing
the aromatic compounds for ring cleavage (e.g. benzoate 1,2-dioxygenase) (Karlsson et
al., 2002; Yamaguchi and Fujisawa, 1982) or alternatively, their involvement is with the
second phase in degradation, where they carry out the ring fission reactions themselves
(e.g. catechol 2,3-dioxygenase) (Kita et al., 1999). There are 2 main classes of
oxygenase; mono-oxygenases and dioxygenases (determined by whether they introduce
an atom or a molecule of oxygen respectively) (Bugg and Winfield, 1998).

3.1.3.1: Mono-oxvgenases:
In bacteria, mono-oxygenases are usually involved in hydroxylation reactions. When
hydrolysing aromatic ketones, however, they have been shown to insert single oxygen
atoms into the substrates, to form an ester, which is then hydrolysed (Cripps et al., 1978;
Rosche et al., 1995; Tanner and Hopper, 2000). FAD-dependent mono-oxygenases also
commonly produce catechols via the ortho hydroxylation of phenols. This is important
for the ring-cleaving activity of some dioxygenases (Bugg and Winfield, 1998). In
mono-oxygenases, the other atom of oxygen fi-om dioxygen is reduced to water, so that
these enzymes function as part oxygenase and part oxidase. For this reason they are also
known as mixed-function oxidases (Mason and Cammack, 1992).

3.1.3.2: Dioxygenases:
The first dioxygenase structure solved was that of protocatechuate 3,4-dioxygenase by
Ohlendorfef al. in 1988. Metabohsm of aromatic rings by dioxygenases involves the
introduction of two oxygen atoms into the substrate. Experiments using heavy isotopes
have shown that both oxygens comefi"oma molecule of O2, rather than from a molecule
of oxygen and a molecule of water. Hayaishi has shown this using catechol 1,2dioxygenase. In his first experiment, purified enzyme and substrate were incubated in
and exposed to normal atmospheric oxygen. In a second experiment these
conditions were reversed, using

and an atmosphere of '^Oi. The products were
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then subjected to mass spectral analysis, which clearly showed oxygen was incorporated
into both products from dioxygen, and not from water (Bugg and Lin, 2001).

Almost all bacterial ring-cleavage dioxygenases so far characterised contain iron at the
active site. A few manganese-dependent dioxygenases have also been discovered, for
example 3,4-dihydroxyphenylacetate 2,3-dioxygenase (3,4-DHPAD) (Boldt et al, 1995),
as well as copper-dependent, e.g. quercetin 2,3-dioxygenase (Steiner et al., 2002), and
nickel dependent enzymes, e.g. acireductone dioxygenase (Al Mjeni et al., 2002).
Conserved amino acids in their sequences show that these different types of dioxygenase
fall into families. The alternative metal ions affect the catalytic properties of the
enzymes, but their mechanism and fianction remain the same. As mentioned previously,
dioxygenases are involved in the preparation of aromatic compounds for ring-fission,
usually catalysing the insertion of 2 hydroxyl groups to produce a suitable ring fission
substrate. They are also involved in the ring-fission reactions themselves.

3.1.3.2.1: Hvdroxvlating Dioxygenases:
The hydroxylation reaction is carried out by a three-component dioxygenase comprising
an NADH-dependent fiavin reductase, a ferredoxin electron transport protein (Colbert et
al., 2000) and the terminal dioxygenase subunit (Neidle et al., 1991; Mason and
Cammack, 1992). For many years it was assumed that bacteria oxidise the benzene core
of an aromatic compound to catechol, via the production of phenol as an intermediate
(see Fig. 3.2).

O,
Benzene

Phenol

C a t e c h o l

Figure 3.2: The initially proposed pathway for the dihydroxylation of benzene to produce catechol. The
oxygen atoms are added one at a time in a 2-step process (Butler and Mason, 1997).

An alternative pathway was proposed based on observations by Hayaishi et al. that crude
cell extracts of Aerobacter aerogenes contained an enzyme capable of converting a
trans-diiol to catechol. He proposed a two-step process, where both oxygen atoms were
introduced in a single step to form a trans-6.\o\, which was then converted to catechol in
the second step. Later studies by Gibson et al. showed that cell extracts did not oxidise
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?rans-benzene dihydrodiol at any significant rate, but the cis-isomer was readily
metabolised (Neidle et ai, 1991). Thus, the dihydroxylation of the aromatic compounds
occurs in a single step with both oxygens being introduced at the same time by a
dioxygenase (see Fig. 3.3). This hydroxylation of aromatic compounds produces cisdiols (Neidle et a/., 1991; Mason and Cammack, 1992) and is an NADH-dependent step.
A second reaction, re-aromatising the cyclic core involves NAD (Butler and Mason,
1997).
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Figure 3.3: The correct pathway for the dihydroxylation of benzene to produce catechol. The process
occurs in two steps, with both oxygen atoms being added at the same time in the first step, producing a cisa e c o w f
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3.1.3.2.2: Ring-cleaving Dioxvgenases:
The hydroxylation of aromatic compounds prepares them for ring-cleavage. The usual
prerequisite for this oxidative cleavage is that the ring contains 2 hydroxyl groups, that
are ortho or para to one another. Some cases, such as the degradation of thymol
(1 -methyl-3 -hydroxyl-4-isopropylbenzene) require the introduction of a third hydroxyl
group before ring-fission can occur. These substitutions reduce the stability of the
aromatic nucleus, and facilitate the attack by specific ring-cleaving dioxygenases
(Harwood and Parales, 1996).

Three aerobic ring cleavage pathways are available to the dioxygenases. The gentisate
pathway is followed when gentisic acid (2,5-dihydroxybenzoic acid) is the substrate.
Gentisic acid is a key intermediate in the bacterial degradative pathways of a large
number of aromatic compounds, and its degradation is initiated by gentisate 1,2dioxygenase. The two hydroxyl groups on its benzene core are para to each other, and
cleavage occurs between the carboxyl-substituted carbon, and the adjacent hydroxylated
carbon to produce maleylpyruvic acid (see Chapter 1, Fig. I.IC). Despite a central role
in the degradation of aromatic compounds, little is known about the structure or
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mechanism of this enzyme. What has been suggested, however, is a requirement for an
Fe^"^ iron cofactor, located at or near the active site (Harpel and Lipscomb, 1990).

More is known about the dioxygenases of the ortho and meta pathways. These act on
aromatic substrates that contain two vicinal hydroxyl groups, such as catechol and
protocatechuate. The vicinal hydroxyl groups are formed following the catabolism of a
number of environmental pollutants, such as toluene, benzene and naphthalene, and as
such the enzymes involved in their degradative pathways have been subject to a great
deal of study, more so than those of the gentisate pathway (Harpel and Lipscomb, 1990).

The ortho pathway (also known as the (3-ketoadipate pathway, due to a key pathway
intermediate) and the meta pathway dioxygenases are discriminated by the nature of the
ring fission. These two classes of orf/zo-hydroxylated-ring-cleavage dioxygenases are
determined by the location of the cut made, and are known as the intradiol and extradiol
dioxygenases (see Fig. 3.4). Intradiol dioxygenases (e.g. catechol 1,2-dioxygenase)
cleave the aromatic ring in the ortho position, cutting between the phenolic hydroxyl
groups. They require Fe^^ as the non-haem iron cofactor and are inactivated by treatment
with reducing agents. Extradiol dioxygenases (e.g. catechol 2,3-dioxygenase) cut the
carbon-carbon in the meta position, adjacent to the phenolic hydroxyl groups (Olsen et
ai, 1992). The extradiol dioxygenases require Fe^"^ at the catalytic centre, and are
inactivated via treatment with oxidising agents (Bugg and Winfield, 1998).

R
a

Intradiol Dioxygenase
Oo

-OgC

Fe3+

CO2

Extradiol Dioxygenase
R

O2

Fe2+

COo-

Figure 3.4: The reactions catalysed by intradiol (a) and extradiol (b) dioxygenases (figure adapted from
Bugg and Lin, 2001).
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The fact that the hydroxyl groups here are ortho to each other, rather than para as in the
gentisate pathway, means the reaction mechanisms of these enzymes cannot be directly
linked to those of gentisate 1,2-dioxygenase. However, the similar metal cofactor
requirements suggest the mechanism of gentisate 1,2-dioxygenase is most similar to
those dioxygenases of the extradiol class (Harwood and Par ales, 1996).

X-ray structures have shown that each family of or^/zo-hydroxylated cleaving
dioxygenases has a specific set of amino acid ligands for each cofactor. The ligands that
bind the cofactors in intradiol dioxygenases have been determined. The non-haem
was found to be ligated by four amino acid side chains: two imidazole side-chains of
histidine residues, and two phenolic side-chains of a pair of tyrosine residues. A fifth
water ligand completes a trigonal bipyramidal structure (Bugg and Lin, 2001).

The facile oxidation of the Fe^"" cofactor in extradiol dioxygenases has made the
structural elucidation of this class rather more challenging. Purification and
crystallisation of the extradiol dioxygenase BhpC was carried out in anaerobic conditions
to avoid unwanted oxidation, by Han et al. in 1995. The X-ray structure thus obtained
possessed a funnel-shaped cavity between two domains leading to the active site where
the iron (II) cofactor was bound. Three amino acids were found to be involved in the
cofactor ligation: histidine 146, histidine 210 and glutamate 260 (Han et al., 1995). A
number of other extradiol dioxygenase crystal structures have since been solved
including catechol 2,3-dioxygenase in 1999, firom Pseudomonas putida mt-2 (Kita et ai,
1999); protocatechuate 4,5-dioxygenase (4,5-PCD) firom Sphingomonas paucimobilis
SYK-6, in 1999 (Sugimoto et al., 1999); and in 2000 human homogentisate dioxygenase
(Titus et al., 2000). Although all are extradiol dioxygenases, in some cases there is
limited sequence similarity. 4,5-PCD, for example bears no sequence similarity to BhpC.
In all cases, however, active site features are very similar, and often conserved iron (II)
ligands are used. The HisiGlu motif is found in all these extradiol dioxygenases (and a
number of non-haem iron (III) enzymes) (Miller and Lipscomb, 1996; Bugg and Lin,
2001).
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The specific amino acid ligands for the iron cofactors in intradiol and extradiol
dioxygenases produce only slight changes in the active site structure. This poses a couple
of questions about the specificity of the enzymes. Firstly, how are the enzymes so
specific for their required iron cofactors? Secondly, how does this small change in
coordination chemistry relate to the choice of reaction pathway?

Bugg and Lin have recently proposed a hypothesis to answer these questions (Bugg and
Lin, 2001). It was discovered that, although the initial events in the intradiol and
extradiol pathways were different, with different routes for single electron transfer
between catechol, dioxygen and the cofactors, both pathways converged on a common
intermediate: a proximal hydroperoxide intermediate (see Fig. 3.5). Two stable versions
of this intermediate can be formed: one with the hydroperoxide group in the pseudo-axial
position; the other with it in the pseudo-equatorial position (see Fig. 3.6). Assuming that
the iron centres can form octahedral coordinates during the catalytic cycle, only one of
each stable version can bind each active site: the three ligands of the active centre of
extradiol dioxygenases (the His2Glu motif) leave space for another three coordination
sites (see Fig. 3.7), allowing binding of the proximal hydroperoxide intermediate in the
pseudo-axial position. The four ligands at the active centre of intradiol dioxygenases (the
HissTyr? motif) leave space for just two possible coordination sites (see Fig. 3.7). Only
the pseudo-equatorial conformation of the proximal hydroperoxide intermediate can
bind. From the two different binding orientations that are formed with each type of
dioxygenase, two different reaction pathways are possible. The extradiol enzymes have
their bound hydroperoxide intermediates in the optimal position for weto-cleavage of the
aromatic ring. The intradiol enzymes have their bound hydroperoxide intermediates in
the optimal position for ortho cleavage of the aromatic ring (see Fig. 3.5) (Bugg and
Winfield, 1998).

3.1.4: 2.4'-Dihvdroxvacetophenone Dioxvgenase (DAD):
One enzyme being worked on in this thesis is 2,4'-dihydroxyacetophenone dioxygenase
(DAD). It was discovered when a strain of Alcaligenes, a soil bacterium, was grown on a
medium of 4-hydroxyacetophenone. It is a homotetramer, with subunits each of 20.3kDa
molecular mass, and it contains iron. This iron is of unknown redox state (although the
enzyme is colourless), and it is not lost during prolonged dialysis suggesting that it is
tightiy bound. When provided with NADH, cell free-extracts metabolised
4-hydroxyacetophenone to 4-hydroxybenzoate and formate. There was a requirement for
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Figure 3.5: The convergence of the catalytic mechanisms of the intradiol and extradiol dioxygenases onto
the common proximal hydroperoxide intermediate, then the following divergence to give the meta- or
ortho-cleaved reaction products (figure adapted from Bugg and Lin, 2001).
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Figure 3.6/ The two versions of the proximal hydroperoxide intermediates, formed by the extradiol
enzymes (left), the axial position, and the intradiol enzymes (right), the equatorial position. The axial
hydroperoxide reveals 3 vacant coordination sites for iron to bind. The equatorial hydroperoxide reveals
just 2 vacant coordination sites for iron to bind (figure adapted from Bugg and Lin, 2001).
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Figure 3.7: The coordination sites the iron centres have available for binding the proximal hydroperoxide
intermediates after coordination to the amino acid ligands which bind each cofactor. Fe'^ (left), used by
extradiol dioxygenases leaves 3 vacant sites, whereas Fe^* (right), required by intradiol dioxygenases has
just 2 sites available.
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oxygen for these reactions, suggesting the involvement of an oxygenase (Hopper and
Kaderbhai, 1999).

The NADH requirement for the oxidation of 4-hydroxyacetophenone and the production
of 4-hydroxybenzoate are consistent with the ester-forming route of mono-oxygenases
(Rosche et al, 1995; Tanner and Hopper, 2000). Cell-free extracts, however, exhibited
no esterase activity to the ester that would have been formed, methyl 4-hydroxybenzoate.
4-Hydroxybenzoate and formate, the products of 4-hydroxyacetophenone oxidation were
also produced when 2,4'-dihydroxyacetophenone was exposed to cell-free extracts in the
presence of O? but in the absence of NADH (Hopper and Elmorsi, 1984). This opened
doors to the possibility of a new pathway.

The NADH may be required by a mono-oxygenase, catalysing the first step in
4-hydroxyacetophenone oxidation. The product of this reaction is
2,4'-dihydroxyacetophenone (see Fig. 3.8) (Hopper et al., 1985). The following cleavage
of 2,4'-dihydroxyacetophenone to yield 4-hydroxybenzoate and formate has no added
cofactor requirement, but is O2 dependent. It was, however, not clear how the O? was
involved. The stoichiometry of its uptake approached 1 ).imol O2 /mol of substrate, which
is what would be expected for a reaction catalysed by an oxygenase. Heavy isotope
experiments similar to those carried out by Hayaishi, using

were performed by

Hopper et al. The results confirmed that an atom of dioxygen was incorporated into
each of the substrates, and so the enzyme involved was a dioxygenase (Hopper, 1986).
This is unusual since the dioxygenases discussed previously cleave either a benzene core
containing two hydroxyls para to each other (gentisate pathway), or a benzene core
containing two adjacent hydroxyls, cutting in either the ortho or the meta positions. Thus
the enzyme is a dioxygenase where cleavage of an aromatic compound is not at the ring
at all, but on one of the side-chains, and the ring itself remains intact (see Fig. 3.8).
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2,4'-dihydroxyacetophenone

4-hydroxybenzoate

Figure 3.8: The 2-step catabolism of 4-hydroxyacetophenone to produce 4-hydroxybenzoate and formate.
The first reaction is carried out by an NADH-requiring mono-oxygenase, and the second by the enzyme
currently being looked at, 2,4 '-dihydroxyacetophenone dioxygenase (Darby et al, 1987).

The dad gene has been cloned from its parent strain (Alcaligenes 57?.4HAP) and
sequenced. The gene encodes 177 amino acids including two cysteines, although it is not
known if they are involved in a disulphide bond. Genome sequencing has indicated the
presence of highly homologous reading frames in several Pseudomonas bacteria but the
functions of the corresponding proteins are unknown (Hopper and Kaderbhai, 1999).
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3.2: DAD Protocol:

3.2.1: Over-expression:
The dad gene had previously been cloned into pA.l-cyt, a 4.2kbp thermoinducible
expression vector containing a PINK reporter system for reporting the expression status
of a cloned foreign gene, and with ampicillin-dependent selection (Hopper and
Kaderbhai, 1999). The resultant plasmid, named pKl-12, was constructed and kindly
supplied by Dr D.J. Hopper of the University of Wales, Aberystwyth, Wales,
transformed into E.coli N-4830-1 cells. Full details of the expression system are given in
Chapter 2, section 2.1.1.

A single colony of this transformed E.coli stock grown on an LB-agar plate containing
ampicillin (ISOjiig/ml) was used to inoculate 10ml LB media of the same antibiotic
strength. After growing to log phase at 30°C overnight, 1ml was used to inoculate a
further 10ml LB containing ampicillin (150^g/ml). The culture was grown at 30°C until
an ODeoo = 0.8-1.2 was reached. At this point the temperature was raised to 39°C to
initiate heat-shock induction. The temperature was reduced slightly to the optimal
38.5°C after 30 minutes and induction allowed to proceed. The expression of DAD was
examined by the use of a time course SDS-PAGE experiment, where the cells were left
to grow at 38.5°C and 1ml ahquots were taken at intervals of 2, 4, 6 and 8 hours.

Having determined the optimal over-expression times, a large-scale preparation of DAD
was carried out by the fermentation of a lOL culture of E.coli N-4830-1 containing
ampicillin (150)a,g/ml) in a Braun and Diessel Biotech GmbH ES-10 fermenter. The
culture was fermented at 30°C until an ODeoo = 0.8-1.2 was reached, after 8.25 hours. At
this point, the cells were induced by raising the temperature to 39°C for 30 minutes. The
temperature was then reduced slightly to the optimal 38.5°C, and induction was allowed
to proceed for a further 7.5 hours. Cells were harvested after a total of 8 hours induction
time.
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Figure 3.9: Harvested cells ofE.coli N-4830-1 containing the recombinantpKA^lIplasmid.
The strong
pink colouration is indicative of successful induction ofprotein over-expression.

3.2.2: Purification:
The cells were decanted into lOx IL Beckman centrifuge tubes and harvested by
centrifuging in a Beckman-Coulter Avanti J-20 XPI centrifuge at VOOOrpm for 10
minutes. The total pellet collected amounted to approximately 50cm^ (see Fig. 3.9). This
was resuspended in three times the volume of 42mM sodium phosphate, pH 7.0 lysis
buffer and disrupted by sonication for 6 cycles, 30 seconds on, 30 seconds off The
resultant cell lysate was centrifuged in a Beckman J2-21 centrifuge at ISOOOxg for 30
minutes to remove cell debris. The supernatant was collected (-200ml).

This cell lysate was purified initially on a Q-sepharose^"^ anion exchange FPLC column
at 4°C. The column was washed with degassed Buffer A ( 50mM TRIS/HCl, pH 8.0,
containing lOmM P-mercaptoethanol and 0.01% sodium azide) until a stable elution base
line was established via monitoring the absorbance at 280nm. The column was run at a
flow rate of 5ml/minute for a total of 900ml, and the protein was eluted on a salt gradient
of 0.2M to 0.8M KCl. 10ml fractions were collected. Peak fractions were assayed
spectrophotometrically to locate activity, and fractions 24-28 inclusive were pooled. This
corresponded to 0.44M - 0.49M KCl. Using a 50ml amicon with a 30kDa membrane, the
50ml pool was concentrated down to 5ml, approximately 25mg/ml. The concentrate was
then loaded onto a Superdex^'^-200 gel filtration FPLC column. Five separate aliquots of
1ml sample were loaded. The column was run at 4°C at a flow rate of 0.3ml/minute, for
a total of 300ml. 1ml fractions were collected at a volume passed of between 70ml and
104ml, where the major peaks eluted.
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M

I.E.

Fractions 20-27

Figure 3.10: SDS-PAGE analysis of DAD purification after Q-Sepharose™ anion exchange
chromatography (I.E.) and after Superdex™-200 gel filtration chromatography. Fractions 20-27 were
taken across the relevant peak. Fraction 25 shows the highest expression, whilst fractions 26 and 27
contain the purest protein.

The activity assay identified fractions 20-27 as containing DAD. The purity of each
fraction was determined by SDS-PAGE (see Fig. 3.10), and indicated that later fractions,
26 and 27, were completely pure and pooled, whilst fractions 23-25 contained minor
contaminants between 50 and lOOkDa. These were deemed insignificant compared to the
intense DAD expression band, and so these fractions were also pooled separately. The
absorbance reading of the pure pool at 280nm indicated the concentration was just
0.4mg/ml. Using a 50ml amicon with a 30kDa membrane, followed by a YM-30
centricon, the solution was concentrated down to 2.5-3.0ml, i.e. a concentration of
approximately S.Omg/ml. This stock was frozen at -20°C and used in various crystal
screens.

3.3: Crystallisation:
Various screens for crystallising the DAD protein were attempted using the hangingdrop vapour diffusion method. The screens initially attempted were Jena Bioscience
JBScreen kits 1 , 2 , 4 , 6 and 7 and Molecular Dimensions crystal screens MDl-01 and
MDl-02. The only successful condition resulted in crystal growth after 2 years (see Fig.
3.11) using protein that had been provided by our collaborators. The mother liquor in the
well contained 0.7ml O.IM TRIS/HCl, pH 8.0 and 14% PEG 8k. The protein for these
early crystal screens was prepared, fireeze-dried and kindly supplied by Dr D.J. Hopper
of the University of Aberystwyth, Wales. Resuspended in distilled water to a
concentration of 2.5mg/ml, 5^1 protein solution was mixed with 5)li1 mother liquor and
1^1 lOOmM formate in the drop. The crystal trays were left at room temperature.
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Figure 3 11: A single DAD crystal, grown over a 2 year period in 0. IM TRIS/HCl, pH 8.0 and 14% PEG

3.4: Data Collection and Processing:
The crystal was cryoprotected in 30% glycerol prior to flash cooling in liquid ethane.
Data for the native DAD crystal were collected on the ID 14-2 beamline at ESRF
(Grenoble, France) to a resolution of 1.1 A (see Fig. 3.12). The wavelength used was
0.933A, and the ADSC CCD detector used positioned 80.00cm from the crystal. An
Oxford Cryosystems cryostat maintained the crystal at a nominal temperature of lOOK.
A high resolution pass produced 185 images from 1° oscillations with one pass often
seconds per image. This data was supplemented with a low resolution pass of shorter
exposures essentially to re-collect previously overloaded low resolution reflections. This
low resolution pass collected another 93 images, this time with an oscillation angle of 2°
and an exposure time of a single one second pass per image. The data were processed
using MOSFLM (Leslie, 1992) and scaled and merged using SCALA from the CCP4
suite of programmes. Finally the scaled intensities were converted to structure factor
amplitudes by TRUNCATE, also from the CCP4 suite. The statistics for scaling can be
seen in Table 3.1.
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Figure 3.12: Section of a 1° oscillation image from the native DAD crystal collected with an ADSC CCD
detector. Resolution rings are shown revealing the crystal diffracted X-rays to 1. lA.

Total Reflections Observed

868,484

Total Unique Reflections

US*,829

Resolution Range (A)

30.00- 1.10 (1.11 - 1.10)

R-merge (%)

8 3 (6L3)

Completeness (%)

93.0 (93.0)

Overall I/a(I)

4.2 (1.0)

Multiplicity

4^ (3^)

Table 3.1: Scaling statistics from SCALA of the CCP4 suite for DAD. The numbers in brackets show data
for the outer resolution shell.
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Data processing using MOSFLM revealed the unit cell dimensions were a = 37.68A,
b = 77.85A and c = 56.32A with angles a = y = 90.0° and p = 102.06°. A unit cell of this
size indicated that each asymmetric unit contained a dimer, which corresponds to a
solvent content of 37.7%. The cell had a monoclinic space group, and so initial
processing was done in space group P2. Pictures of the reciprocal lattice were viewed
using HKLVIEW from the CCP4 suite, which generates pseudo-precession images
allowing mirror planes and systematic absences to be seen, giving more clues to the
exact space group. No additional mirror planes were observed. The systematic absences
along the A:-axis (A=2n+1) confirmed that the space group of the crystal was P2i (space
group 4) (see Figs. 3.13-3.15).
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Figure 3.13: A pseudo-precession picture of the Okl plane (top) and a close-up view along the hOO axis,
showing no systematic absences (bottom). The apparent orthorhombic symmetry of the Okl plane reduces
to a single mirror plane in the upper layers, which is consistent with monoclinic space groups. Pictures
generated by HKLVIEWwhenprocessed in P2.
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Figure 3.14: A pseudo-precession picture of the hOl plane, with no additional mirror planes visible (top);
and a close-up view along the OkO axis, showing systematic absences (k=2n+l) indicating a 2] screw axis
(bottom). Pictures generated by HKLVIEW when processed in P2.
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Figure 3.15: A pseudo-precession
picture of the hkO plane, and a close-up view along the 001 axis, showing
no systematic absences (bottom). The apparent orthorhombic
symmetry of the Okl plane reduces to a single
mirror plane in the upper layers, which is consistent with monoclinic space groups. Pictures generated by
HKLVIEW when processed in P2.
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3.5: The Phase Problem:
The lack of known structures with significant homology to DAD would appear to
preclude structure analysis by molecular replacement. Solving the crystallographic phase
problem with the atomic resolution data was initially undertaken by the ab-initio
approach offered for macromolecules by SHELXD (Schneider and Sheldrick, 2002) and
ACORN (Yao, 2002). However this was not successful presumably due to the large size
of the asymmetric unit (> 350 amino acids). Attempts were then made to locate the
anomalous scatterers (i.e. irons and possibly sulphurs) using this dataset to provide a
sub-structure from which to boot-strap the phasing process. However, it was found that
this did not succeed either by direct methods (SHELXD, ACORN) or by automated
Patterson interpretation (with VECSUM, I. J. Tickle), most likely due to the weakness of
the anomalous signal. It should be noted that the wavelength used to collect this dataset
(0.93 A) is a long way from the iron absorption edge (1.74A).

At this point, some threading studies (Jones, 1999) were undertaken which brought to
light that part of the DAD enzyme has very weak sequence identity (~ 20 %) with the
ferredoxin-like domains of a number of Rieske dioxygenases with known structures (see
section 3.1.3.2.1), in particular naphthalene 1,2-dioxygenase (Karlsson et al., 2002). The
relevant fragment of this molecule was then used as a putative search model in molecular
replacement analyses using MOLREP (Vagin and Isupov, 2001) and BEAST (Read,
2001). A number of possible solutions were found but these failed to refine satisfactorily
and did not produce encouraging electron density maps.

The next approach was to perform a multiwavelength anomalous dispersion (MAD)
experiment at the iron-edge. To this end the frozen crystal was taken back to the ESRF
(Grenoble) for MAD data collection using the ID29 beamline, and an initial X-ray
fluorescence scan confirmed the presence of iron in the sample. Data at three
wavelengths were collected corresponding to the peak, the inflection point and a remote
wavelength (see Tables 3.2-3.4). These data were of good quality with R-merge values
of 5.4% (to 2.1 A), 9.5% (to 2.1 A) and 9.4% (to 2.3A) for the above three wavelengths,
respectively. However, even for the peak dataset, the percentage of reflections with
anomalous differences greater than 3 a (Aano) was very low, even at low and medium
resolution where the anomalous signal is expected to be strongest. Subsequent efforts to
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locate the anomalous scattering sites using both Patterson search and direct-methods
approaches were not successful. Accordingly, all attempts at phasing the structure using
putative sites identified by these methods did not result in interpretable electron density
maps.

Total Reflections Observed

110,549

Total Unique Reflections

19/%0

Resolution Range (A)

55.05 - 1.85 (1.95 - 1.85)

R-merge (%)

5.6 (34.fO

Completeness (%)

70.1 (10.9)

Overall I/o(I)

7.4 (1.7)

Multiplicity

3.9 (2.6)

Anomalous Completeness (%)

65J (&2)

Table 3.2: Scaling statistics from SCALA of the CCP4 suite for the penk (f "mnr} MA D r1r,tn<;et nfD4n
Outer shell statistics are shown in brackets. The data between 2. lOA and 1.85A are not very complete, so
only data to 2.1 A (which has an R-merge of 5.4%) were used in MAD phasing.

Total Reflections Observed

109,973

Total Unique Reflections

17,143

Resolution Range (A)

55.05 -2.10 (2.21 -2.10)

R-merge (%)

9.5 (42.5)

Completeness (%)

9L6 (6&3)

Overall I/a(I)

5.7 (1.3)

Multiplicity

4.0 (3.6)

Anomalous Completeness (%)

87.6 (57.6)

Table 3.3: Scaling statistics from SCALA of the CCP4 suite for the inflection point (f 'min) MAD dataset of
DAD. Outer shell statistics are shown in brackets.
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Total Reflections Observed

160,461

Total Unique Reflections

13,753

Resolution Range (A)

55.18 -2.30 (2.42-2.30)

R-merge (%)

9.4 (41.9)

Completeness (%)

95.8 (93.7)

Overall I/a(I)

5.7 (1.5)

Multiplicity

5.7 (5.7)

Anomalous Completeness (%)

93^ (90.5)

Table 3.4: Scaling statistics from SCALA of the CCP4 suite for the remote MAD dataset of DAD. Outer
shell statistics are shown in brackets.
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3.6: A Novel Ferredoxin-like Structure:
The [Fei-Sa] cluster of the ferredoxin-like component of naphthalene 1,2-dioxygenase
functions solely to facilitate electron transfer, and has no role in catalysis (Kauppi et al,
1998; Karlsson et al, 2002). The size of the DAD enzyme is similar to this ferredoxinlike component. This raises questions on how DAD can catalyse the oxidative cleavage
of 2,4'-dihydroxyacetophenone if it is formed almost entirely of a structure with no
catalytic function. The recently solved structure of a novel mono-oxygenase, ActVAOrf6 (Sciara et al., 2003), and two haem-degrading enzymes, IsdG and Isdl (Wu et al.,
2005), have suggested an answer to this problem.

3.6.1: ActVA-Orf6 Mono-oxygenase:
ActVA-Orf6 mono-oxygenase from Streptomyces coelicolor is a member of a small
class of mono-oxygenases that catalyse the oxygenation of their substrates without the
assistance of any of the prosthetic groups, metal ions or cofactors normally associated
with the activation of molecular oxygen. In vivo, the enzyme has been shown to catalyse
the oxidation of 6-deoxydihydrokalafungin (6-DDHK) to dihydrokalafungin (DHK),
both aromatic intermediates in the biosynthetic pathway of the antibiotic actinorhodin.
The 1.3A crystal structure revealed the overall structure of ActVA-0rf6 is a ferredoxinlike fold with a novel homodimeric assembly. This indicates the widely represented
ferredoxin fold may yet function in another role. The interface between the two subunits
is stabilised by hydrophobic interactions contributed by the molecules' (3-sheets.
Tyrosine 63 from each monomer is involved in tyrosine-tyrosine aromatic stacking,
providing additional specific intermolecular interactions. Due to the small size of the
ActVA-0rf6 enzyme, and the relatively large size of the three-ringed aromatic 6-DDHK
substrate, it is not surprising that all its secondary elements are involved in forming the
active site (Sciara et al., 2003).
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3.6.2: The Haem-degrading Enzymes. IsdG and Isdl:
Prior to the detennination of the structure of IsdG and Isdl, all mammalian and microbial
haem-degrading enzymes belonged to the haem oxygenase superfamily and all assumed
similar monomeric structures with an all a-helical fold. Two novel haem-degrading
enzymes from Staphylococcus aureus have recently been identified. S. aureus are
common bacteria that live harmlessly on skin, but cause infection when for some reason
the skin is broken. Iron is an essential nutrient required by S. aureus for infection. It
acquires its iron by binding to the host's haem-carrying proteins and extracting and
transporting the haem across its bacterial cell wall and plasma membrane. Once
internalised, the haem is either used in bacterial haem proteins or degraded to release the
essential iron. One haem-degrading protein coded by the iron-regulated surface
determinants {isd) gene cluster is IsdG. Isdl is a homologous protein encoded elsewhere
on the staphylococcal chromosome. Despite showing no significant sequence similarity
to other known haem oxygenases, purified samples of each of these enzymes cleave the
haem tetrapyrrole in the presence of suitable electron donors. The crystal structures of
IsdG and Isdl have been solved to 1.9A and 1.5A resolution respectively, revealing a
new structure for this type of enzyme (Wu et al, 2005). The enzymes form tight
homodimers, with each subunit resembling the ferredoxin-like fold. A P-barrel is formed
at the dimer interface, with two large pockets found on the outside of the barrel forming
the putative active sites (Wu et al., 2005). Despite a very low sequence similarity,
structurally IsdG and Isdl are similar to ActVA-Orf6 (see Fig. 3.16).

Figure 3.16: The homodimeric structures of ActVA-0rf6 (A) with subunits shaded red and blue, IsdG (B)
with subunits shaded orange and green, and Isdl (C) with subunits shaded aqua and pink. Figure taken
from Wu et al., 2005.
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The above structures suggest how an enzyme formed almost entirely of a ferredoxin-like
fold can be catalytically active. They all have a low sequence similarity to one another,
and to DAD, yet are very similar structurally, indicating a possible evolutionary
convergence. It remains an interesting possibility that DAD may also form similar
dimers of ferredoxin-like folds. Sequence alignments using CLUSTAL-W show DAD
has an 18.9% identity to ActVA-Orf6, and just 15.1% identity to IsdG (see Fig. 3.17).
However, use of the ActVA-0rf6 structure as a search model for molecular replacement
did not yield a satisfactory solution.
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Figure 3.17: Sequence alignment generated using CLUSTAL-W. The DAD sequence is aligned with both
ActVA-0rf6 and IsdG. Positive polar residues are coloured blue, negative polar residues red, neutral
polar residues green, non-polar aromatic residues magenta, glycine and proline residues brown and
cysteine residues yellow. Invariant residues are highlighted with a
high similarity conservation with
a
and lower similarity conservation with a ".". Sequences were obtained from the SWISSPROT/TrEMBL protein sequence database.

Jane Jackson at Birkbeck College, University of London, has used the MODELLER
software (Sali and Blundell, 1993) to build a model of DAD based on the crystal
structure of ActVA-0rf6. By providing the programme with the coordinates of the
ActVA-0rf6 enzyme and the sequence of DAD, it automatically calculates a model of
DAD based on ActVA-0rf6, containing all non-hydrogen atoms. As the sequence of
DAD is over 60 residues longer than that of ActVA-0rf6, not all of DAD can be
modelled. It may, however, provide a decent enough molecular replacement model to
use to gain initial phase estimates. These studies are ongoing.
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3.7: Further Efforts at Structure Analysis:
Attempts were made at generating a selenomethionine derivative in order that MAD
phasing may be employed to solve the phase problem. The E.coli N-4830-1 cells were
grown at 30°C in 10ml LB media containing ampicillin (150)xg/ml) overnight, and these
cultures were used to inoculate 400ml LB media with the same antibiotic strength in five
2L flask. These cultures were grown to beyond mid-log phase (ODeoo = 0.8-1.0), not too
long that cells began to die off, but long enough for them to survive the following pellet
resuspension. The cells were centrifuged in five sterile (ethanol washed) 500ml
Beckman centrifuge tubes in a Beckman-Coulter Avanti J-20 XPI centrifuge at TOOOrpm
for 10 minutes. The supernatant was poured off completely and the tubes left inverted to
remove all traces of LB, drip-by-drip. The pellets were then resuspended in M9 minimal
media, supplemented with glucose. The cells were left at 30°C for a further one hour to
use up all remaining LB nutrients and prepare the culture for induction. Shortly prior to
induction the M9 media was further supplemented with vitamins and all the amino acids
except methionine. Seleno-L-methionine was added to each flask instead. The cells were
induced in the manner described above, increasing the temperature to 39°C for 30
minutes then reducing it slightly to 38.5°C for a further 7.5 hours. Cells were then
harvested, with a total wet cell mass of 11.82g. However, the yield of protein was zero.

Thus, it became clear that the current DNA construct, with the dad gene cloned into a
pA,l-cyt vector, was not a favourable set-up for the growth of selenomethionine
derivative proteins. Possibly the longer growth periods required from incubating cells at
just 30°C coupled to the lengthy induction period of 8 hours meant that much of the
selenomethionine had been oxidised to toxic selenoxides before the preparation had been
completed. Thus the cells may have been destroyed by the over-exposure to this toxic
compound, or the incorporation of selenomethionine may have altered the
thermostability of the proteins in the induction process.

Due to the limited time available on this project, this is as far as things have progressed
to date. Future work may involve MAD data collection on crystals of a selenomethionine
substituted dioxygenase enzyme. However, since efforts at expressing selenomethionine
protein using the current expression vector gave negligible yield, an alternative
expression vector more suited to selenomethionine derivative growth is being pursued.
Such vectors include the pETlla expression vector and PCR primers have been obtained
to allow the dad gene to be cloned into this vector. Once purified, crystallisation of the
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selenomethionine derivative will permit a structure analysis using MAD data from
ESRF. The protein has three methionines per subunit which means that determining the
anomalous scattering sites could be undertaken by either Patterson search or direct
methods. Appropriate density modification and phase extension methods will allow
model building and refinement of the structure to proceed in the near future. Ongoing
work will also include the use of the DAD model created by MODELLER as a
molecular replacement search model. Following structure analysis of the native enzyme,
we will analyse complexes of the enzyme with various inhibitors and reaction products
bound. Growing the crystals under anaerobic conditions (e.g. in a glove box) should also
allow us to co-crystallise the enzyme with its substrate (2,4'-dihydroxyacetophenone) for
an unprecedented view of the roles of active site residues.
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Chapter 4
Structural Studies of
the Learning-Associated
Protein Calexcitin from
Loli20 pealei
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4.1: Introduction:
Learning and memory form the basis for all complex behaviour in the animal kingdom
and understanding these processes at the cellular and molecular level is one of the major
goals of the neurosciences. In neurons, the conductance of ion channels is regulated by
ligand binding, direct interaction with G-proteins or phosphorylation. Persistent changes
in neuronal cell membrane excitability are associated with memory, and can be realised
via changes in gene expression and protein translation, altered kinase activities or
modified signalling cascades. There is much scope for structural studies of proteins
thought to be important in higher brain function. Only a few proteins have been
implicated in associative memory so far. These include Ca"^/calmodulin II kinases and
protein kinase C (PKC), both of which can phosphorylate K"^ and Ca"^ channels. Another
such protein is calexcitin.

The protein calexcitin was originally identified in the photoreceptor neurons of the
marine snail Hermissenda crassicornis by the group of Professor Dan Alkon (NIH,
Bethesda, Maryland) who were screening for proteins involved with associative learning
(Nelson et al., 1990). It was initially found as a ~20kDa protein that became upregulated and phosphorylated following a Pavlovian training protocol. Hermissenda are
normally attracted towards light but are repelled by movement which causes them to
retract. Interestingly, they become conditioned to move away from light (normally an
attractive stimulus) if they are simultaneously exposed to both light and movement (e.g.
on an illuminated turntable). Detailed electrophysiological studies showed that microinjection of the purified calexcitin protein into Hermissenda photoreceptors reduced
early and late voltage-dependent

currents to a similar extent as that caused by the

Pavlovian conditioning experiment itself Thus calexcitin was capable of reproducing the
electrophysiological and cytomorphological changes of learning when injected into the
same neurons of the species from which it was extracted. So far it is the only protein
identified as capable of achieving this. The protein was found to bind calcium and there
is evidence that it has GTPase activity (Nelson et al., 1990). This is consistent with the
claims that some other G-proteins modulate

channels.

Subsequent studies by the same group have concentrated on calexcitin isolated from the
optic lobe of the long-finned squid Loligo pealei (Nelson et al., 1996). Cloning and
sequencing of squid calexcitin cDNA showed that the protein consists of 191 amino
acids and has sequence similarity with several sarcoplasmic calcium binding proteins
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(SCPs) and some elements of sequence similarity with GTP-binding proteins of the
ADP-ribosylation factor family. Studies by two groups (Nelson et al, 1996; Combos et
al, 2001) showed significant sequence identity between calexcitin and an invertebrate
SCP of known X-ray structure, known as ASCP - an SCP from the proto-vertebrate
marine organism amphioxus (Takagi and Cox, 1990). This similarity suggests that
calexcitin contains up to 4 EF-hand consensus sequences, each motif containing a
calcium binding loop and flanking a-helices. The fourth EF-hand motif possesses limited
sequence similarity to the other three, most crucially across the calcium coordinating
residues. It lacks an important hydrophobic residue between two of the calcium
coordination ligands, and as such this fourth EF-hand motif may be non-functional.
Accordingly, one group showed that the protein bound three calcium ions per monomer
(Nelson et al., 1996). Some conflicting results from calcium binding assays by the other
group suggest that only two calcium ions bind per monomer. The protein has no transmembrane sequences, nuclear translocation sequences or signal sequences and the
recombinant protein is water-soluble. It contains a PKC phosphorylation consensus site
and, accordingly, the cloned protein was found to be a good substrate for PKC.

The intriguing claims that calexcitin is a GTPase (Nelson et al., 1996), albeit with low
specific activity, have been contested by the other group (Gombos et al., 2001). This is
based on the lack of detectable GTPase activity and the fact that the putative GTPbinding motifs are present in the wrong order within the primary structure. Thus, whilst
the putative GTPase activity of calexcitin remains controversial, all workers agree that
calcium ions bind to the protein with sub-micromolar affinity and induce significant
conformational changes within the physiological Ca""^ concentration range. This has been
demonstrated by CD, fluorescence, NMR and infra-red (Ascoli et al, 1997; Gombos et
al., 2001). These findings are consistent with the protein having both a calcium-sensor
and calcium-buffering role in neuronal cells.

Electrophysiological studies showed that low concentrations of squid calexcitin had a
strong inhibitory effect on human

channels, suggesting that a frinctionally related

mammalian protein may exist and might play a similar role in regulation of these
channels (Nelson et al., 1996). In neuronal cells, the activation of PKC or an increase in
intracellular Ca^^ can cause long-term inhibition of K^ currents and it is possible that
calexcitin provides a molecular link between these processes. PKC plays a pivotal role in
neuronal plasticity, i.e. the way neurons react to changed conditions, e.g. by making new
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connections (Tanaka and Nishizuka, 1994). It has been shown that the PKC-dependent
phosphorylation of calexcitin causes it to translocate to the cell membrane where its
effects on membrane excitability may be exerted (Nelson and Alkon, 1995). In addition
it has been shown that calexcitin causes the release of calcium from the endoplasmic
reticulum by binding to and activating ryanodine receptors, which are also involved in
associative learning (Cavallaro et al, 1997). Electrophysiological measurements were
performed by Sun et al. (1999) who micro-injected both calexcitin and anti-calexcitin
antibodies into mammalian hippocampal neurons. Their results suggest that calexcitin
causes a transformation of GABAergic synapses. Ordinarily GAB A is an inhibitory
neurotransmitter, yet here calexcitin was shown to transform GABAergic synapses from
excitation filters to amplifiers (Sun et al., 1999). Such an effect has only recently been
witnessed, and so if calexcitin can indeed mediate an excitatory 'depolarising GAB A'
effect, it would enhance our understanding of the neuronal circuits underlying learning
and memory.
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4.2: Calexcitin protocol:

4.2.1: Cloning:
The cDNA for squid calexcitin was provided by Dr J. Vernon and Dr K. P. Giese
(Wolfson Institute for Biomedical Research, UCL) in a pET16b vector along with an
agar plate of colonies of E.coli BL21(DE3)pLysS cells that had been transformed with
the vector. Colonies were picked from the agar plate and were used to inoculate 10ml
cultures that were grown up to mid-log phase and then divided into two 5ml cultures,
one of which was induced with ImM IPTG, and the other left as a control. The pairs of
induced and un-induced cultures were grown at different temperatures (30°C and 37°C)
for various incubation times ranging from 3 hours to overnight. Samples of the cultures
were removed for analysis of total protein expressed by SDS-PAGE gel electrophoresis
(after cell lysis in [3-mercaptoethanol and Laemmli buffer). All experiments failed to
show an induction band of the correct molecular weight expected for the His-tagged
protein (25kDa) even when the concentration of IPTG was raised to 5mM. The DNA as
supplied (see above) was then maxiprepped using a QIAGEN® Plasmid Maxi kit to
provide a sufficient amount of plasmid for ftirther experiments. This included
transformation into fresh E.coli BL21(DE3)pLysS cells and into Rosetta™(DE3)pLysS
(which express tRNA molecules for rare codons (see section 2.1.1)). The latter was
undertaken in case the rare codons, that are present within the calexcitin gene, should
have caused it to be expressed at a low level (Kane, 1995). However, induction of 10ml
cultures of both these expression systems failed to show an induced band of the correct
molecular weight in SDS-PAGE gels.

In view of the success that had been achieved with the pETl la vector (see chapter 5) it
was decided to cut the calexcitin gene out of the pET16b vector and insert it into
pETlla, which does not encode a His-tag. To this end, both the vector pETlla and the
pET16b construct were digested with Nde\ and BamUl and the resulting fragments were
separated by electrophoresis on a 1.0% agarose gel. The bands for the double-digested
pETlla and the calexcitin gene (released in the pET16b digest) were visualized with a
UV transilluminator, and were cut out. The DNA was extracted, initially using a
QIAquick® Gel Extraction kit (Qiagen), and rotary evaporated to concentrate it. Ligation
of the isolated calexcitin gene with cohesive ends and the double-digested pETlla
plasmid was attempted on numerous occasions with different ratios of plasmid:insert,
and the resulting DNA from each ligation mixture was used to transform E.coli JM109
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competent cells (Promega). The ligated DNA was mixed with 50^1 of JM109s on ice,
and the mixture was then subjected to a heat shock, by being exposed to 42°C for exactly
30 seconds. The cells transformed with the ligated plasmid were then spread onto agar
plates containing 100p,g/ml ampicillin, and placed at 37°C overnight. However no
transformants were obtained. This necessitated many attempts at the double-digests, gelextraction, ligation and transformation with slight variations, e.g. to the ligation
temperature. Different gel extraction kits (e.g. glass milk) and other protocols, including
phenol extraction, were tried but the resulting DNA failed to yield any transformants
after the ligation reaction.

Since the restriction enzyme Ndel is less stable than BamHl, the Ndel enzyme was
added to the DNA first and after 2 hours a small sample was removed for agarose gel
electrophoresis to confirm that it had cut the DNA. To 8|il of 20ng/|j,l pETl la or 8|j.l of
2ng/p,l excised calexcitin gene, 2p,l BSA, 2|il Buffer D lOx Buffer and 2p,l Ndel were
added. Distilled water (4^1) was then added to raise the reaction volume to 18^,1. The
mixture was left at 37°C for 2 hours. The DNA sample was then subjected to a ftirther 2
hours digestion with 2\il BamHl added to the reaction as well. It was found that a higher
yield of DNA could be extracted firom the gel by electroelution using the GeBAflex-tube
kit (Gene Bio Applications, Ltd.) and the amount of DNA extracted was estimated by
running a small sample on 1.0% agarose gel and comparing the band intensity with a
standard of known concentration. Likewise it was found that the progress of the ligation
reaction could also be monitored by applying small samples of the DNA taken before
and after ligation to an agarose gel. This confirmed that no ligation was taking place
indicating that something must have been inhibiting the T4 ligase. The same was found
even when the DNA obtained by electroelution was cleaned by phenol-ether extraction.

It was suspected that the DNA might be suffering from exposure to UV light from the
transilluminator when the relevant bands were being cut out. It was found that for the
double-digested pETl la plasmid DNA, the use of the transilluminator could be
eliminated by use of the dye crystal violet instead of ethidium bromide. This allowed the
band to be visualised on an ordinary light box and cut out without any exposure of the
DNA to UV light. However, the band for the calexcitin gene was too faint to be cut out
by this method and so ethidium bromide and the UV transilluminator had to be used to
excise this band. It was also suspected that EDTA in the gel-running buffer and in the
phenol used to solvent-extract the DNA might have been inhibiting the T4 ligase and so
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it was eliminated from the buffer and water-saturated phenol was used instead. Finally,
DNA prepared in this way was observed to ligate, as assessed by agarose gel
electrophoresis, and yielded transformants when high-efficiency JM109 competent cells
(10^ cfu/|ag) were used. 14 colonies were picked for DNA minipreps (using a
Wizard®Plus SV Minipreps kit) and the resulting DNA dried down by rotary evaporator
prior to re-suspension in 20|al water. 4^1 of each DNA sample were subjected to a double
digest with Ndel and BamYil and loaded onto an agarose gel. This showed that 6 of the
14 colonies contained the calexcitin gene ligated into the pETl la plasmid. At this stage
the DNA for two of the colonies was maxiprepped for archival using a QIAGEN®
Plasmid Maxi kit, and the miniprepped DNA from the same two colonies was used to
transform Rosetta^*^ cells.

4.2.2: Site-Directed Mutagenesis:
Six of the resulting colonies were grown up in 10ml cultures to mid-log phase and split
into two 5ml samples of which one was induced with ImM IPTG. All cultures were
grown overnight and the total protein expressed after 3 and 24 hours of induction was
analysed by SDS-PAGE. This failed to show any induction band of the expected
molecular weight (23kDa). At this stage it was decided to have both the original pET16b
and the pETlla constructs sequenced (University of Dundee, www.dnaseq.co.uk) and
with hindsight it has to be admitted that this should have been done considerably earlier
since the gene in both plasmids was shown to possess an insertion of an A base just
under 1/3 of the way through the coding region (see Fig. 4.1). This would have truncated
the protein due to the presence of two stop codons in the shifted reading frame, just after
the insertion (see Fig. 4.2). Accordingly inspection of earlier work showed that an
induction band of around 6kDa had been obtained in some gels. The collaborators at
UCL later confirmed that they too had the same insertion mutation in their pET 16b
constructs.
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ITCTGCATTCC TGGCCAA CTGATGGCAAAAA A®.C AT AA T CAGGCCAGAGCTACC C TG A A

Figure 4.1: The sequencing trace for the calexcitin gene ligated into pETlla. A point mutation is present,
where an extra adenine base has been inserted between bases 215 and 221 in the sequence. This results in
a frameshift and premature termination of the encoded protein.

MAAHQLSDFQRNKILRVFNTFYDCNHDGVIEWDDFELAIKKICNLHSWPTDGKKT-Figure4.2: The sequence of the truncated protein, where the disrupted coding frame results in two stop
codons featuring 56 amino acids along the sequence. Residues altered by the mutation are highlighted in
red.

It was decided to correct the gene by deletion of the inserted base using a QuikChange
Site-Directed Mutagenesis kit (Stratagene) and for this the following primers were
designed and ordered from Sigma-Genosys and these were supplied as HPLC purified
oligonucleotides:

FOR

5'-CCTGGCCAACTGATGGCAAAAAACATAATGAGGCCAGAGC-3'

REV

3'-GGACCGGTTGACTACCGTTTTTTGTATTACTCCGGTCTCG-5'

W

P

T

D

G

K

K

H

N

E

A

R

Figure 4.3: Primers designed for site-directed mutagenesis. Each is a 40-mer with a GC-content of 50%
and a melting temperature of85°C. The mutated region being corrected occupies the central region of
each primer, with the inserted adenine base removed from the primer sequence.

Each primer was a 40-mer with a GC-content of 50% and a melting temperature of 85°C.
Mutagenesis reactions for the pETl la construct, the pET16b construct and the control
plasmid were set up as described in the QuikChange® manual. DNA stocks of pETl la
and of pET16b were concentrated to 30ng/^l, and Ijil of each was mixed with l|il
(125ng) of each of the two primers. To this mixture Ijil dNTP mix, 5|il lOx Reaction
Buffer and 40[il distilled water were also added. Finally, to initiate the reaction, Ifxl of
the proprietary PfuTurbo® DNA polymerase enzyme was mixed in, and the samples
were placed in a Techne Progene PCR machine. The machine was programmed to
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denature the mutant DNA template by heating the samples to 95°C for 60 seconds. The
temperature was then maintained at 95 °C for a further 30 seconds, followed by a drop to
45°C for 60 seconds, to allow the primers to anneal. Finally, the temperature was
increased to 68°C for 10 minutes to allow complete replication of the DNA plasmid.
This cycle of three temperatures was repeated 18 times. At the end of the PCR, the DNA
was cooled to 4°C and then incubated at 37°C for one hour in the presence of the
restriction enzyme Dpnl which is specific for the parental, methylated DNA. The latter
enzyme is added to remove the original, unmutated DNA.

The resulting DNA was used to transform super-competent JM109 cells using the
method described above. The transformed cells were grown for 1 hour in sterile LB
supplemented with sterile glucose (0.4%) and then plated out onto X-gal-agar. This
contains a compound that releases a blue dye following the action of P-galactosidase.
The control plasmid supplied with the kit contains a mutated gene for this enzyme and
the aim of the control mutagenesis experiment is to correct this mutation, using primers
supplied with the kit, such that the resulting transformants yield blue colonies.
Fortunately the control mutagenesis was successful and accordingly blue colonies were
obtained.

The resulting DNA for both constructs was extracted for archival, using a Wizard®Plus
SV Minipreps kit and QIAGEN® Plasmid Maxi kit for each respectively. The samples
were then sequenced by the University of Dundee Sequencing Service which confirmed
that the mutagenesis reactions had worked (see Fig. 4.4 and 4.5). The DNA for both
constructs was used to transform Rosetta™(DE3)pLysS cells and finally induction bands
of the expected molecular weights (22 kDa for pETl la and 25kDa for pET16b) were
observed in SDS-PAGE gels following addition of ImM IPTG to the cells. The
corrected constructs were supplied back to our collaborators at UCL who also confirmed
that correct expression of the calexcitin gene was occurring (J. Vernon, personal
communication).
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Figure 4.4: The sequencing trace for the calexcitin gene ligated into pETlla after site-directed
mutagenesis has been performed on the gene. The point mutation previously found between bases 215 and
221has been removed from the sequence. This has successfully corrected the sequence.

MAAHQLSDFQ
DGKKHNEARA
ESLPEWLTKY
TLSDGGKTMV

RNKILRVFNT
TLKLIWDGLR
MNFMFDVNDT
TREIFARLWT

FYDCNHDGVI
KYADENEDEQ
SGDNIIDKHE
EYFVSNDRGA

EWDDFELAIK
VTKEEWLKMW
YSTVYMSYGI
KGNHLFGTLK

KICNLHSWPT
AECVKSVEKG
PKSDCDAAFD
L

Figure 4.5: A translation of the sequenced calexcitin gene following site-directed mutagenesis to correct a
single bases insertion. The gene is now identical to published sequences and encodes the complete and
correct 191 residues of the calexcitin enzyme.
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4.2.3: Over-expression:
Since the original literature reports expression in E.coli BL21(DE3)pLysS cells results in
only miniscule yields of pure calexcitin (0.5mg per 20 litres of cell culture (Ascoli et al.,
1997)), it was reasoned that the occurrence of several rare codons within the gene might
be responsible for its poor expression in E.coli. The mutation-free calexcitin gene,
successfully ligated into the pETl la vector, was therefore transformed into
Rosetta™(DE3)pLysS cells, using the methods described above. Since the initial
expression trials performed with the original pET16b construct may have been
unsuccessful purely because of the frameshift mutation present in the gene, expression
trials on this construct (corrected by mutagenesis) were repeated, and it too was
transformed into the Rosetta™ cells. Thus, two expression constructs were available to
work on, one with a Hisio-tag (pET16b), and one without (pETlla). The lack of Hisiotag in the pETl 1 a vector made this the more favourable construct, as potential problems
in either the removal of the tag (which requires Factor Xa cleavage) or in the
crystallisation process would be avoided. A single colony was selected from each plate
of LB-agar containing lOO^g/ml ampicillin and 34p,g/ml chloramphenicol, upon which
the cells were grown. These colonies were used to inoculate 10ml LB media of the same
antibiotic strength. The cultures were grown at 37°C to an ODeoo = 0.6, at which point
they were separated into two 5ml aliquots. Over-expression was induced in one of the
aliquots by the addition of ImM IPTG, whereas nothing was added to the control
aliquot. All cultures were then returned to 37°C, where they continued to grow for 3
hours. This merely produced faint induction bands of the expected molecular weight on
SDS-PAGE gels. Longer induction periods, up to 16hours, failed to improve on this.
Interestingly, when over-expression of both constructs was attempted in ordinary E.coli
BL21(DE3) cells, lacking in both the extra tRNA genes for the codons rarely used by
E.coli and the pLysS plasmid, there to reduce basal expression of the gene of interest
prior to induction with IPTG, considerably stronger induction bands were obtained (see
Fig. 4.6). Cells were harvested after a period of 6 hours induction for the pET16b
construct and 12 hours for the pETlla clone. The initial 10ml expression trials were
scaled up to 5L, to increase the yield of protein obtained to that suitable for crystal
screens.
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Figure 4.6: Sections from two SDS-PAGE gels showing over-expression bands. The gel on the left shows a
molecular weight marker lane and a lane from the cell extract of induced BL21(DE3)pLysS cells
transformed with the calexcitin pETlla construct. The induction band appears at the correct level, 22kDa.
The gel on the right again shows a marker lane, and a protein induction lane from the pET16b construct
with a band correctly positioned at ~25kDa.

4.2.4: Purification:
The cells were harvested using a Beckman-Coulter Avanti J-20 XPI centrifuge at
7000rpm for 10 minutes at 4°C. The harvested cells were resuspended in 20mM TRISHCl, pH 8.0 and then sonicated for 10 cycles, 30 seconds on, 90 seconds off. The cell
debris was removed by centrifuging the resultant cell lysate twice in a Beckman J2-21
centrifuge at 1 SOOOxg for 20 minutes. SDS-PAGE showed that virtually all of the
calexcitin protein expressed by both constructs was completely soluble, and so the
supernatant was collected (-20ml per litre harvested).

4.2.4.1: Purification of the His-tagged Calexcitin from the pET16b Construct:
Purification of the His-tagged calexcitin involved use of a Qiagen Ni^"^-NTA column at
4°C. The column was initially washed with degassed wash buffer (20mM sodium
phosphate buffer, pH 7.4, containing 0.5M sodium chloride and 20mM imidazole). The
cell lysate was filtered to remove all traces of cell debris and then loaded onto the
column. Wash buffer continued to be applied to the column at a flow rate of Iml/min
until a stable elution base line was established via monitoring the absorbance at 280nm.
The imidazole strength of the buffer was then increased in steps, with 50ml of buffer
containing lOOmM, 300mM then 500mM imidazole being passed through the column.
Purified protein eluted at 500mM imidazole (see Fig. 4.7). 28ml of protein were
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collected across the peak, which had an OD280 = 1 -7. The final yield of purified Histagged calexcitin was approximately 70mg/L.

Figure 4.7: SDS-PAGE gel of the purification of calexcitin from the pET16b construct on a Oiagen Ni'*
column. The cell lysate pellet and supernatant are shown in the first two lanes, revealing much of the
protein was soluble and present in the supernatant. The next lanes show the removal of all impurities from
the solution via a 20mM imidazole column wash. Increasing the imidazole concentration to SOOmM
caused elution of the purified protein. The second band present is due to an aging stock ofpmercaptoethanol failing to prevent disulphide bond formation, and is not an impurity.

Intriguingly we found that storage of the His-tagged protein in a refrigerator for around 1
week resulted in a decrease in its molecular weight by ~4kDa, presumably due to the
action of trace proteinases. Mass-spectrometric studies were consistent with the concept
that this spontaneous degradation involved the removal of the His-tag and amino acids
forming the Factor Xa recognition site. This gave protein with a molecular mass which
agreed exactly with that predicted from the amino acid sequence of calexcitin (minus the
N-terminal methionine) to within 1 Dalton. The second highest peak in the mass
spectrum corresponded exactly with the molecular mass of the full-length squid
calexcitin.
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4.2.4.2: Purification of Calexcitin from the pETl la Construct:
A two-step purification process was required in the purification of calexcitin lacking the
Hisio-tag. This involved fractional ammonium sulphate precipitation followed by gelfiltration chromatography. To the 20ml supernatant collected after sonication of the cell
pellet collected fi-om 1 litre of cells, 2.1g ammonium sulphate was slowly added, raising
the saturation levels to 15%. This was centrifuged to remove the precipitate, which was
resuspended in 1ml 20mM TRIS-HCl, pH 8.0. lOp.1 samples of the resuspended pellet
and supernatant were taken for SDS-PAGE analysis. This was repeated, slowly adding
further amounts of 2.1 g, to raise the ammonium sulphate saturation level to 30%, 45%,
60%, 75% and finally 90%. The SDS-PAGE gel revealed most of the impurities were
removed at 60% ammonium sulphate saturation, and the calexcitin itself was removed by
increasing the saturation to 90%. The pellets from the 75% and 90% fractions were
resuspended in approximately 5ml 20mM TRIS-HCl, pH 8.0 and dialysed against this
solution to remove the ammonium sulphate.

The 5ml calexcitin solution was concentrated down to about 1ml in a YM-10 centricon.
This was then centrifuged at 13000rpm for 10 minutes in a bench-top Heraeus Pico
Biofuge centrifuge to remove any remaining precipitate. The concentrated solution was
loaded onto a Superdex™-75 gel filtration FPLC column, which was run at 4°C at
Iml/min for a total volume of 300ml 20mM TRIS-HCl, pH 8.0. Fractions of 2ml were
collected between fractions 47 and 59, where the major peak eluted (see Fig. 4.8). The
column was calibrated with molecular weight markers and the elution volume for
calexcitin is consistent with it being monomeric. CD studies revealed an a-helix content
that agrees with the ASCP homologue. This result is supported by a decent spectrum
after ID-NMR, suggesting that the protein is correctly folded in solution. The peak
fractions were pooled together and concentrated down to approximately 20mls in 20mM
TRIS-HCl, pH 8.0 containing ImM DTT, ImM CaCL and 0.01% sodium azide. This
gave purified protein of about 4mg/ml, which was frozen and stored at -20°C. The
protein obtained from this construct using these traditional purification methods was
only marginally less pure than the His-tagged protein from the nickel column, as judged
by SDS-PAGE and was obtained in similar, if not greater yield (~ 90mg/L of culture
following induction with ImM IPTG for 12 hours).
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Figure 4.8: Trace from Superdex™-75 gel filtration FPLC column loaded with 1ml concentrated
ammonium sulphate precipitation product. The large peak between fractions 47 and 59 corresponds to the
elution of purified calexcitin.
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4.3: Crystallisation of Calexcitin:
Crystallisation of calexcitin was achieved using the hanging-drop vapour diffusion
method. Molecular Dimensions crystal screens MDl-01 and MDl-02 and Jena
Bioscience JBScreen kits 1 , 2 , 4 , 6 and 7 were used to screen for successful crystal
growth conditions. Protein obtained from both constructs was used at a concentration of
between 3 and 4mg/ml and 5jxl were mixed with 5}xl mother liquor in the hanging drop.
The crystal trays were left at room temperature. Excellent reproducible crystals were
obtained in 25% PEG 4K, O.IM sodium citrate, pH 6.0 and 0.2M ammonium acetate
(see Fig. 4.9). Crystallisation occurred over a period of 1-3 weeks.

Figure 4.9: Calexcitin crystals grown in 25% PEG 4K, O.IM sodium citrate, pH 6.0 and O.IM ammonium
acetate. The largest crystal shown here is approximately 1mm in length.
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4.4: Data Collection and Processing:
Data for the calexcitin enzyme were collected at the ESRF, Grenoble, using the ID23-1
beamline. The wavelength used was 1.0723A and the MARCCD detector was positioned
205mm from the crystal. A nominal crystal temperature of lOOK was sustained using an
Oxford Cryosystems cryostat. Data collection involved collecting 190 images, each
produced by two 1° oscillations. The exposure time for each image was two seconds.
The crystal diffracted to 2.1 A resolution (see Fig. 4.10) and processing of this
preliminary dataset was done by use of MOSFLM (Leslie, 1992) following which it was
scaled using SCALA from the CCP4 programme suite. Scaled intensities were converted
into structure factor amplitudes using the programme TRUNCATE. The statistics can be
seen in Table 4.1.

Total Reflections Observed

182^^4

Total Unique Reflections

25,050

Resolution Range (A)

47.58 -2.10 (2.21 -2.10)

R-merge (%)

(4%8)

Completeness (%)

9&8 (9&9)

Overall I/a(I)

17^ C2 9)

Multiplicity

7J

(&3)

Table 4.1: Scaling statistics from SCALA of the CCP4 suite for native calexcitin. Outer shell statistics are
shown in brackets.
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Figure 4.10: Section of a 1° oscillation image from a calexcitin crystal collected with an MARCCD
detector. The crystals diffracted X-rays to 2.1 A.

Data processing using MOSFLM indicated that the crystals have unit cell dimensions of
a = 45.vA, b = 69.4A and c = 130.7A, with angles a = P = y = 90.0° and thus belong to
an orthorhombic space group. Initial processing was done in space group P222. Pictures
of the reciprocal lattice were viewed using HKLVIEW from the CCP4 suite, revealing
systematic absences along all three axes {h=2n+\, AF=2n+l and /=2n+l) which confirmed
the space group as being P2]2i2i (space group 19) (see Fig. 4.11). The crystals are likely
to have two calexcitin monomers (22kDa) per asymmetric unit corresponding to a
solvent content of 47%, although it is just possible that there may be only one monomer
per asymmetric unit, corresponding to a solvent content of 73%.
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Figure 4.11: Pseudo-precession pictures of the hOO axis, showing systematic absences (h=2n+l), the OkO
axis (middle) with systematic absences (k=2n+l) and the 001 axis (bottom) also showing systematic
absences (l=2n+l). Each systematic absence indicates a 2/ screw axis. Pictures generated by HKLVIEW
when processed in P222.
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4.5: Attempted Phasing by Multiwavelength Anomalous Dispersion:
Using the structure of a sarcoplasmic calcium-binding protein isoform II from
Branchiostoma lanceolatum as a search model, a molecule which has 28% sequence
identity to calexcitin, numerous attempts at molecular replacement were made using
MOLREP (Vagin and Isupov, 2001) and PHASER, albeit with no success. A heavy atom
soak was thus attempted, to facilitate solving the phase problem. Calexcitin crystals were
soaked in 1ml 20% PEG 4K and O.IM sodium citrate, pH6.0 containing about 5mg
KPtCU, but were found to be unstable in this solution. The heavy atom solution was thus
diluted to 20% by mixing 2^1 of it to 8|il well solution (25% PEG 4K, O.IM sodium
citrate, pH 6.0 and 0.2M ammonium acetate). The crystals were stable in this diluted
solution of approximately ImM KPtCU and were soaked in it for 2 hours prior to
freezing.

Multiwavelength anomalous dispersion data were collected from these crystals in three
datasets measured at three different wavelengths. A peak (f " max), dataset was collected
at a wavelength of 1.0719A (11.56663keV), and an inflection point ( f ' min) dataset at
1.0723A (11.56289keV) and a remote dataset at 1.069A (11.60000keV). For the peak
dataset, 190 images were collected, each created by a two second exposure from two 1°
oscillations. The distance from crystal to detector was set at 250mm. The dataset
collected at the inflection point was collected using the same parameters as the peak
dataset, except for the altered X-ray wavelength (see above), as was the remote dataset.
The single crystal used for all datasets diffracted to 2.1 k, 3.OA and 2.8A resolution for
the peak, inflection point and remote datasets, respectively. All datasets were processed
using MOSFLM (Leslie 1992), and then scaled using SCALA from the CCP4 suite. The
intensities were then converted into structure factor amplitudes using the programme
TRUNCATE. The peak, inflection point and remote dataset scaling statistics can be seen
in tables 4.2, 4.3 and 4.4 respectively.
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Total Reflections Observed

92,791

Total Unique Reflections

12,545

Resolution Range (A)

47.84 - 2.70 (2.85 - 2.70)
7^

R-merge (%)

(47^)

Completeness (%)

100.0 (100.0)

Overall I/a(I)

2 2 1 (14)

Multiplicity

7.4 (7.6)

Anomalous Completeness (%)

99.9 (100.0)

Anomalous Multiplicity

3.9 (3.8)

Table 4.2: Scalins statistics from SCALA of the CCP4 suite for the peak (f "max) MAD dataset of
calexcitin soaked in platinum. Outer shell statistics are shown in brackets.

Total Reflections Observed

67,437

Total Unique Reflections

9,227

Resolution Range (A)

47.85 - 3.00 (3.16 - 3.00)

R-merge (%)

7.6 (44.7)

Completeness (%)

100.0 (100.0)

Overall I/a(I)

22.0 (3X%

Multiplicity

%3 (7J0

Anomalous Completeness (%)

99.9 (100.0)

Anomalous Multiplicity

3.9 (3.9)

Table 4.3: Scaling statistics from SCALA of the CCP4 suite for the inflection point (f 'min) MAD dataset of
calexcitin soaked in platinum. Outer shell statistics are shown in brackets.
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Total Reflections Observed

82,944

Total Unique Reflections

11/K9

Resolution Range (A)

48.11 -2.80 (2.95-2.80)

R-merge (%)

12.5 (274.2)

Completeness (%)

100.0 (100.0)

Overall I/a(I)

15^ (0.8)

Multiplicity

7.2 (7.4)

Anomalous Completeness (%)

100.0 (100.0)

Anomalous Multiplicity

3.9 (3.9)

Table 4.4: Scaling statistics from SCALA of the CCP4 suite for the remote MAD dataset ofcalexcitin
soaked in platinum. Outer shell statistics are shown in brackets.

All three datasets were scaled together using SCALEIT. Anomalous difference Patterson
maps from the peak dataset were then generated using FFT (CCP4 suite). The Harker
sections generated at u=l/2, v=l/2 and w=l/2 all revealed a single strong peak (see Figs.
4.12-4.13). Peaks in the Patterson function occur at the end-points of vectors between all
pairs of heavy atom sites in a unit cell of the crystal, and the presence of this single peak
indicated a single platinum atom had bound per asymmetric unit. The direct methods
programme SHELXS was run to locate the position of this atom from the anomalous
diffraction data. The program uses the coordinates of the peaks from all three Harker
sections to solve the heavy atom coordinates: x, y and z. This heavy atom site was input
into MLPHARE along with all the MAD data. MLPHARE refines the heavy-atom
coordinates and generates phases for the entire protein. It also outputs an occupancy
level for the platinum essentially based on the amount of elecfron density expected for a
platinum atom, and that which is actually 'seen'. The platinum atom appears to be of low
occupancy (-30%), probably due to the dilution of the heavy atom solution prior to
crystal soaking. The result of this was that maps generated from the initial phases output
from MLPHARE were uninterpretable, even when the heavy atom site was inverted and
the phase calculation repeated.
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Figure 4.12: Marker section u=l/2, revealing single peak caused by one platinum atom binding the crystal
per unit cell.
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Figure 4.13: Barker sections v=l/2 (top) and w=l/2 (bottom), each showing a single peak, indicating one
platinum atom is bound per unit cell.
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A number of other heavy atom soaks were performed, using uranyl, lanthanum and
ytterbium. To help with the stability of the crystals in the heavy atom solution, and thus
to avoid diluting the heavy atom solution, the previous conditions were altered from
those mentioned above to 25% PEG 4K, O.IM sodium citrate, pH 6.0 and 0.2M
ammonium acetate. To 0.5ml of this solution, 3-5mg U02(N03)2, LaAc or YbAc were
added, resulting in a concentration of heavy atom in the solutions of 10-20mM,
depending upon the molecular weight of the compound. Calexcitin crystals were stable
in this solution, and soaked in it for 2 hours before they were frozen. Datasets to 2.6A,
2.OA and 1.9A respectively were collected on these datasets. However, no heavy atoms
were located on the difference Patterson maps generated by FFT. This may be due to the
presence of citrate in the heavy atom solution. This is a strong metal chelating agent, and
may be binding the metal ions and preventing them from binding the protein.
Unfortunately, due to restrictions on time this is as far as the project could be taken.
Ongoing work includes the expression of a selenomethionine derivative, which has been
crystallised so that MAD phasing may be used to solve the structure.
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Chapter 5
Structural Studies of
5-Aminolaevulinic Acid
Dehydratase from
Plasmodium falciparum and
Chlorobium vibrioforme
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5.1: Tetrapyrroles:
Tetrapyrroles, including haem and chlorophyll, are stable ring-shaped molecules made
up of four pyrrole rings. Electrons are delocalised across the molecules and thus are free
to migrate around the ring. This bestows tetrapyrroles with the ability to donate or accept
electrons to or from other molecules easily. Tetrapyrroles thus have the ability to provide
energised electrons to other molecules (Pinter, 2003).

Due to this key characteristic, tetrapyrroles are very important molecules with some
crucial biochemical functions in almost all organisms. Haem acts as a prosthetic group
for the protein globin, providing haemoglobins with their capacity to bind oxygen. The
iron at the centre of the tetrapyrrole coordinates the oxygen (Stryer, 2001). Although this
may be considered as haem's most crucial role it is also involved in a number of other
important biochemical pathways and reactions. It is involved in the activation and
decomposition of hydrogen peroxide, in the production of cyclic GMP, in tryptophan
and prostaglandin oxidation, and in mixed function oxidation in the cytochrome P-450
^dX\msiy {Haem Proteins, 1999).

Equally important in plants is the tetrapyrrole chlorophyll. This green photosynthetic
pigment is found in different forms in chloroplasts, which are capable of capturing the
energy from sunlight and using it to generate high-energy electrons with great reducing
potential. These electrons are used directly to reduce NADP^ to NADPH, and indirectly
for setting up a proton motive force to drive the generation of ATP. By these means, the
energy absorbed by chlorophyll is also used to transform carbon dioxide and water into
carbohydrates and oxygen. The process of photosynthesis is essential for nearly all life
on this planet (Lipson, 2000).

Vitamin B12 is a tetrapyrrole that is essential to digestion and nutritional absorption in
mammals (Battersby and Leeper, 1998). The cobalamins are derivatives of this
molecule. These tetrapyrroles are involved in the reduction of ribonucleotides to
deoxyribonucleotides. They also fianction as methylators. In this way the cobalamins are
responsible for the biosynthesis of methionine via the methylation of homocysteine.
Methionine is crucial to mammals as it generates the coenzymes that participate in the
synthesis of purines and thymine, which are needed in nucleic acid synthesis (Battersby
and Leeper, 1998).
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5.2: Tetrapvrrole Biosynthesis:
The first enzyme in the haem biosynthesis pathway in eukaryotes (except plants) and
some prokaryotes is 5-aminolaevuHnic acid synthase (ALAS, B.C. 2.3.1.37). This is
believed to be the pathway's rate-limiting step. The enzyme catalyses the condensation
of succinyl CoA and glycine to yield 5-aminolaevulinic acid (ALA), coenzyme A and
carbon dioxide. The enzyme is absent in plants and they instead synthesise their ALA
from glutamate via the C-5 pathway (Shoolingin-Jordan, 1991).

This provides the substrate molecules for the pathway's second enzyme,
5-aminolaevulinic acid dehydratase (ALAD, E.G. 4.2.1.24). This enzyme catalyses a
reaction in which two ALA molecules are condensed to produce one molecule of the
first pyrrole ring, porphobilinogen (PEG), and water (see Fig. 5.1). The first structure of
ALAD was determined by Erskine et al. in 1997. In the next step in the pathway, four
molecules of the monopyrrole PBG are condensed by the enzyme porphobilinogen
deaminase (PBGD, E.G. 4.3.1.8). The product is a linear tetrapyrrole,
preuroporphyrinogen. The X-ray structure of the E.coli PBGD enzyme has been solved
at 2.OA resolution (Shoolingin-Jordan, 1991; Gooper et al, 2002).

A-side
COOH
COOK

P-sidc
COOH

,^

COOH j
ALAD

+

2H2O

Nil-,
Nil-

5-AminoIaeviilinic acid

Poi-phobilinogcn

Figure 5.1/The reaction scheme catalysed by ALAD. Two identical molecules of ALA are condensed to
form the pyrrole porphobilinogen (PBG) (Erskine et al., 1997).
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Uroporphyrinogen synthase (UroS, E.G. 4.2.1.75) catalyses the fourth reaction of the
haem biosynthetic pathway. The linear tetrapyrrole preuroporphyrinogen is cyclised at
this stage. The final ring (D) is inverted, and then bound to ring A, to produce
uroporphyrinogen III. Non-enzymatic cyclisation can occur, forming uroporphyrinogen
I, but subsequent enzymes in the pathway cannot bind and act upon derivatives of this
molecule. The crystal structure of human recombinant UroS has been solved at 1.85A
resolution (Mathews et al, 2001). The tetrapyrrole ring of uroporphyrinogen III
undergoes decarboxylation by the enzyme uroporphyrinogen decarboxylase (UroD, E.G.
4.1.1.37) to produce coproporphyrinogen III (coprogen). The crystal structure of human
recombinant UroD has been solved at 1.6A resolution (Whitby et al, 1998).

The coprogen is then converted into protoporphyrinogen IX (protogen). This reaction is
catalysed by the enzyme coproporphyrinogen oxidase (CPO, E.G. 1.3.3.3). The structure
of the E.coli GPO was recently solved to 2.07A resolution (Layer et al, 2003).
Goproporphyrinogen I, formed from the non-enzymatically cyclised precursors, is not
accepted as a substrate by GPO. The enzyme catalyses the oxidative decarboxylation of
two propionate side chains of rings A and B at positions 3 and 8 of coprogen to form
vinyl groups. Embedded in the membrane of the inner mitochondrial membrane, or in
the thylakoid and envelope membranes of chloroplasts in plants, protoporphyrinogen IX
oxidase (PPO, E.G. 1.3.3.4) catalyses the pathway's penultimate step. In this reaction
protogen is converted to protoporphyrin IX. The three-dimensional crystal structure of
mitochondrial PPO from Nicotiana tabacum complexed with a phenyl-pyrazol inhibitor
has very recently been solved to 2.9A (Koch et al, 2004). Finally, the ATP-independent
ferrochelatase (E.G. 4.99.1.1) catalyses the insertion of ferrous iron into the centre of the
protoporphyrin IX ring. The product is called protohaem IX (Shoolingin-Jordan, 1991;
Gooper et al., 2002). A number of ferrochelatase structures are available (Al-Karadaghi
et al., 1997). The complete pathway is shown in Figure 5.2.

Alternatively, magnesium may be inserted by magnesium chelatase after the formation
of protogen, and here the pathway can branch towards the synthesis of chlorophyll.
Magnesium chelatase is ATP-dependent. The propanoic acid side chain on pyrrole ring
G is then cyclised to form a 5^'' ring (ring E) and a molecule called protochlorophyllide.
This reaction is carried out by various different enzymes depending upon whether the
organism uses a light-dependent or independent pathway. The final step in the
chlorophyll biosynthetic pathway is the attachment of a phytol tail to the propanoate side
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chain of ring D, which is catalysed by an enzyme called chlorophyll synthetase (Lipson,
2000).
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Figure 5.2: Complete biosynthetic pathway for haem, revealing branch points for the biosynthesis of other
tetrapyrroles, including chlorophyll and vitamin 6/,.
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5.3: 5-Aminolaevulinic Acid Dehydratase (ALAD):
The first common stage in the biosynthesis of all natural tetrapyrroles is the production
of porphobilinogen (PEG) by 5-aminolaevulinic acid dehydratase (ALAD). Thus, ALAD
is a hugely important enzyme in the production of essential tetrapyrroles and work on
this enzyme forms a major part of this thesis. It has been purifiedfiroma wide variety of
sources, including human erythrocytes, bovine liver, a number of prokaryotes (including
E.coli) and plants. Numerous cDNA sequences are also available, as well as a number of
recently determined X-ray structures, including E.coli (see Fig. 5.3), Saccharomyces
cerevisiae (Senior et al, 1996), and Pseudomonas aeruginosa (Frankenberg et aL, 1999;
Frere et al., 2002). All ALADs have a conserved primary structure, and share a high
degree of sequence identity. The protein typically consists of about 350 residues per
subunit (although 'plant' enzymes have an N-terminal extension of approximately 100
residues) and is usually octameric (Cooper and Erskine, 2004).

JJ

Figure 5.3: The fold of the ALAD monomer (a), with its TIM barrel and N-terminal arm region, the
structure of the dimer (b), formed by 2 tightly associating monomers, and the complete octamer (c)
(Erskine et al., 2001).
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5.3.1: The Importance of ALAD:
The importance of ALAD's role is shown in the genetic diseases associated with enzyme
deficiency. Porphyrias are a group of disorders caused by abnormalities in the synthesis
of haem, resulting in an accumulation of porphyrin precursors. Severe deficiencies in
haem biosynthesis are fatal, due to the ubiquitous use of haem in the human body. In
humans, the hereditary deficiency of functional ALAD is associated with the disease
Doss (or ALAD) porphyria. It is an autosomal recessive disorder (Doss and Muller,
1982; Warren et aL, 1998) caused by mutations to the ALAD gene, which disrupt the
stability of the enzyme (Erskine et al., 1997). The resulting accumulation of substrate
ALA in the bloodstream gives rise to the disease's neurological symptoms: abdominal
pain; neuropathy; autonomic instability; and psychosis (Sassa, 1998).

There are a number of theories to explain the neurological symptoms of Doss porphyria.
It is believed that ALA may possess structural resemblance to the neurotransmitter
y-aminobutyric acid (GABA) (Brennan and Cantrill, 1979; Erskine et al, 1997), and
thus be neuroactive. Animal studies have demonstrated that ALA administered to mice
can cause behavioural abnormalities and seizures. Haem deficiency may also be the
cause. The molecule is a required cofactor for the activity of the enzyme tryptophan
pyrrolase (tryptophan 2,3-dioxygenase, E.G. 1.13.11.11). A deficiency of hepatic haem
brought about by dysfunctional ALAD may prevent the hepatic tryptophan pyrrolase
from metabolising tryptophan. The resulting increased levels of tryptophan in the body
will thus give rise to increased levels of its metabolite, serotonin, produced in the brain
by tryptophan hydroxylase. High levels of serotonin interfere with the serotonergic
neurons in the brain and intestine, resulting in the neurological symptoms that may occur
during a porphyric attack (Badawy et al., 1981).

The neurological symptoms of Doss porphyria are very similar to those caused by severe
acute heavy metal poisoning (Warren et al., 1998). Lead and other heavy metals are
potent inhibitors of zinc-dependent enzymes (Pauza et al., 2005). Evidence suggests that
there is a requirement for metal ions by all ALADs, with the class of 'animal' enzymes
using zinc. The zinc ions in ALAD are replaced in their binding site by lead, preventing
the enzyme from functioning, and leading again to a build up of ALA (Erskine et al,
1997; Cooper et al., 2002). The binding site for the zinc cofactor is unusually cysteinerich (Jaffe, 1999). These cysteines are all arranged to one side of the metal ion, and this
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orientation makes the site ideal for the binding of lead, which has unusual
stereochemical coordination preferences (Jaffe et al, 2001; Kelada et al, 2001).

Elevated levels of ALA are also associated with another rare and lethal autosomal
recessive disease called hereditary tyrosinemia type 1 which is caused by a defect in the
tyrosine catabolism pathway. The hereditary disfunctioning of fumarylacetoacetate
hydrolase leads to accumulation of succinylacetone, one of the degradation products of
tyrosine, which causes development of a wide range of liver, kidney and neurological
disorders, including liver cirrhosis, diarrhoea, melena (blood stools), vomiting and
neuron degeneration. Succinylacetone is a potent inhibitor of ALAD (Schierbeck et al,
1993; Bergeron et al., 2003).

As well as these medical reasons, ALADs are of interest to scientists due to their unique
reaction mechanisms. They combine the mechanistic features of both Class I and Class II
aldolases (Dalby and Littlechild, 1996; Erskine et al., 1997; Chen et al., 2000). The
enzyme is also relatively abundant in the cell, constituting nearly 1% of total soluble
protein. This amount is far greater than what is needed to catalyse haem synthesis. This
observation may be explained by there being a secondary role for ALAD, e.g. it has been
suggested that ALAD has a role in protein degradation.

Much intracellular protein degradation is an ATP-dependent process carried out by a
large 1 SOOkDa proteolytic complex, the 26S proteasome. It comprises three components,
called CFl-3. The major component is CF3, a 650kDa complex of 13-15 20-32kDa
subunits. This component is also known as the 20S proteasome, and forms the barrelshaped core of the 26S complex. A compartment several nanometres in diameter, located
at the centre of the barrel, holds multiple proteolytic sites designed for unspecific, ATPindependent protein degradation. The 20S proteasome is activated many-fold by binding
the 600kDa ATP-binding CFl component, which also renders protein degradation
energy-dependent. The CFl particle is one half of a regulatory cap, termed the 19S
particle, which complexes the 20S proteasome at either end. The other half is the CF2
particle, a 240kDa structure made up of 40kDa subunits. Capping the 20S proteasome is
an ATP-dependent process. A fully capped 20S proteasome is known as the 26S
proteasome (Driscoll et al., 1992).
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The 26S proteasome recognises and degrades cellular protein ligated to a chain of the
polypeptide cofactor ubiquitin. This link to the ubiquitin pathway confers a level of
specificity on the proteolysis performed, with only protein marked for degradation in this
way being targeted. CF2 appears to have an inhibitory role in the 26S proteasome,
further adding to its regulation. The ubiquitination of the CF2 particle itself has also been
reported, and it is suggested that this may have a role in CF2's regulation of the 26S
complex by removing its inhibitory qualities and allowing the proteasome to cleave
substrate. Alternatively, it may regulate the subunit assembly of the 26S proteolytic
complex (Driscoll et al., 1992).

It has been claimed that CF2 is identical to ALAD (Guo et al, 1994). Migration on
native and SDS-PAGE gels is identical, as are their isoelectric points (pH 7.1).
N-terminal sequencing has revealed the first 14 residues of each molecule are the same.
The two molecules have also been shown to exhibit cross-reactivity with polyclonal
antibodies. Reactivity studies have shown the proteasome inhibitor CF2 catalyses the
formation of PEG, with a similar specific activity to ALAD (21.9 units/mg). The
dehydratase activity is successfully inhibited by zinc chelators, such as 1,10phenathroline, and by lead, in a manner identical to the effect on ALAD. Likewise,
purified bovine liver ALAD has been shown to inhibit the activity of the proteasome,
again with an identical effect to that of CF2. However, the ALAD enzymatic activity
could be blocked without affecting the proteasome activity, suggesting separate domains
are responsible for each function. This is an example of gene sharing, as the two
functions appear unrelated. Some relationship may possibly occur, as the ultimate end
product in the ALAD pathway, haem does inhibit ATP/ubiquitin-dependent proteolysis,
but no real evidence supports this connection (Guo et al, 1994). It is important to stress
that, whilst these results appear very promising, they have been reported by just one
group and others have failed to repeat the results that they have described.

5.3.2: Metal Cofactor Requirements:
There is a variable requirement for metal ions at the active site, which leads to the
possibility of a phylogenetic diversity in the reaction mechanisms of ALADs fi-om
different species. Plant enzymes and a few bacterial enzymes require a Mg^^ cofactor for
activity (Warren et al, 1998; Cooper et al, 2002). Mammalian enzymes and the
majority of bacterial enzymes are Zn^ -dependent. Zinc-dependent enzymes have the
ability to bind up to two zinc ions per subunit (Dent et al, 1990). The first binding site is
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located at the enzyme's active site, where three conserved cysteine residues coordinate a
Zn^"^ ion essential for catalytic activity (Warren et al, 1998). In plant-like ALADs, these
conserved cysteines are not present, and instead are replaced by two aspartic acids and
an alanine residue (Cooper et al., 2002). These ligands are thus more suited to coordinate
the required

ions. Accordingly, the magnesium-dependent enzymes are less

sensitive to oxidation than the zinc-dependent ALADs. Recently, an ALAD enzyme
shown to function completely independently of a metal cofactor has been discovered,
that of Rhodobacter capsulatus (Bollivar et al., 2004). The addition of up to 100p.M zinc
to the enzyme caused no change in the level of activity. 1 OmM magnesium actually
caused a reduction in activity to 86%. Tests using a variety of metal chelating agents all
produced no effect on activity, and atomic absorption spectroscopy could detect no metal
ions in the enzyme. Despite having identified the location of the active site metal binding
sites, the actual roles of these metal ions remains unclear, and it is not understood why
some enzymes are dependent upon them whilst others can function without.

The second zinc binding site is at the subunit interface (Cooper et al., 2002) and is
believed to have a more allosteric role (Cooper and Erskine, 2004). This allosteric
binding site is present in approximately 90% of the documented ALAD sequences. Some
species, for example P.falciparum and yeast ALAD, lack the residues required to
coordinate the metal ion and so bind just one metal ion per subunit (Cooper et al., 2002),
whereas the E.coli enzyme can bind two. The metal at the allosteric site is coordinated
by a glutamate residue and five solvent molecules in almost perfect octahedral
coordination (Cooper et al, 2002). The ALAD of P.falciparum contains an asparagine
rather than this glutamate residue in this position, and the yeast enzyme has an alanine
instead. This octahedral coordination again favours magnesium as the physiological
metal ligand, rather than zinc. Due to its location away from the active site at the subunit
interface, it is hard to believe there is a direct catalytic role for this metal site, but metal
ion binding at this site could serve to help stabilise the protein in the vicinity of the
active site, and so facilitate catalysis. This glutamate is also involved in a salt bridge to
an arginine residue on the N-terminal arm of a neighbouring subunit. Passing close to
this region is the 'lid' region, an extended loop that covers the active site (Cooper et al.,
2002). Thus this binding site can communicate with the active site, rationalising the
observed allosteric effects.
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A third metal binding site has been identified in some crystal structures, close to the
active site (Frankenberg et al, 1999). This site has been reported in the zinc-dependent
ALAD of yeast, located between a histidine (HI42) and a cysteine (C234) ligand
(Erskine et al., 2000). Its position in the molecule suggests a possible catalytic role,
although this remains unclear. It is cited as present at low occupancy, and it remains to
be proven whether both zinc binding sites in the vicinity of the active site can be
occupied simultaneously in any one subunit. The crystallographic information about this
site is so far incomplete, yet it seems clear that no comparable site exists in the plant-like
P.aeruginosa ALAD structure (Frankenberg et al., 1999). There is also evidence
supporting stimulatory and inhibitory effects of monovalent cations. Studies on the
ALAD of P.falciparum have shown a stimulatory effect from potassium ions. The
structure of P. aeruginosa ALAD in complex with 5-fluorolaevulinic acid has revealed
the presence of two potassium ions, one fully and one partially occupied sodium, as well
as two sulphates coordinated to the enzyme (Frere et al., 2002). The B.japonicum variant
too has been shown to bind potassium, and the ions reportedly support both the catalytic
rate and the state of oligomerisation of the enzyme (Petrovich and Jaffe, 1997).
Monovalent cations have little or no effect on the metal-independent ALAD of
R.capsulatus (Bollivar et al., 2004).

5.3.3; Structure:
The ALAD monomer folds into an (a/p)g, or TIM barrel motif This is an eightmembered cylindrical P-sheet, surrounded by eight a-helices. As with all TIM barrel
enzymes, loop regions at the C-terminal ends of the barrel strands form a pronounced
cavity that serves as the active site. The active site is covered by a highly-conserved,
extended loop region, which also contains a section of a-helix. Extending from the
N-terminal end of the TIM barrel, away from the motif, is an approximately thirty amino
acid arm-like structure. This arm contains two helices, the first often reported as a
3,0-helix. (Cooper and Erskine, 2004).

The extended N-terminal arm is involved in intersubunit interactions in the ALAD
octamer. In the formation of dimers, each arm folds to partly wrap itself around the TIM
barrel of the neighbouring monomer. The subunits of the resultant dimers are related by
a two-fold axis of symmetry, around which the two barrels interact extensively, such that
the two active sites are positioned approximately perpendicular to one another. The
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contacts between the two monomers occur between one arm and its neighbouring barrel,
and directly between the two barrels. The N-terminus of the extended arm interacts with
the third and fourth barrel helices in the adjacent subunit. Residues in barrel helices six
and seven form a number of inter- and intramolecular electrostatic interactions, despite
many of them being buried in the monomer. Helices 6 from each subunit are roughly
aligned across the two-fold axis, and so interact with one another (Cooper and Erskine,
2004).

All eight active sites are exposed in the octamer (Cooper et al., 2002), as the four dimers
come together in an identical fashion with active sites oriented outwards. The principal
interactions again involve the extended N-terminal arm, with its two helical segments
associating with one end of a ^-barrel in the neighbouring dimer. Binding together in this
fashion, the N-terminal arm of one subunit essentially 'caps' one end of the
neighbouring ^-barrel. The other end of the barrel is where the active site is located, and
this remains exposed on the surface of the dimer (Cooper and Erskine, 2004).

5.3.4: The Active Site and Mechanism:
The ALAD active site region is highly conserved. With the exception of the amino acids
that directly interact with the catalytic zinc (only present in some species), and some
residues of the active site 'lid', the amino acids that make up the active site are
phylogenetically invariant (Jaffe, 2004). A number of tyrosines and other aromatic
residues come together to form a hydrophobic binding cleft. These residues are almost
completely conserved. The base of this pocket is dominated by the side chains of two
spatially adjacent lysines, numbered 195 and 247 in E.coli ALAD, and it is these
residues that bind the substrate (Cooper and Erskine, 2004).

The two molecules of substrate that bind at the active site are identical, and yet the
pyrrole ring produced, PEG, has two different side chains, acetic acid and propanoic
acid. Thus the reaction is an asymmetrical condensation. Each substrate molecule
binding at a certain site in the binding cleft is used to form the product's acetic acid side
chain (A-site) or the product's propanoic acid side chain (P-site) (Cooper et al., 2002).
The P-side ALA binding site is deeper into the active site that the A-side binding site.
Single-turnover experiments have shown that the first ALA molecule to bind does so at
the P-site by forming a Schiff base linkage with Lys247 (Jordan and Gibbs, 1985). This
Schiff base link has been witnessed in the X-ray structures of the enzyme complexed
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with a number of inhibitors, as well as with bound ALA too (Erskine et al, 2003). The
carboxyl group of this P-side Schiff base intermediate can hydrogen-bond to the
hydroxyl group of a conserved tyrosine (Tyr 311, E.coli numbering) and to the backbone
carbonyl oxygen of a conserved serine (Ser 272, E.coli numbering). C2-C5 of the P-side
Schiff base intermediate are buried in a hydrophobic pocket. The first product water
molecule appears to be released to the surrounding solvent before the second substrate
molecule binds at the A-site (Jaffe, 2004). This binding of substrate at the P-site forms
the widely accepted part of the mechanism.

The binding and reactivity of the second ALA substrate molecule at the A-site is less
well defined, and appears to vary phylogenetically (Jaffe, 2003). It has been shown in
those ALAD enzymes that require a zinc cofactor at the active site that the catalytic
metal is essential for A-side substrate binding. The binding of this second ALA molecule
has been modelled as a bidentate ligation of the zinc ion with the C4 carbonyl oxygen
and the C5 amino nitrogen atoms. It has been proposed that in plant-like variants of
ALAD, lacking this catalytic zinc ion, a putative magnesium ion will function as the zinc
ion does, binding the A-site substrate molecule. The binding of substrate at the A-site
stabilises the active site 'lid' in its 'closed' configuration. The carboxyl group of the
A-side ALA molecule forms hydrogen bonds to an invariant arginine and glutamine
residue in the active site 'lid'. A fiirther hydrogen bond is formed to either a lysine
residue in zinc-dependent ALADs, or an arginine residue in plant-like variants. There is
also a strong relationship between the presence of a magnesium ion at the allosteric site
and the closing of the active site 'lid'. In the absence of allosteric magnesium, arginine
181 in the P.aeruginosa enzyme forms a salt-bridge with aspartic acid 139. When the
metal cofactor binds, arginine 181 is moved and is involved in its coordination via a
metal bound solvent molecule. This makes available aspartic acid 139 which hydrogenbonds with lysine 229 in the active site 'lid'. Thus, the binding of magnesium at the
allosteric site stabilises the 'closed' configuration of the 'lid' (Jaffe, 2004).

Recent evidence has suggested the mechanism may involve a second Schiff base linkage
at the A-site, so that the two active site lysine residues each simultaneously participate in
a Schiff base with each substrate molecule. Crystal structures of E.coli and yeast ALAD
bound to 4,7-dioxosebacic acid inhibitor (Erskine et al., 2001; Kervinen et al., 2001),
and P.aeruginosa binding two molecules of 5-fluorolaevulinic acid (Frere et al, 2002)
have shown two Schiff bases are involved in each. In zinc-dependent enzymes the
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bidentate ligation of the metal cofactor by the substrate may help position it in the A-site
prior to Schiff base formation. After the Schiff base is formed, the C4 carbonyl oxygen is
lost and thus only the amino group remains hydrogen-bonded to the zinc.

In the formation of PEG from two molecules of ALA, two new bonds are formed and
two water molecules are lost (Erskine et al, 2003). A C-N bond linking both substrate
molecules is created, via another Schiff base, between the C4 atom of the A-side
substrate and the P-side substrate's amino group. A C-C bond is formed between the Aside substrate's C3 position and the carbonyl carbon of the P-side substrate. The order
these two bonds form is not known for certain, and this has been a major subject of
discussion in the field in recent years. It is, however, likely that the C-C bond forms first
since there is evidence that both substrates bind to the active site lysines by making
Schiff bases. This would labilise the C3 protons of A-side ALA and encourage intersubstrate C-C bond formation. If the inter-substrate C-N bond was to form first, the
Schiff base between A-side ALA and its active site lysine would have to break first,
which seems an unlikely complication. A recently determined crystal structure of a
human ALAD mutant (F12L) shows the natural substrate ALA molecules bound at the
respective sites, each via a Schiff base linkage (Jaffe, 2004). The structure of this F12L
variant contains a bond between the C3 carbon of the A-side Schiff base intermediate
and the C4 carbon on the P-side. As well as yet more evidence that both substrate
molecules bind via a Schiff base, it is also the best evidence to date that the first bond to
form between the two substrates is the C-C bond. Recent mechanisms follow this route
(see Fig. 5.4).

The formation of the Schiff base between the C4 carbon of the substrate and the enzyme
at the P-site causes the carbonyl carbon of the P-substrate molecule to become highly
electropositive, and thus potentially open to nucleophilic attack. The binding also
generates a water molecule, which is released into the surrounding solvent through the
'open' active site. A second molecule of ALA enters the active site cavity and the active
site 'lid' closes, hydrogen-bonding to the substrate molecule in the A-site. If the enzyme
is zinc-dependent, the molecule ligates to the zinc ion located at the active site. A
putative zinc-bound hydroxide has been proposed to act on the A-side C3 atom (Erskine
et al., 2003), facilitating its deprotonation. Meanwhile, a Schiff base forms between the
substrate and enzyme in the A-site which helps to ftirther labilise the C3 hydrogen
atoms, and further facilitates the deprotonation of this carbon. The resulting bound
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enamine performs a nucleophilic attack on the electropositive C4 carbon on the P-side,
and the C-C bond is formed. Following this the C-N bond can form via an inter-substrate
Schiff base linkage between the A-side C4 atom and the P-side amino group (Erskine et
al, 2003; Cooper and Erskine, 2004). The resulting bound intermediate resembles PBG,
and has been observed covalently bound to the enzyme (Erskine et al, 2003). It has been
proposed that the binding of another substrate molecule at the P-site of a neighbouring
active site in the octamer induces conformational changes that bring about the opening of
the first active site's 'lid' and the release of the product.
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Figure 5.4: A proposed mechanism for the formation ofporphobilinogen from two identical
aminolaevulinic acid molecules in the active site of ALAD. In this mechanism, the C-C bond between the
two substrates is formed prior to the C-Nbond. The * indicates a PBG-like covalently bound intermediate
(Erskine et al, 2003).
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5.3.5: Plant-like ALADs:
ALAD is the only biological enzyme for which it has been proposed that a catalytically
essential Zn^"^ has evolved from or to a catalytically essential Mg^"^ (Jaffe, 2004). Recent
work performed on the P.aeruginosa enzyme has investigated the evolutionary
differences between the different classes of ALAD in an attempt to explain their
development (Frankenberg et al, 1999). A number of mutants of the P. aeruginosa
enzyme were created by site-directed mutagenesis, introducing at various levels the zinccoordinating cysteines of the E.coli enzyme in place of the P. aeruginosa enzyme's
native active site aspartate and alanine residues. Metal binding and enzyme activity
studies were performed on each mutant, as well as a number of crystal structures being
determined (Frere et al., 2004). The ALAD mutants that resembled other naturally
occurring ALADs showed significant enzyme activity. It took less than five amino acid
exchanges at the active site to functionally convert the plant-like P. aeruginosa ALAD
into the zinc-dependent E.coli enzyme, adding weight to the theory that one of the two
species evolved from the other. Their findings support the hypothesis that the zincdependent enzymes evolved into the plant-like variants. The high affinity of
protoporphyrin IX for Zn^"^ is known to inhibit the insertion of Mg^"^ into the tetrapyrrole
ring during chlorophyll maturation. This indicates that the onset of photosynthesis may
have provided the evolutionary pressure to reduce the utilisation of zinc by such
organisms (Jaffe, 2003).

ALAD has been studied a great deal, but most of the attention has been on zincdependent enzymes. Less is known about the plant-like magnesium-dependent variant.
Prior to this work only one X-ray structure of a plant-like ALAD had been solved, that of
Pseudomonas aeruginosa (Frankenberg et al., 1999). The data were refined to 1.67A
resolution, and revealed the enzyme was structurally similar to the zinc-dependent
variants. The tertiary structure of each monomer was a TIM barrel motif with an
extended N-terminal arm, and the quaternary structure built of an octamer composed of
four asymmetric dimers. The role of the metal cofactor in plant-like ALADs has not yet
been confirmed from this structure, as no electron density for a metal ion was found at
the active site. To examine the role of the metal ion at the active site of plant-like
ALADs, the structures of plant-like ALADs from two other organisms are investigated
for this thesis. These are Plasmodium falciparum and Chlorobium vibrioforme.
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5.3.5.1: Plasmodium falciparum ALAD:
There are an estimated 300-500 million cases of malaria each year, resulting in 2.7
million deaths. 90% of fatalities occur in sub-Saharan Africa. The disease is, however,
one of the most widespread afflictions of humans, with approximately 40% of the
world's population living in areas where malaria is transmitted. In humans malaria is
caused by infection with one of four intracellular parasites of the genus Plasmodium.
P.vivax, P.malaria and P. ovule are all relatively benign, whereas P.falciparum is a far
more serious disorder responsible for the disease's high mortality rate. The parasites are
all transmitted only by the bite of a female Anopheles mosquito. As the mosquito feeds,
sporozoites are introduced into the human body via the saliva, and within minutes have
infected the liver cells. Here they asexually multiply rapidly over an incubation period of
days to several weeks, before the merozoites are released. The merozoites enter the
blood stream and infect erythrocytes where they again reproduce. New merozoites
escape from the cell by lysing the cell membrane, and destroying the cell. The release of
new merozoites is a regular occurrence and causes regular bouts of shaking, chills and
fever. The loss of erythrocytes causes haemolytic anaemia. Fatalities occur when the
disease spreads to the brain, causing aggregation and blood clots that lead to
convulsions, coma and death, usually within days to weeks (Rang et al, 2003).

Treatment of patients with P.falciparum malaria is becoming increasingly difficult.
Drug-resistance is common in this species (Gardner et al., 2002; Rang et al., 2003).
Couple this to the fact mosquitoes are developing resistance to a number of insecticides
and population movements are on the increase with widespread international travel, and
it is clear why the disease is rapidly spreading. Recent studies have shown that, unless a
new method of control is discovered, the number of malaria cases may double in the next
twenty years (Gardner et al., 2002).

The malaria parasites belong to the phylum apicomplexa. Members of this phylum
possess an organelle known as a plastid, which is homologous to the chloroplast of
plants and algae (McFadden et al., 1996; Waller et al., 2000). These particular plastids
are known as apicoplasts. The presence of this plastid has suggested that the parasites
may have once lived an autotrophic lifestyle based on photosynthesis (McFadden et al.,
1996; Waller et al., 2000). Photosynthetic organisms are called autotrophs (literally
'self-feeders') because they can synthesise their own chemical fuels using sunlight as an
energy source. A plastid, like mitochondria, is a self-replicating, semi-autonomous
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organelle that contains within its four membranes a 35kbp circle of DNA, separate from
the nuclear chromosomes (McFadden et al, 1996). The organelle contains its own
ribosomes, smaller than their cytoplasmic counterparts, and plastid-specific tRNAs and
rRNAs.

Sequence studies have connected the plastid proteins and ribosomes with those of
cyanobacteria rather than to erythrocytes (Roy et al., 1999), and evidence suggests such
plastid-containing organisms arose from associations between cyanobacteria and the
early eukaryotic cell (Smith and Douglas, 1987). The bacterial cell then lost DNA,
making it incapable of independent living, as the host too became dependent on the
plastid for what it provided to the cell (Sato et al., 2000). The apicoplast is essential for
malaria parasite survival, although its exact role is unclear. This mutualistic
endosymbiotic association between cyanobacteria and eukaryotic cells has given rise to
the evolution of autotrophic eukaryotes (Smith and Douglas, 1987). This helps to explain
the antiparasitic effects of many antibiotics (Waller et al., 2000), and has also revealed
new parasite-specific targets for anti-malarial drugs. Indeed, several new anti-malarials
have been discovered since the identification of the plastid (McFadden et al, 1996).

The genome of the apicoplast contains only a small number of genes, required to encode
the components of gene transcription, and of ribosomes and the translation process
(McFadden et al., 1996; Roy et al., 1999; Waller et al., 2000). The majority of gene
products required by the plastid are imported into the organelle from the cytoplasm of
the parasite, having been encoded by the parasite's chromosomal DNA. This involves
the use of a bipartite leader sequence on apicoplast-targeted proteins, which is cleaved
from the protein's N-terminal end after arrival in the plastid (Waller et al., 2000). The
system is analogous to the import of proteins into mitochondria.

The haemoglobin of the host is ingested by the malaria parasite during its pathogenic
intra-erythrocytic stage. Inside its acidic food vacuole, a series of protease enzymes
digests the globin. For many years it was assumed the parasite obtained the haem it
needed for survival in this way. However, the released haem is oxidised to haematin, a
chemical which is potentially toxic to the parasite. P.falciparum detoxifies itself by
sequestering all the acquired haematin as the highly insoluble crystalline material known
as haemozoin (Sato et al., 2000). Thus the haem the parasite requires for its cellular
functions is therefore likely to be synthesised de novo. Genome sequencing projects
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suggest that the enzymes necessary for this are not actually imported from the cytosol of
the host, but instead are encoded by the parasite's own DNA. In fact, genes for all
enzymes in the haem biosynthetic pathway except that of uroporphyrinogen III
cosynthase have been found in the parasite's genome (Gardner et al, 2002). This
includes ALAD, which differs from the human enzyme by containing a plant-like metal
binding domain. This reveals an obvious new parasite-specific target for anti-malarial
agents. Studies on the P.falciparum ALAD show that ALAD inhibitors reduce both the
growth and haem biosynthesis of the parasite, further supporting the theory (Sato et al,
2000). X-ray crystallography will be useful in characterising the metal-binding site of the
P.falciparum ALAD, and help to define its cofactors role in catalysis. Any other
structural differences between the malarial enzyme and its human counterpart may be
highlighted as well, and these differences could be exploited in the design of species
selective inhibitors to be used as anti-malarial drugs.

5.3.5.1.1: Codon Bias:
In order that therapeutic agents can be designed to act on an enzyme, the enzyme's
structure must first be elucidated. Over-expression of the gene responsible can produce
quantities of enzyme sufficient enough that biophysical studies like NMR and protein
crystallography can be carried out. A complication arises when trying to over-express
parasite genes in E.coli, due to the codon bias of these organisms.

E.coli rarely uses certain codons preferentially used by the malarial parasite
P.falciparum. This, coupled to the fact that the parasite's genome is extremely A-T rich,
the most A-T rich sequenced to date, often results in translational stalling and poor
expression. A large number of rare codons in the genes, often appearing as doublets and
even triplets (Baca and Hoi, 2000), cannot be dealt with properly by the tRNAs found in
E.coli.

One method to overcome this has been devised, using the RIG plasmid, originally
developed to help over-express P.falciparum genes in E.coli (Baca and Hoi, 2000). The
plasmid carries genes that encode the tRNAs (Arg, He, Gly) that recognise the rare
codons AGA/G (Arg), AUA (lie) and GGA (Gly). Increased levels of these tRNAs helps
E.coli cope better when translating parasite mRNAs rich in these codons. The plasmid is
also resistant to chloramphenicol, and can be maintained in E.coli with 35-50p.g/ml of
the antibiotic.
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5.3.5.2: Chlorobium vibrioforme ALAD:
The green-sulphur bacteria, Chlorobia, are beheved to have been the first photo synthetic
organisms. Their single photosynthetic reaction centre resembles Photosystem I of
higher plants (Kjaer et al, 1998). Unlike higher plants, they do not use the Calvin Cycle
to trap carbon dioxide, but instead use an unusual chemical cycle called the Reductive
Tricarboxylic Acid Cycle (Hartman, 1998; Pitson et al, 1999; Kanao et al., 2002). This
uses electrons derived from hydrogen or reduced sulphur compounds, as opposed to the
Calvin Cycle which uses oxygen from water. This ability to carry out photosynthesis in
the absence of oxygen is of particular importance to evolutionary studies, since it is
believed the early atmosphere of Earth contained little oxygen (Hartman, 1998; Kasting
and Siefert, 2002).

The photosynthetic reactions are carried out in organelles called chlorosomes, which
occur only in green bacteria. They are located tightly against the inner surface of the
cytoplasmic membrane, and contain highly aggregated arrays of chlorophyll. The
chlorophyll used also differs from that of higher plants and is known as
bacteriochlorophyll. It absorbs light of longer wavelengths and allows them to exist in
deep waters where only low light intensity is available (Figaard et al, 2003). Although
oxygenic photosynthesis can occur only in the upper few centimetres of water,
photosynthesis of the anaerobic kind allows species to survive where the slightest trace
of light can penetrate, up to a depth of around 300m (Fisheries and Oceans Canada,
2005).

C. vibrioforme is a rod-shaped intestinal pathogen that is widely distributed in aquatic
environments, such as lakes and Qords, where slight traces of light reach anoxic layers
and the water contains reduced sulphur compounds (Lipson, 2000). The plant-like
variant of ALAD it uses to synthesise its bacteriochlorophyll is investigated here. Via the
use of X-ray crystallography, the metal-binding site of the C.vibrioforme ALAD may be
characterised. Any other structural differences identified between it and its zincdependent counterparts may be exploited in the design of selective inhibitors, which may
have roles as selective herbicides.
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5.4: Plasmodium falcivarum ALAD protocol:

5.4.1: Cloning:
The HemB gene had previously been expressed in a RecA vector by Dr. I. Wilson's
group (NIMR, Mill Hill, London). PCR primers encoding the restriction sites for Ndel
and ^coRI at the 5'-terminus, and BamRl at the 3'-terminus were designed (see Fig. 5.5)
and ordered from Sigma-Genosys, in order to amplify the cDNA encoding the
P.falciparum ALAD. A Smal site was also encoded at either end of the gene to allow
simple removal of the gene should any problems be encountered. At the C-terminal end
of the gene, two stop codons were encoded, to thoroughly ensure transcription of the
gene only was induced. In designing the primers, the signal sequence targeting the
protein to the apicoplast was removed, to avoid solubility and expression problems.

5 ' -GCGgggJ^gA(g^^^^^^^GAAACTAATAGAAGGGAAAGAC - 3 '
3'-CTTTGATTATCTTCCCTTTCTG-5'
E T N R R E R R
-5'-GGTTTATATATGAAAAAATTATATGAT-3'
-3' - c c a a a t a t a t a c t t t t t t a a t a t a c t a a t t a c t | c c t ^ ^ ^ ^ 2 t t a - 5 •
G L Y M K K L Y D *
*
Figure 5.5: PCR primer sequences used to amplify the P.falciparum ALAD gene in the RecA vector. The
shorter fragments of bases describe the template DNA, while the longer fragments comprise
complementary base pairs, as well as a 5 '-extension coding restriction sites. EcoRl, Ndel and Smal sites
(highlighted in blue, red and green respectively) are encoded on the fragment preceeding the gene, and
BamHI (highlighted in yellow) and Smal sites in the fragment at the 3 '-end of the gene. The * indicates
two consecutive Stop codons following the gene. The primers were supplied by Sigma-Genosys.

To 25pl Promega's PCR Master Mix, 0.5^1 of each of the forward and reverse primers
(~1.5^g/|il) were added, along with 0.2p,l RecA vector and distilled water to a final
volume of 50p,l. Four 50)0.1 reactions were set up. The melting temperature for the
forward and reverse primers was 63°C and 59°C respectively, and an annealing
temperature of 61°C was decided upon. An initial round of DNA denaturing was
programmed into the Techne Progene PCR machine for 1 minute at 94°C, to ensure all
template strands were completely separated. The temperature then remained at 94°C for
60 seconds, decreased to 61°C for 60 seconds and increased to 72°C for 180 seconds.
This three temperature cycle was repeated 30 times. Following this the cycler was
programmed to remain at 72°C for a fiirther 10 minutes. Three of the four PCR reactions
were cleaned using a QIAquick® PCR Purification kit (Qiagen), and the final solution
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loaded onto a 1.0% agarose gel and extracted using a QIAquick Gel Extraction kit
(Qiagen). Samples from each were loaded onto a 1.0% agarose gel to test the success of
the PGR (see Fig. 5.6).

Figure 5.6: The four PGR products, containing the C.vibrioforme ALAD gene. Three were purified using a
QIAquick® PGR Purification kit (Qiagen) and the fourth extracted from a 1.0% agarose gel using a
QIAquick® Gel Extraction kit (Qiagen).

The PGR product was then subject to a double digestion using endonucleases BaniRl and
Ndel. Four separate reaction tubes were set up. In each 8^1 of PGR product, 2^1 BSA,
2\i\ Buffer D lOx Buffer and A\i\ distilled water were mixed. 2p,l Ndel was then added to
the reaction mixture, which was left at 37°G for 2 hours. At then end of the initial 2 hour
digestion period 2|il BamHl was mixed in as well, and the solution left for a further 2
hours at 37°G to complete the double digestion. Following the 4 hour reaction time, the
DNA was pooled and then cleaned using a Wizard® DNA Glean-Up System kit, which
removed the endonucleases and the short sections of cleaved DNA from the fragment
ends. The purified DNA was eluted in SOfil distilled water. A 1.0% agarose gel was
prepared, and 15(xl purified DNA was loaded next to a molecular weight marker of
known concentration, to allow the final stock concentration to be established. The
remaining 35^1 DNA available was at a concentration of lOng/p.1. A pETl la vector was
digested and purified also, using the same enzymes. Following DNA purification the
double-digested vector was at a concentration of 25ng/}j,l.

The PGR product with cohesive ends was then ligated directly into the digested pETlla
vector. A variety of different ratios of insert:vector were attempted, with all ligations
proceeding at 16°G for 16 hours. 50ng vector (2^1) was mixed with 9ng insert (0.9|al)
and l)j.l T4 DNA Ligase lOx Buffer. Distilled water (S.lfxl) was then added before,
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finally, 1 )j,l T4 DNA Ligase was mixed into the solution. This ligation had a 1:1 molar
ratio of insert:vector. LSp-l, 2.7p.l and 5.4^1 insert were also used, giving ratios of 2:1,
3:1 and 6:1 respectively. The volume of water added in each mixture was reduced to
give a final volume of 10^1 in each. A 9:1 ratio ligation was also set up. To 50ng vector,
80ng (8.0p,l) digested PCR product, 2^,1 T4 DNA Ligase lOx and 6[j,l distilled water
added. 2|il T4 DNA Ligase was then mixed into the reaction tube, to give a final volume
o f 2 0 p l All enzymes and buffers were fi-om Promega.

After completion, the five ligations were transformed into 50|al JM109 competent cells.
The cells were mixed with the ligations on ice, and left to stand for 5 minutes. The
mixtures were then subjected to a heat-shock of 42°C for exactly 30 seconds, before
being returned to the ice for another 5 minutes. The solutions were made up to 1ml in
volume by adding LB medium, and these were left to grow at 37°C for 60 minutes.
Following this the cultures were centrifuged at 13,000 rpm for 3 minutes in a bench-top
Heraeus Pico Bioftige centriftxge, and 900|xl removed fi-om all tubes. The pelleted cells
were resuspended in the remaining lOOpi LB medium. 10j.il of transformed cells were
applied to one LB-agar plate containing ampicillin (100|ig/ml), and the remaining 90^1
to another. These plates were incubated at 37°C overnight.

Ratio

10^1

90^1

Total

1:1

0

31

31

2:1

2

10

12

3:1

0

2

2

6:1

10

80

90

9:1
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300+

-500

+ Control

1000+

- Control

0

Table 5.1: Showing the number of transformed JM109 colonies that grew after incubation at 37°C
overnight on LB-agar plates containing ampicillin (lOO^g/ml). Colony growth is indicative of a successful
ligation, as only re-ligated circular plasmids can confer ampicillin resistance to cells. The positive control
plate included cells transformed with a test plasmid to determine whether the cells were fully competent
and the transformation procedure working correctly. The negative control of JMl 09 cells only should give
rise to no colonies.
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Eight different colonies selected from across the plates were used to inoculate 10ml LB
containing ampicillin (lOOp-g/ml) and grown at 37°C overnight. The DNA was extracted
from all cultures using a Wizard®P/w5 SV Minipreps kit, and then subjected to a doubledigest to confirm a successful ligation. 15)j.1 extracted pETl la was mixed with 3^1 BSA,
3|al distilled water and 3|il Buffer DlOx Buffer. Finally 3p,l BamEl and 3p.l Ndel were
added, and the solutions left to incubate at 37°C for 3 hours. These digestions were
analysed on a 1.0% agarose gel, which suggested that a successful ligation had occurred
in the culture inoculated from a colony picked from the agar plate loaded with 90^1 2:1
ratio ligation (see Fig. 5.7). This ligation was confirmed by having the extracted DNA
sequenced (University of Dundee, www.dnaseq.co.uk) (see Fig. 5.8).

Figure 5.7: Results of the test double-digestion of DNA extracted from 8 colonies grown on LB medium
containing lOOfig/ml ampicillin after the PCR amplified Pfalciparum HemB gene was ligated into a
pETlla vector. Colony 3 alone indicates a successful ligation took place, as a fragment of approximately
Ikb was excised by the restriction enzymes BamHI and Ndel.

TO
80
90
100
110
60
iCATAT G UftAACTAATAGAAGC GAAAGAC OTATAAA GACGAATAA G T A@T TAC TTTCA

Figure 5.8: The sequencing trace for the P.falciparum ALAD gene ligated into pETlla.The
highlights a point mutation, where a T has been substituted by a G.
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red ring

5.4.2: Site-Directed Mutagenesis:
The sequence obtained from The Sequencing Service, Dundee revealed a point mutation
in the hgated gene (see Fig. 5.8), which most hkely occurred during PCR. The
nucleotide 45 bases from the start codon had been substituted from a thymine to a
guanine, changing the codon from TAT (tyrosine) to TAG (stop). A number of other
colonies were picked from the transformation plates, but DNA analysis revealed they too
contained the same point-mutation. The mutation is likely, therefore, to have occurred
early on in the PCR process and been amplified. Primers were thus designed for sitedirected mutagenesis, to correct the sequence. The QuikChange® Site-Directed
Mutagenesis kit (Stratagene) used recommends primers of between 25 and 45 bases in
length, but in order to achieve the recommended melting temperature (>78 °C) primers of
82 bases were designed (see Fig. 5.9). This is due to the highly A-T rich properties of the
P.falciparum genome. The melting temperature was calculated using the following
formula:

= 81.5 + 0.41(%GC) - 675/ N - % mismatch
Thus, each primer was an 82-mer with a GC-content of 28% and a melting temperature
of 84°C. They were designed and ordered from Sigma-Genosys and these were supplied
as HPLC purified oligonucleotides:

5'-GGAAACTAATAGAAGGGAAAGACGTATAAAGAGGAATAAGTATTTACTTTCATTG-

E

T

N

R

R

E

R

R

I

K

R

N

K

Y

L

L

S

L

3'-CCTTTGATTATCTTCCCTTTCTGCATATTTCTCCTTATTCATAAATGAAAGTAAC-TATAATAACACAAATATAAAGACATCG-3'

Y

N

N

T

N

I

K

T

S

-ATATTATTGTGTTTATATTTCTGTAGC-5'

Figure 5.9: Primers designed for site-directed mutagenesis. Each is an 82-mer with a GC-content of 28%
and a melting temperature of84°C. The mutated region being corrected occupies the central region of
each primer, with the substituted guanine base replaced with the wildtype thymine.

Mutagenesis reactions for the pETl la construct were set up as described in the
QuikChange® manual. The concentration of the recombinant vector was approximately
75ng/)j.l. l|il, 21^1 and 5p,l of this was mixed with 5^1 lOx Reaction Buffer, Ijil (125ng)
each of the primers and 1 ^1 dNTP solution, in 3 reactions. Distilled water was also added
to make the volume up to 50|il. Finally, to initiate the reaction, 1 ^1 of PfuTurbo® DNA
polymerase enzyme was mixed in, and the samples were placed in a Techne Progene
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PCR machine. The temperature cycler was programmed to heat the samples to 95°C for
60 seconds, to fully denature the template. The temperature was then maintained at 95°C
for a further 50 seconds, reduced to 60°C for 50 seconds to allow the primers to anneal
to the template, and then increased to 68 °C for 7 minutes to allow complete replication
of the DNA plasmid. This cycle of three temperatures was repeated 12 times. At the end
of the PCR, the DNA was cooled to 4°C and then incubated at 37°C for one hour in the
presence of the restriction enzyme Dpnl which is specific for methylated DNA. The
latter enzyme is added to remove the parental DNA.

The resulting DNA was then transformed into super-competent XL-Blue cells, lp.1 of the
DNA was added to 50|il cells and the mixture was heat shocked as described above (see
section 5.4.1). The transformed cells were grown for 1 hour in sterile NZY media,
supplemented with sterile glucose (0.4%), 125^1 IM MgClz and 125p] IM MgS04, and
then plated out onto LB-agar containing ampicillin (100}xg/ml). A control mutation, set
up as indicated in the QuikChange® manual, using a pWhitescript 4.5kb control plasmid,
was plated onto X-gal-agar. This contains a compound that releases a blue dye following
the action of |3-galactosidase. The pWhitescript plasmid contains a mutated gene for this
enzyme, and the aim of the control mutagenesis experiment is to correct this mutation,
using primers supplied with the kit, such that the resulting transformants yield blue
colonies. All plates were left at 37°C overnight.

Difficulties with the transformations, possibly due to an ageing stock of XL-Blue cells,
meant very few colonies appeared on any of the plates. No colonies, blue or otherwise,
had grown on the X-gal-agar plates, making it impossible to see whether the mutagenesis
had worked. Two colonies had grown on the LB-agar plate spread with DNA from the
mutagenesis reaction containing 5p.l vector. The DNA was extracted from these colonies
using a Wizard®Plus SV Minipreps kit and sent to University of Dundee Sequencing
Service for analysis. The results showed the mutagenesis had been a success, both
samples containing the wildtype P.falciparum ALAD genes (see Fig. 5.10). The DNA
was used to transform Rosetta™(DE3)pLysS cells, and attempts were made to overexpress the protein, albeit with no success. The failure to over-express the P. falciparum
ALAD enzyme is a problem encountered by our collaborators as well (Sato et al, 2002).
However, due to time restrictions, investigations into the reasons behind this could not
be performed in this project.
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Figure 5.10: A sequencing trace for the P.falciparum ALAD gene ligated into pETlla after site-directed
mutagenesis has been performed on the gene. The point mutation previously found at base 105 has been
successfully corrected, with the mutant guanine being substituted by the wildtype thymine.
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5.5: Chlorobium vibrioforme ALAD Protocol:

5.5.1: Cloning:
The cDNA encoding for C. vibrioforme ALAD had previously been cloned into a pYAl
vector by Prof. S.I.Beale from Brown University, Providence, USA. This recombinant
plasmid consists of a 5.8kb fragment of ^awSAI-digested C. vibrioforme genomic DNA
inserted into the BamYil site of a pBluescript SK(+) vector. Subsequent work on the gene
in Southampton was done jointly with Dr. Leighton Coates. PCR primers encoding the
BamRl, EcoRl and Ndel restriction sites at the 5'-terminus and BamUl and Smal sites at
the 3'-terminus were designed (see Fig. 5.11) and used to amplify the C.vibrioforme
HemB gene. The two BamYil sites would allow simple removal of the gene from any
DNA vector should a problem be encountered. At the C-terminal end of the gene two
stop codons were encoded, to ensure only transcription of the gene was induced once
amplified.

5 ' -GCG|GGATCC|A^^g^^^gAGCCAGCTCGACCTCCTC-3 '
3'-TCGGTCGAGCTGGAGGAG-5'
S Q L D L L N
-5 '-GCCGCCAAAAAGCTGCGC-3 '
-3 ' -CGGCGGTTTTTCGACGCGACTATT|CCTA§iafeWt1TTA-5 '
A A K K L R *
*
Figure 5.11: PCR primer sequences used to amplify the C.vibrioforme ALAD gene in the pYAl vector. The
shorter fragments of bases describe the template DNA, while the longer fragments comprise
complementary base pairs, as well as a 5'-extension coding restriction sites. BamHI, EcoRI and Ndel sites
are encoded at the 5 '-end (highlighted in yellow, blue and red respectively), and BamHI and Smal sites
(highlighted in green) at the 3 '-end. The * indicates two consecutive Stop codons following the gene.

The melting temperature for both the forward and reverse primers was 68°C. To l|al
pYAl (100ng/|i,l) 2.5)j,l of each primer (both 250ng/)j,l) was added along with Ip-l dNTP
mix (lOmM for each dNTP), 5jj,l lOx Reaction buffer, 3p.l 25mM MgCl2, and 35^1
distilled water, giving a final volume of 50^1. To ensure the complete separation of the
DNA template, an initial round of DNA denaturing was programmed into the Techne
Progene PCR machine for 1 minute at 94°C. The temperature then remained at 94°C for
a frirther 60 seconds, decreased to the annealing temperature of 60°C for 60 seconds and
then increased to 72°C for 120 seconds. This three temperature cycle was repeated 30
times. Following this the automated cycler was programmed to remain at 72°C for a
frirther 10 minutes. The success of the PCR was verified on a 1.0% agarose gel. The
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relevant bands were extracted from the gel using a QIAquick Gel Extraction kit
(Qiagen).

The PGR product was then subject to a double digestion using endonucleases BamBl and
Ndel or BamRl and EcoRI. To 16pi of PGR product, 3^1 BSA and 2\i\ distilled water
were added. 3)0.1 Buffer D lOx Buffer was added to the Ndel reaction mixture and 3^1
Buffer H lOx Buffer to the £'coRI digestion, lp.1 BamRl was then added to each reaction
mixture followed by 1 |il either Ndel (for the Buffer D reaction) or EcoKl (for the Buffer
H reaction). The digestion was left at 37°G for 3 hours. A pETl la vector was digested
also, with the same enzymes. To 6}xl vector, 1)0,1 BSA and l)ol Buffer D for the Ndel or
Buffer H lOx Buffer for the EcoRI were added. l)xl of each of the two relevant
restriction enzymes was added last, and the solutions incubated at 37°G for 3 hours. The
resultant digests were loaded onto another 1.0% agarose gel to separate the DNA from
the remainder of the reaction. DNA was extracted again, in the manner described above.
All enzymes and buffers were from Promega.

The PGR product with cohesive ends was then ligated directly into the digested pETl la.
A 2:1 molar ratio of insert to vector proved to be successfril: 50ng vector (3.3]ol) was
mixed with 17.9ng insert (1.8)ol) and l)ol T4 DNA Ligase lOx Buffer. 2.9\i\ distilled
water was then added before, finally, 1 jol T4 DNA Ligase was mixed into the solution.
For both double-digests, ligations were set up at 16°G overnight, at 4°G overnight and at
room temperature for 3 hours. All enzymes and buffers were from Promega.

After completion, the 10)ol ligations were transformed into 50)ol JM109 competent cells
using the heat-shock method described previously. 20^1 of transformed cells were
applied to one LB-agar plate containing ampicillin (100)og/ml), and the remaining 80)ol
to another. These plates were incubated at 37°G overnight.
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Ligation
16°Co/n 80^1

30

16°Co/n 20pl

5

4°C o/n

80pl

20

4°C o/n

20^1

1
32

Ambient
Ambient

20^1

BamUl and EcoBl

BamYil and Ndel

0

35

0

0
1

21

1

0
26

51

31

5

19

+ Control

1000+

- Control

0

Table 5.2: Showing the number of transformed JM109 colonies that grew after incubation at 37°C
overnight on LB-agarplates containing ampicillin (lOOftg/mlJ.The left hand columns show the number of
colonies on each plate, and the right hand columns show the total number of colonies for each ligation
condition. Colony growth is indicative of a successful ligation, as only re-ligated circular plasmids can
confer ampicillin resistance to cells. The positive control plate included cells transformed with a test
plasmid to determine whether the cells were fully competent and the transformation procedure working
correctly. The negative control of JM109 cells only should give rise to no colonies.

In order to confirm that the ligation process had been successful, the JM109 cultures
from the plates were used to inoculate 10ml LB containing ampicillin (lOO^g/ml) and
grown at 37°C overnight. The DNA was extracted from all cultures using a Wizard®?lus
SV Minipreps kit, and then subjected to a double-digest to confirm the stock plasmid
contained the ALAD gene. 25^1 extracted pETl la was mixed with 2|j,l BSA, 3p.l
distilled water and 4^1 of the relevant reaction buffer (see above). Finally 3[xl BamUl and
3^1 of either Ndel or EcoKl were added, and the solutions left to incubate at 37°C for 3
hours. These digestions were analysed on an agarose gel, which indicated that the only
successful ligation was using the cohesive ends created by the restriction enzymes
BaniRl and Ndel and ligated at room temperature for 3 hours. The DNA was amplified
in the JM109s and extracted from these cells using a QIAGEN® Plasmid Maxi kit.
Spectral analysis allowed the concentration of the only four successfully ligated stocks
of DNA to 1 |ig/ml. As before, these purified DNA stocks were digested to determine the
insert was included in the plasmid DNA (see Fig. 5.12). As a final confirmation, the
recombinant plasmid was sequenced by The Sequencing Service, Dundee, using
standard T7 primers. The results proved that the cloning had been successful (see Fig.
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5.13). The recombinant pETl la expression vector, encoding the ALAD gene, was then
transformed into the BL21(DE3)pLysS strain of E.coli, using the method described
above.

Figure 5.12: Results of the test double-digestion of DNA extracted from colonies grown on LB medium
containing 100/ug/ml ampicillin after the PCR amplified C.vibrioforme ALAD cDNA was ligated into a
pETlla vector. All four samples indicate a successful ligation took place, as a fragment of approximately
Ikb was excised by the restriction enzymes BamHI and Ndel.
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Figure 5.13: The sequencing trace for the C.vibrioforme ALAD gene ligated into pETlla.
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5.5.2: Over-expression:
BL21(DE3)pLysS E.coli cells endowed with the recombinant pETl la expression vector
were grown to check the over-expression system of the vector. A 10ml culture of these
transformed cells was grown in LB containing ampicillin (100|a,g/ml) and
chloramphenicol (34p,g/ml) at 37°C overnight. This culture was used to inoculate a IL
flask of LB containing ampicillin and chloramphenicol at the same concentration as
before, which was left to grow at 37°C to an ODeoo = 0.6. At this point IPTG was added
to a final concentration of ImM to induce over-expression, and growth was allowed to
continue for a further 3 hours. The expression of ALAD was examined by the use of
SDS-PAGE.

Having confirmed suitable over-expression was being achieved, a large scale preparation
of ALAD was carried out by the fermentation of a lOL culture of the BL21(DE3)pLysS
cells in LB media containing ampicillin (lOOp-g/ml) and chloramphenicol (34p.g/ml), in a
Braun and Diessel Biotech GmbH ES-10 fermenter. A 10ml culture grown in the same
conditions was used to inoculate the fermentation media. The culture was grown for 4
hours 15 minutes to an ODeoo = 0.6 at 37°C before being induced with IPTG to a final
concentration of ImM. The cells were then incubated for another 3 hours at 37°C prior
to harvesting. The final OD^oo = 2.450.

5.5.3: Purification:
The cells were harvested by centrifuging in a Beckman-Coulter Avanti J-20 XPI
centrifiige at 7000rpm for 10 minutes at 4°C. The wet weight of the harvested pellet was
48.6g. This was resuspended in salt-firee Buffer A (50mM TRIS/HCl buffer, pH 8.5,
containing lOmM MgCli, lOmM |3-mercaptoethanol and 0.01% sodium azide). This
solution was then sonicated for 10 cycles, 30 seconds on, 60 seconds off The cell debris
was removed by centrifiiging the resultant cell lysate in a Beckman J2-21 centrifiige at
15000xg for 10 minutes. The supernatant was collected (-350ml).

The cell lysate was loaded onto Q-sepharose™ anion exchange FPLC column at 4°C.
The column was washed with 300ml degassed salt-firee Buffer A until a stable elution
base line was established via monitoring the absorbance at 280nm. The column was run
at a flow rate of 5ml/minute for a total of 900ml, and the protein was eluted on a salt
gradient of zero to 750mM NaCl. 10ml fractions were collected. Peak fractions were
assayed spectrophotometrically to locate activity, and fractions 58-76 showed activity
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(see Fig. 5.14). SDS-PAGE analysis was employed to determine the level of purity of
each fraction.

Figure 5.14: Ehrlich 's reagent assay results from fractions collected off a 0-sepharose
column. Fractions 58-76 show ALAD activity by a pink colouration.

anion exchange

The Bradford assay was performed on fraction 66 to determine the concentration of
protein in the sample. The absorbance at 595nm of a lOpi sample from the fraction
mixed with 200pl Bradford reagent (Biorad) made up to SOOpl with water was measured,
with a 20% Bradford reagent solution as a reference. The absorbance was multiplied by
1.95 to give the concentration of protein in the fraction in mg/ml. Fraction 66 contained
3.51mg/ml protein. Fractions 58-76 were pooled, containing an estimated total protein
volume of 666.9mg in the 190ml pool. This pool was concentrated to 50ml in a 350ml
Amicon, giving a final concentration of approximately 13.34mg/ml. This concentrated
pool was loaded onto a SephacryF"^ S-300 gel filtration FPLC column at 4°C. Ten
separate 5ml aliquots were loaded, and washed through the column with 150ml 50mM
TRIS/HCI, pH 8.5 containing lOmM MgCli, lOOmM NaCl, lOmM (3-mercaptoethanol
and 0.01% sodium azide. The FPLC was programmed to pump a flow rate of 1.5ml/min
and 6ml fractions were collected. Fractions 47-53 showed the most activity in the
Ehrlich's activity assay. SDS-PAGE analysis of these fractions revealed that fractions
48-52 were pure enough for crystal screens. YM-30 centricons were used to concentrate
the pool down to 6mg/ml. This stock was stored at -20°C.

5.6: Crystallisation of C.vibnoforme ALAD:
Crystallisation of C.vibrioforme ALAD was achieved using the hanging-drop vapour
diffrision method. Jena Bioscience JBScreen kits 1 , 2 , 4 , 6 and 7 and Molecular
Dimensions crystal screens MDl-01 and MDl-02 were used to screen for successfral
crystal growth conditions. The protein was concentrated to 2mg/ml and 2^1 mixed with
2pi mother liquor in the hanging drop. Co-crystallisation trials were also attempted by
repeating all ALAD screen conditions in the presence of laevulinic acid inhibitor. The
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laevulinic acid was added to the protein solution at a final concentration of lOmM. This
was left to incubate for 1 hour prior to setting up crystallisation trials. For the
C.vibrioforme enzyme, crystals only grew in the presence of a bound inhibitor.
Reproducible crystallisation conditions were obtained from JBScreen kit 1, condition
A3: 15% PEG 400, O.IM Na HEPES, pH 7.5 and 0.2M Mg Chloride. Crystallisation
occurred over a 1-3 week period at room temperature, giving plate-like crystals with
typical dimensions of roughly 100 x 100 x 50)j,m^ (see Fig. 5.15).

Figure 5.15: Large, plate-like crystals of C.vibriofome ALAD complexed with laevulinic acid inhibitor
grown in 15% PEG 400, O.lMNa HEPES, pH 7.5 and 0.2MMg Chloride.

5.7: Data Collection and Processing:
Data for the C.vibrioforme ALAD were collected on the ID-29 beamline at the ESRF
(Grenoble). Using an X-ray wavelength of 0.9840A with an ADSC CCD detector,
positioned 300mm from the crystal, data were collected to 2.6A resolution (see Fig.
5.16). A nominal crystal temperature of lOOK was sustained using an Oxford
Cryosystems cryostat. Data collection initially involved collecting 190 images, each
produced by three 1 ° oscillations. The exposure time for each image was one second.
This was followed by a high resolution pass. For this the detector was moved to the
closer distance of 240mm, and the crystal subject to two second exposures, with all other
parameters remaining the same. MOSFLM (Leslie, 1992) was used to process the data,
which were then scaled and merged using SCALA from the CCP4 suite. Scaled
intensities were converted into structure factor amplitudes using the programme
TRUNCATE. The statistics can be seen in Table 5.3.
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Figure 5.16: A section of a 1° oscillation image from a C.vibrioforme ALAD crystal, collected on an
ADSC CCD detector. Crystals diffracted X-rays to 2.6A.

Total Reflections Observed

2,563,990

Total Unique Reflections

49,202

Resolution Range (A)

8.0-2.6 (2.74-2.6)

R-merge (%)

12.8 (42.3)

Completeness (%)

99.2 (97.1)

Overall I/oI

5.7 (1.8)

Multiplicity

4.6 (4.4)

Table 5.3: Scaling statistics from SCALA of the CCP4 suite for C.vibrioforme ALAD. Outer shell statistics
are listed in brackets.
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Data Processing using MOSFLM revealed the unit cell dimensions were a = 125.35A,
b = I25.35A and c = 164.60A with angles a = P = y = 90.0°. The unit cell parameters
suggested that the crystals belonged to a tetragonal space group, thus the initial
processing was done in space group P422. The low R-merge value (12.8%) suggests that
this choice of tetragonal point group is correct. Pictures of the reciprocal lattice were
viewed using HKLVIEW to search for systematic absences which could give more clues
to the exact space group. Systematic absences were identified on the hOO axis, which
confirmed the space group as being P42i2 (see Fig. 5.17).
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Figure 5.17: Pseudo-precession pictures of the hOO axis, showing systematic absences (h=2n+I)
indicating a 2j screw axis (top). The OkO axis (middle) shows the same systematic absences. The 001 axis
(bottom) shows no systematic absences. Pictures generated by HKLVIEWwhen processed in P422.
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Figure 5.18: Sequence alignment generated using CLUSTAL-X. The two plant-like ALADs being studied in
this thesis, C.vibrioforme and P.falciparum, are aligned, followed by two other plant-like ALADs, those of
P.aeruginosa and P.sativum (garden pea). Also aligned are the zinc-dependent ALADs from E.coli,
S.cerevisiae (yeast) and H.sapiens (human). Positive polar residues are coloured blue, negative polar
residues red, neutral polar residues green, non-polar aromatic residues magenta, glycine and proline
residues brown and cysteine residues yellow. Invariant residues are highlighted with a
high
similarity conservation with a ", and lower similarity conservation with a ". Sequences were obtained
from the SWISS-PROT/TrEMBL protein sequence database.
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5.8: Molecular Replacement:
Matthews's coefficient calculations (Matthews, 1968) were performed in order that
assumptions on the molecular content of the asymmetric unit could be made. Assuming a
dimer was present in each asymmetric unit, a solvent content of 72.1% (Vm =
4.43 A^Da) was calculated. Less realistic values of the solvent content in the unit cell
were obtained when the number of molecules per asymmetric unit was varied.

5.8.1: Rotation Function:
Using the programme MOLREP (Vagin and Isupov, 2001; CCP4), the refined structure
of the dimer of the Pseudomonas aeruginosa ALAD (1B4K) was used as the search
model to provide initial phase estimates for the C.vibrioforme ALAD structure. This
model has 55% sequence identity with the C.vibrioforme ALAD (see Fig. 5.18). Using
resolution limits of 30.0 to 3.OA and a radius of integration of 3 OA, the cross rotation
function calculation gave rise to a single significant solution (a = 2.48°, P = 0.00°, y =
14.98°) with an Rf/a peak of 9.53rms. This corresponded to the optimal orientation of
the ALAD dimer within the target asymmetric unit.

Peak number

theta

phi

chi

alpha

beta

gamma

Rf

1
2
3
4
5

0.00
58.03
58.03
98.13
54 .24

-45.00
100.81
106.32
141.16
100.69

17.46
98.65
98.57
81.69
104.96

2.48
42 .45
47.92
44.19
47 . 96

0.00
80.09
80.03
80.70
80.12

14.98
20.83
15.28
301.88
26.58

391.20
163 .10
158.40
153 .30
146.30

Rf/a
9.53
3.97
3.86
3.73
3 .56

Table 5.4: The 5 highest rotation pedes calculated by MOLREP using data between 30A and 3A. (Alpha,
beta and gamma refer to CCP4 Euierian angles).

5.8.2: Translation Function:
The optimal solution to the cross rotation function (a = 2.48°, (3 = 0.00°, y = 14.98°) was
then used to determine the position of the correctly orientated ALAD dimer within the
target asymmetric unit, via the translation fiinction. When calculated in space group
P42i2, the translation fiinction positioned the ALAD dimer with fractional coordinate
shifts of X = 0.996, Y = 0.268, Z = 0.495. This position gave a TF/a peak of 81.63rms,
compared to the highest noise peak at 51.33rms.
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Peak
1
2
3
4
5

alpha
2.480
2.480
2 .480
2 .480
2.480

beta
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

gamma
14.980
14.980
14.980
14.980
14.980

Xfrac
0.996
0.501
0.996
0.996
0.000

Yfrac
0.268
0.268
0.268
0.268
0.268

Zfrac
0.495
0 . 009
0.259
0.000
0.481

TF/o
81.630
51.330
47.870
43.980
35.350

R-fac
0.556
0.616
0 . 626
0.631
0.656

Corr
0.443
0.320
0.285
0.278
0.252

Table 5.5: The 5 highest translation function peaks calculated by MOLREP in space group P42i2 using
the peak orientation of the cross rotation search (a = 2.48°, ^ = 0.00°, y = 14.98°). The translation is
expressed as fractional coordinates (Xfrac, Yfrac and Zfrac). TF/a, Rfac (R-factor) and Corr (correlation
coefficient) are all different methods to score each solution.

Other tetragonal space groups were tested also, to further ensure the correct space group
was being worked in. Initial predictions of the space group based on systematic absences
were supported by these other space groups not yielding such strong translation function
solutions as those in P42i2. Although a function of MOLREP is to only provide
solutions that pack together well in the crystal, the crystal packing of the molecular
replacement solution in space group P42i2 was checked using the program MOLPACK
(see Fig. 5.19). This verified the dimers packed together with no steric clashes and
formed octamers well in the crystal. Further support for the solution came after the initial
rounds of refinement, which caused a significant drop in both the R-factor and Rfree
values, as well as outputting clearly defined electron density maps, with interpretable
density for both subunits.

Space
Group
P422
P4,22
1=4,2,2
P4,22
]P4,2,2
P4,22
]P4,2,2

alpha

beta

gamma

Xfrac

Yfrac

Zfrac

TF/a

R-fac

Corr

57.480
57.460
17.460
57.460
57 .460
57.460
17.460

0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0 . 000
0 . 000

49.970
49.940
0.000
49.950
49.940
49.940
0.000

0.732
0.732
0.497
0.732
0.232
0.233
0 . 000

0.492
0.490
0.270
0.493
0.498
0.008
0.268

0.253
0.003
0.120
0.252
0.245
0 . 002
0.120

86.410
68.510
44.740
79.160
44.400
69.770
35.150

0.572
0.587
0.628
0.590
0.622
0.590
0.677

0.390
0.348
0.290
0.353
0.316
0.347
0.204

Table 5.6: The highest translation function peaks calculated using MOLREP in the alternative tetragonal
space groups.
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Figure 5.19: The crystal packing of C.vibriofonne ALAD complexed with laevulinic acid inhibitor shown
using MOLPACK (Wang, et al, 1991). The enzyme crystallises in tetragonal space group P42,2, with unit
cell dimensions a = 125.35A, b = 125.35A and c = 164.60A. There is a dimer in the asymmetric unit, each
shown in a different colour. The solvent content is 72.1%
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5.9: Refinement:
The molecular replacement solution from MOLREP was initially subjected to 10 cycles
of rigid body refinement followed by 3 cycles of restrained refinement using the program
SHELX. NCS restraints were applied between the two monomers, and maintained
throughout all rounds of refinement. A random 5% of the data were selected for an Rfree
set, using SHELXPRO. Well defined electron density maps (Fq-Fc and 2Fo-Fc) were then
generated (using SHELXPRO), and viewed using the TURBO-FRODO graphics
package. These maps were systematically worked through, mutating the P. aeruginosa
amino acid residues to those from C.vibrioforme while looking at and fitting each
residue to the available electron density. This rebuilt model was then subjected to 3 more
cycles of restrained refinement using SHELX, and again the model rebuilt. Subsequent
rounds of model building involved the assignment of magnesium ions and water
molecules to the electron density. The model was refined to a final R-factor of 26.6%
with an R^ee of 34.8%.

Resolution Range (A)

8.0 - 2.6

R-factor (%)

26^

r(T«e(%)

34^

Number of reflections in working set

36956

Number of reflections in test set

1984

Rfree Test Size (%)

5.4

Number of protein atoms

4962

Number of water atoms

325

Number of heterogen atoms

16

RMS bond length deviation (A)

0.001

RMS bond angle distance deviation (A)

0.006

RMS restraint plane distance deviation (A)

0.025

RMS bump distance restraints deviation (A)

0.051

Table 5.7: Refinement statistics for the C.vibrioforme ALAD structure.
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2
0
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4
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10.8%
0.4%
0.0%
100.0%

42
Proline residues
28
Total number of residues
638

Figure 5.20: Ramachandran plot and table of statistics for the refined structure of C.vibrioforme ALAD.
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5.10: Structure:

5.10.1: Monomer:
As with all previous ALAD structures determined, the structure of the ALAD from
C.vibrioforme is an octamer of TIM barrel motifs, each subunit having an N-terminal
arm extending away from the TIM barrel (see Fig. 5.21). The dimensions of the
monomer are approximately 40A x 45 A x 70A. The arm region, approximately 30
residues in length, is composed of a short 3io helix (residues 16-19) and an a-helix
(residues 23-29), denoted a l . Due to the probable high mobility of the N-terminal end of
this arm, the first 9 residues had no electron density, and therefore were omitted from the
model. The remainder of the monomer comprises the TIM barrel motif, a barrel
composed of an 8-membered cylindrical P-sheet surrounded by 8 a-helices which in the
sequence are between the (3-strand regions. The active site is located in a pronounced
cavity at the C-terminal end of the ^-strands that form the barrel. The cavity is extended
frirther by a |3-hairpin, formed by two adjacent P-strands (P2 and P3) which lies between
pi and a2. An extended loop forms the active site 'lid' (residues 204-235), a region that
is commonly disordered. In the structure of C.vibrioforme ALAD complexed with
laevulinic acid structure, however, the region is in the closed conformation and so has a
well defined electron density. This occurs due to the 'lid' being bound across the top of
the active site, and thus being held in an ordered state. In the midst of the loop is an ahelix (ttact) which is involved in binding to hydrophobic residues (Phe 41 and Phe 84)
lining the active site when it is in the 'closed' orientation. A frirther element of additional
secondary structure supplements the basic TIM barrel: an extra a-helix (residues 282293) denoted a8 and located close to the dimer interface. This helix plays an important
role in the quaternary interactions within the dimer. All secondary structure elements are
outlined in Table 5.8.
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Figure 5.21: The C.vibrioforme ALAD monomer, consisting of a TIM barrel motif with extended
N-terminal arm.
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Residue
Range

Secondary
Structure
disordered

10 to 15

Residue
Range
98 to 101

Secondary
Structure

102 to 105

252 to 256
118 to 121

20W22
a helix ( a l l

30 to 35
3, n helix

39 to 46

6 strand (Bl)

47 to 51

257 to 258
B strand (85)

166 to 168
169 to 172

p strand (p2)

p strand (B6)
282 to 293

a helix (a8)

294 to 298
P strand (P3)

80%,82
89 to 97

3in helix

276 to 280

173 to 178

190 to 195
196 to 203

83 to 88

259 to 261

273 to 275

56 to 57
58 to 65

B strand (68)

128 to 147

36 to 38

52 to 55

122 to 127

Secondary
Structure

249 to 251

16 to 19

23 to 29

Residue
Ranee

p strand (p7)

317 to 320

204 to 209
p strand (p4)

210 to 215

314 to 316

a helix (Oact)

p strand (plO)

321 to 322

216 to 235

Table 5.8: The secondary structure elements, listed in order from the N-terminus to the C-terminus . Those
residues in red are the a-helices and those in blue the /^-sheets that form the TIM barrel. Yellow residues
make up the active site 'lid' and green residues form the /3-hairpin that extends the active site cavity.
Secondary structure ranges determined using MOLMOL.
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5.10.2: Dimer and Octamer:
The two monomers interact along an intervening non-crystallographic 2-fold axis,
generating compact 'hugging' dimers that resemble the number 69 (see Fig. 5.22). Each
subunit is orientated such that the active sites on each subunit are almost perpendicular
to one another, and are well away from the dimer interface. The main contact points are
on the extended N-terminal arm, which adopts a conformation where it partly wraps
itself around the TIM barrel of the neighbouring molecule. Although only the dimer in
the asymmetric unit was rebuilt, the complete octamer can be generated from the
symmetry of the space group. It is a roughly cylindrical molecule formed from four
dimers coming together around a central D4 axis (see Fig. 5.23). The contacts between
the dimers are less extensive than those between the monomers within the dimers. Again,
they mainly involve the N-terminal arm regions, which therefore are considerably well
buried inside the octamer. All 8 active sites are orientated outwards and are thus exposed
to the solvent region on the surface of the molecule. Passing through the centre of the
octamer is a solvent filled channel of 15-20A diameter.
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Figure 5.22: The ALAD dimer, where two monomers have combined to form the characteristic '69'
formation, with the N-terminal arm of each monomer wrapped around the barrel of its neighbour.
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Figure 5.23: The complete C.vibrioforme ALAD octamer. Each subunit is shown in a different colour. The
8 active sites are all located on the outer surface of the molecule andfunction independently.
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The arm's two helical regions (residues 16-19 and 23-29) interact extensively with helix
a6 (residues 236-248) on the neighbouring subunit. There are also a number of barrelbarrel contacts made involving helices a7, a8 and a9. Helix aS in particular pairs up with
the equivalent helix in the neighbouring monomer in an antiparallel fashion. These
helices lie either side and approximately perpendicular to the 2-fold axis. They are rich
in alanine residues (Ala 286, 290-293) and form extensive non-polar interactions with
each other, and thus between the two subunits. An invariant methionine at position 287
interacts with the neighbouring subunit's equivalent residue. Helix a7 is also aligned
with the other subunit's equivalent helix, this time in a parallel fashion, and extensive
intersubunit interactions occur here too. Both subunits in the dimer are relatively similar.
The average protein atom B-factor for one monomer of the dimer is 11.2A^, whilst it is
12.1 A^ for the other. Generally, residue for residue, the B-factors of subunits A and B
are very similar (see Fig. 5.24). Both subunits show an elevated B-factor level around
residue 84, an area involved in interactions with the closed active site 'lid'. A much
larger B-factor peak appears between residues 204 and 215. This corresponds to a large
section of the active site 'lid', includingttact-The electron density is less well defined in
this region, more so in subunit B than subunit A. This shows that despite the 'lid'
residues being ordered and visible, there is still a higher than normal degree of motion in
this region. This corresponds with the RMS deviations of the superimposed main chain
atoms of subunits A and B (see Fig. 5.25) which show the two subunits differ the most in
this 'lid' section, where less distinct electron density led to less accurate model building.
There are 319 residues in both subunits which superimpose with a Ca RMS deviation of
0.29A.
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Figure 5.24: A comparison of B-factors for each C.vibrioforme ALAD residue in subunits A (blue) and B
(pink).
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Figure 5.25: The RMS deviation between superimposed main chain atoms in each residue of subunit A and
B in C.vibrioforme ALAD.
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5.10.3: The active site:
As with all TIM barrel motifs, the active site is located in a pronounced cavity formed by
the extended loops at the C-terminal ends on the ^-barrel. Located at the base of this
cavity are two spatially adjacent lysine side chains at positions 200 and 253, which
protrude from two adjacent (3-strands in the barrel (PV and pS) into a hydrophobic
pocket. The hydrophobic pocket is formed by the side chains of a number of invariant
residues. These include tyrosines 197, 206 and 276, as well as valine 278 and glutamate
226. Other hydrophobic residues found in the binding cleft include phenylalanines 41, 84
and 205, and tyrosines 201 and 318 which are almost completely conserved. The two
phenylalanine side chains at positions 41 and 84 appear to form a hydrophobic patch
against which non-polar residues in the helical segment

of the 'lid' covering the

active site appear to pack. A number of highly conserved polar residues are also found in
the pocket, including serines 168 and 279, and aspartate 123. An invariant proline
residue following active site lysine 253 adopts the cw-conformation. This has been found
in both the E.coli and yeast structures.

The hydroxyl groups of tyrosines 197, 201, 276 and 318 all point towards the active site,
those of 276 and 318 being positioned within hydrogen bonding distance of each other,
as well as close to the amine group of lysine 253. Lysine 253 occupies the P-site, which
in previous ALAD structures studied has been shown to form a Schiff base linkage with
one substrate molecule. Due to the close proximity of these tyrosine residues, lysine 253
is found in a more hydrophobic environment than that of its neighbour (Lys200), i.e.
lysine 200 is in a more polar envirormient. It is a requirement that one of the active site
lysines is protonated. Due to the close proximity of lysine 200 and lysine 253, the
protonation of one residue will probably maintain a neutral charge on the other. Due to
the polar environment of lysine 200 compared to the more hydrophobic of lysine 253,
lysine 200 is the more likely to be the protonated residue. The positive charge on this
residue would also help to lower the pKa on the neighbouring lysine (253), allowing it to
function as a nucleophile and form the Schiff base linkage to the P-site substrate.
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5.10.4: Putative Catalytic Metal Binding Site:
It has been predicted that the usual zinc metal cofactor is replaced by magnesium in the
plant-like ALADs, where two of the three cysteines usually involved in zinc
coordination are replaced by aspartates and one is replaced by alanine. These aspartates
(residues 127 and 135) had been thought to ligate a magnesium ion. Mutations of the
equivalent three residues in B.japonicum ALAD to three cysteine residues has been
shown to switch the enzyme dependency from magnesium ions to zinc (Frere et al,
2004). The crystallisation conditions for the C.vibrioforme ALAD included a high
concentration of magnesium chloride (150mM), yet still there is no electron density to
accommodate a magnesium ion in the region postulated to bind the magnesium. No such
density was found elsewhere in the active site either, offering nothing to suggest that a
magnesium ion is actually present. The side chains of the residues predicted to
coordinate the magnesium ion also appear not to be positioned optimally for metal ion
binding either. Although the side chains of alanine 125 and aspartate 135 are orientated
such that they occupy similar positions to the cysteine residues of the zinc-dependent
E.coli ALAD (see Fig. 5.26a), the side chain of aspartate 127 (thought to be involved in
ion coordination) is orientated 180° different to the equivalent cysteine in the E.coli
structure. In this position it forms a salt bridge with a conserved arginine (210) (see Fig.
5.26b). Kinetic studies performed previously (B. Clough, personal communication) have
produced data that agree with this observation, showing that magnesium stimulates, but
is not essential for activity in the C.vibrioforme enzyme. It is therefore likely that the
native enzyme does not bind magnesium tightly at the active site. Recent evidence
compiled from work on Rhodobacter capsulatus has shown some ALADs to be
completely metal independent, and so it is possible that magnesium is simply not
required at the active site (Bollivar et al, 2004). In the region of this putative metal
binding site a number of water molecules are present instead. The possibility remains
that metal binding only occurs as a result of the binding of the second substrate molecule
to the A-site of the enzyme. This does contrast strongly with the majority of metal
dependent proteins and enzymes in which the metal binding is strong, highly conserved
and not dependent upon the binding of other ligands.
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(a)

Cys120

Cvs 130

(b)

Asp 135
M q 210

r

Ala 125

Asp 12

Figure 5.26: The active site metal-binding ligand residues of the zinc-dependent E.coli ALAD in red, with
the equivalent residues in the C.vibrioforme ALAD superimposed in blue. The cysteine residues are all
orientated around a common point where the metal ion is bound (green sphere) (a). In the C.vibrioforme
structure, one of the putative metal-binding residues (Asp 127) is orientated 180° from the equivalent
cysteine residue (130), where it forms a salt bridge with arginine 210 (b).
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5.10.5: The Allosteric Magnesium Binding Site:
Significant electron density to accommodate a single magnesium ion has been clearly
identified at the allosteric binding site. The magnesium ion is coordinated to glutamate
238 and to five surrounding water molecules with almost perfect octahedral geometry
(see Fig. 5.27), and is bound in both subunits in the asymmetric unit. Thus all eight
coordination sites are occupied in the complete octamer.

Glu 238

HOH121

HOH 120

HOH 87

W

HOH 88

HOH 90

Figure 5.27: The magnesium binding at the C.vibrioforme allosteric binding site in subunit A. The
magnesium is coordinated with near perfect octagonal geometry by 5 water molecules and glutamate 238.
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This allosteric ion has been shown to stimulate activity in the C.vibrioforme ALAD,
which suggests a level of communication between the magnesium-binding allosteric site
and the active site. Two of the solvent molecules involved in the allosteric magnesium's
coordination are also hydrogen bonded to the

atom of arginine 176. The N® atom of

arginine 176 forms another hydrogen bond with the side chain of aspartate 171, the
carbonyl oxygen of which (along with the hydroxyl group of serine 170) hydrogen bonds
to a structured water molecule in the active site. This water molecule is hydrogen bonded
to one of the catalytic lysines, lysine 200 and may represent a network of hydrogen
bonds providing communication between the allosteric and active sites (see Fig. 5.28).

Asp 171
Laeviilinic
acid

Arg 176

Figure 5.28: A possible communication pathway between the allosteric site and the active site. The
magnesium ion bound at the allosteric site is shown as a green sphere. Water molecules are shown as red
spheres.
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5.11: Laevulinic Acid Binding:
The C.vibrioforme structure reported here was determined in the presence of laevulinic
acid inhibitor, bound in the P-site of the active site. Laevulinic acid typically binds
ALADs with a K, in the mM range. Well defined electron density shows clearly that a
Schiff base forms between the inhibitor and lysine 253 in both subunits in the
asymmetric unit (see Fig. 5.29). Three hydrogen bonds also bind the inhibitor at the
active site. The carboxyl group of laevulinic acid hydrogen-bonds to both the hydroxyl
group and the main chain nitrogen of serine 279, as well as the side chain hydroxyl of
tyrosine 318. Other residues that interact with the hydrophobic moiety of laevulinic acid
include phenylalanines 84 and 209, tyrosines 206 and 276, and valine 278 (see Fig.
5.30). All these residues are invariant in ALADs. The loop acting as a 'lid' covering the
active site is clearly visible, unlike in native structures reported, such as yeast where the
loop is completely invisible (Erskine et al, 1997). The clearly defined electron density
for these residues indicates this normally highly flexible region becomes ordered upon
substrate/inhibitor binding as it covers over the occupied active site. Phenylalanine 209,
found in the 'lid', shields the laevulinic acid inhibitor's methylene groups from the
surrounding solvent as it packs very closely against them. The carbon atoms in the
benzene ring of phenylalanine 209 are approximately 4A from laevulinic acid's carbon
atoms. This hydrophobic interaction may be crucially important for ordering the
remaining loop residues such that they can fiinction in substrate binding.
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Laewlinic
Acid

Lys
200

Figure 5.29: The two lysine residues implicated in catalysis (200 and 253). Lysine 253 has formed a Schijf
base linkage to a molecule of laevulinic acid, while the other lysine (200) is hydrogen bonded to a water
molecule in the active site. The sigmaA weighted 2Fo-Fc electron density is shown at la.
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Ser279

/ al 278

Phe 209

WL2.41'

CB

Tyr 318
Phe 84
vr276

Lvs 2^3

Figure 5.30: Ball and stick diagram showing the binding of laevulinic acid to lysine 253 at the active site
via a Schijfbase. Hydrogen bonds are also formed between the inhibitor and two other residues, serine
279 and tyrosine 318. Other residues in the active site that interact with the ligand are also shown.
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5.12: Comparing the C.vibrioforme enzyme to another plant-like ALAD:
The plant-like ALAD from Pseudomonas aeruginosa used as the molecular replacement
molecule contains 337 amino acid residues and possesses 55% sequence identity to the
C.vibrioforme ALAD. Crystal growth was relatively rapid for both species, crystals
reportedly developing in as little as 7 days for the P. aeruginosa enzyme (Frankenberg et
al, 1999) and between 7 and 21 days for the C.vibrioforme ALAD. Those of the
P.aeruginosa enzyme were similar to, though larger than the C.vibrioforme crystals.
Both crystals were square shaped, those from P. aeruginosa being chunkier with
dimensions of 300|j.m x 300p,m x 80|am compared to the C.vibrioforme's 100p.m x
lGO|j,m X 50fxm. The crystals belong to the same space group, P42i2. As with the
C.vibrioforme ALAD, two subunits occupy the asymmetric unit and the smaller unit cell
volume of the P.aeruginosa crystal (128.30A x 128.30A x 86.20A compared to 125.35A
X 125.35A X 164.60A) resulted in a lower solvent content being estimated, just 50%
compared to 72.1% for the C.vibrioforme enzyme.

The C.vibrioforme and P.aeruginosa ALADs both form the TIM barrel with an extended
N-terminal arm motif, consistent with the structures of all ALAD enzymes determined so
far. Present in the arms of both species are two helices, a 3 lo helix (residues 16-19) and
an a-helix (residues 23-29) in the C.vibrioforme structure, but two a-helices (residues
16-19 and 22-28) in the P.aeruginosa structure. The N-terminal arm sequence varies
considerably across the ALAD family. This is interesting considering the important role
it plays in the quaternary interactions. Despite these variations, however, the
3-dimensional structure of the arm is quite strongly conserved. Following the N-terminal
arm is the TIM barrel motif As well as the 8 a-helices and 8 ^-sheets, both enzymes
have additional secondary structures supplementing the basic barrel: a P-hairpin formed
between the barrel's first two strands; an additional a-helix close to the dimer interface;
and helical sections in the extended loop that acts as the active site 'lid'. The
C.vibrioforme structure contains in this loop a single short a-helix (residues 210-215),
whereas the P.aeruginosa model includes a second a-helix in the corresponding region
(residues 212-218 and 221-224). Both models were determined in the presence of bound
laevulinic acid inhibitor, and this region is well ordered in both structures.

The active site regions, located at the C-terminal ends of the TIM barrels, are formed
from the extended loops at the ends of the barrel strands, and are similar in both
enzymes. Both species contain a P-hairpin which serves to extend the cavity of the
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binding site. Familiar to all ALAD enzymes are the two active site lysines, protruding
from the base of this cleft {P. aeruginosa residues 205 and 260, C.vibrioforme residues
200 and 253). Interestingly, in both, the peptide bond between the latter lysine residues
and the following conserved proline is in the cis rather than trans conformation. This is a
common feature of all ALAD crystal structures. Both the C.vibrioforme and
P. aeruginosa enzymes are plant-like, and lack the triplet of cysteine residues required to
bind the zinc cofactor. Two aspartates and an alanine feature in both structures instead,
and there is no electron density to suggest any metal ion is bound by them. One
explanation for this absence in the P. aeruginosa ALAD was the presence of a sulphate
ion in the A-site of the active site, which may arise from the use of ammonium sulphate
in the crystallisation. It was speculated that this ion could hinder the formation of the
magnesium binding site. This is in accordance with previous studies that showed
phosphate is a competitive inhibitor in pea {Pisum sativum) ALAD. Since the
P.aeruginosa and pea ALADs are both plant-like and highly homologous enzymes, we
expected to see a sulphate ion in the active site of the C.vibrioforme structure, but neither
a sulphate nor a magnesium ion could be discerned.

Previous ALAD structures determined (including the P.aeruginosa ALAD) have
identified a second metal co factor binding site near the active site flap where a
magnesium ion has been shown to bind. The C.vibrioforme ALAD structure features this
site also and, as with the P.aeruginosa ALAD, the allosteric metal ion binding here has
been shown to stimulate activity in the C.vibrioforme ALAD (Rhie et al, 1996). Metal
binding at this site is in near-perfect octahedral geometry in the C.vibrioforme structure,
and this is the same coordination scheme as that seen previously in the P.aeruginosa
ALAD structure. However, in contrast to the P.aeruginosa ALAD structure, where only
a single magnesium ion is bound per dimer, the C.vibrioforme ALAD binds one
magnesium ion per monomer.

By superimposing the Ca chains of the A subunit from both enzyme species, the
similarity of the two structures can be clearly seen (see Fig. 5.31). Overall, the Ca RMS
deviation for the two structures is 0.82A. This was calculated using a Ca cut-off distance
of 3.5A and 316 residues were included in the RMS distance calculation. The Ca RMS
deviation for each residue can be seen in Figure 5.34, and is almost entirely below 1 A.
Most of the residues are located within 1A of the position of the corresponding residue in
the other molecule (see Fig. 5.32). The distance greatly exceeds 2A for a number of
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residues located in loop regions where insertions or deletions between the aligned
sequences occur (see Fig. 5.18). This occurs at residue 89, where an extra proline and
valine residue have been inserted into the P. aeruginosa sequence. A peak at residue 140
corresponds to an extra aspartate residue inserted into the P.aeruginosa sequence.
Similar peaks at residues 190 and 297, again found in loop regions, also correspond to
poorly conserved areas. The more conserved regions, for example around the active site,
have smaller differences between the two subunits, typically less than 0.25A difference.
The largest peak, however, features at residue 217, where a lysine and glycine residue
inserted into the P.aeruginosa sequence force the overlayed chains apart. The high
B-factors in this region of the active site 'lid' (see Fig. 5.33), and the less well defined
electron density corresponding to it could also help account for the extent of the peak.
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Figure 5.31: The Ca chain overlay of 315 common residues from C.vibrioforme ALAD (blue) and
P.aeruginosa ALAD (pink). Overlay pictures were generated using MOLMOL.
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Figure 5.32: The distances between superimposed Ca atoms of 315 common residues from C.vibrioforme
ALAD and P. aeruginosa ALAD. Overlay and distances calculated using MOLMOL.
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Figure 5.33: The average B-factor per residue for three different species ofALAD, C.vibrioforme (red),
P.aeruginosa (blue) and E.coli (green). The sequences have been aligned so equivalent regions are
overlaid. The residue numbering is that of the C.vibrioforme enzyme.
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Figure 5.34: The Ca RMS deviation in A between subunit As of C.vibrioforme and P.aeruginosa (blue) and
C.vibrioforme and E.coli (pink) ALADs.
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Due to this incomplete binding of magnesium at the allosteric site in the P. aeruginosa
ALAD structure, the dimer is asymmetrical. One subunit is in the 'open' conformation
while the other is 'closed'. The 'open' conformation lacks any metal at the allosteric site.
The 'lid' region that covers the active site is undefined in this subunit, and because of
this lack of density residues 221-231 were omitted from the model. Helices a5 and a6,
found close to the active site, are shifted away from the region in this subunit, giving a
wider and more accessible active site cavity. The 'closed' subunit contains density for a
bound metal ion and also well defined density for the ordered active site 'lid', which
shields the entrance to the active site entirely &om the surrounding solvent. In the
C.vibrioforme structure both subunits have bound an allosteric magnesium ion and both
subunits are therefore in the 'closed' confirmation. In these dimers the monomers are
related by a non-crystallographic 2-fold axis. The fact that metal binding at the allosteric
site can have an affect on the active site's conformation adds more evidence that there is
a level of communication between the two sites.

P.aeruginosa ALAD, with its similar allosteric site, also possesses the residues involved
in communicating to the active site mentioned above (see section 5.10.5), implying that
it may ftinction via a similar mechanism. The arginine in the P.aeruginosa ALAD
equivalent to arginine 176 in the C.vibrioforme structure interacts with the magnesium
bound at the allosteric site in the 'closed subunits'. However, the 'open' subunits,
lacking the bound metal cofactor, have this arginine swung in a different orientation
towards the active site, where it pulls one of the putative metal-binding aspartates away
fi-om the catalytic site. A proposal for the enzyme's dependence on magnesium was
made previously based on these observations in the P. aeruginosa structure. The fact that
in the C.vibrioforme structure both subunits of the dimer are in the 'closed' formation
and still the equivalent active site aspartate group (Asp 127, C.vibrioforme numbering) is
pulled away firom the catalytic site casts some doubt onto the proposal. In the case of
P.aeruginosa ALAD, a different arginine residue is responsible for pulling aspartate 127
away firom the active site, arginine 210. Both arginine 176 and arginine 210 are strongly
conserved in all ALAD species.
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5.13: Comparing the C.vibrioforme enzyme to a zinc-dependent ALAD:
The E.coli ALAD enzyme is a zinc-dependent variant. The enzyme has 45% sequence
identity to the C.vibrioforme enzyme. Crystals of the E.coli enzyme reportedly grew at
approximately the same rate to the C.vibrioforme variant, taking 2-4 weeks to produce
large square crystals with typical dimensions of 300p,m x SOOpim x 200|am (Erskine et
al, 1997). After a period of 1-3 weeks flatter, more plate-like crystals of C.vibrioforme
ALAD had grown to 300|am x 300|im x 80|xm. The crystals belong to different
tetragonal space groups, P42i2 for the C.vibrioforme enzyme, and 1422 for the E.coli.
Unlike the two subunits predicted per C.vibrioforme asymmetric unit, only one features
in the asymmetric unit of the zinc-dependent E.coli enzyme. The E.coli ALAD unit cell
is slightly smaller than that of the C.vibrioforme enzyme, being 126.70A x 126.VOA x
141.60A compared to 125.35A x 125.35A x 164.6A. Very similar unit cell solvent
contents were estimated, 71% for the E.coli enzyme and 72.1% for the C.vibrioforme
variant.

The zinc-dependent E.coli ALAD enzyme forms the common TIM barrel motif with an
extended N-terminal arm as well. Again additional secondary structures supplement this
basic barrel motif in the E.coli ALAD as they do in the C.vibrioforme enzyme. The arms
of both species contain a 3io hehx {E.coli residues 8-12, C.vibrioforme residues 16-19)
followed by an a-helix {E.coli residues 15-21, C.vibrioforme residues 23-29). Both
contain the extra two ^-sheets that form a hairpin that serves to extend the active site
cavity. In the E.coli structure the extra helix (aS) that lies between |39 and a9 in the
primary sequence (residues 273-284) is also present, as in the C.vibrioforme structure
(residues 282-293). Both structures have been solved with laevulinic acid inhibitor
bound at the active site. As a result of this, the extended loop region that covers the
active site is well defined in both structures. The similarities between the loops can thus
be identified, and both contain just a single a-helix (ttact) involved in the binding and
ordering of this loop region across the active site entrance. Thus, the plant-like
C.vibrioforme ALAD and the zinc-dependent E.coli ALAD both contain all the same
secondary structural features.

Likewise, very similar active sites are present in both the zinc-dependent and plant-like
enzymes. They are located at the same positions at the C-terminal ends of the TIM
barrel, and contain the same ligand binding lysine residues {E.coli residues 195 and 247)
at the base of the hydrophobic pocket. In the structure of E.coli ALAD, the amino group
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of the active site lysine 195 is approximately 5 A from a well defined zinc ion which is
held by three cysteine side chains (120, 122 and 130, E.coli numbering) and bound to a
solvent molecule. Such a coordination site for the magnesium ion in the C.vibrioforme
structure is disrupted by aspartate 127, which is present in place of cysteine 122, being
pulled out of position to form a salt bridge with arginine 210 (see Fig. 5.26). Although
present in the E.coli enzyme, this arginine occupies a different orientation in that
structure. Magnesium ions have, however, been shown to possess activating properties in
E.coli ALAD, and this is due to the occurrence of an allosteric magnesium site in this
structure. Similar to the C.vibrioforme allosteric site it contains a metal ion coordinated
octahedrally by the side chain oxygen of glutamate 232 and by 5 solvent molecules. A
third metal binding site features in the E.coli crystal structure but not in that of the
C.vibrioforme enzyme, and is located at the crystal packing interface on a
crystallographic 2-fold axis. It is coordinated with tetrahedral geometry by both
glutamate 40 and histidine 84 from two subunits. Both these residues feature in poorly
conserved regions of the ALAD sequences, and this is likely to be an artefact of the
crystallisation process. Also present in the E.coli structure are three sulphate ions. The
first of these is hydrogen-bonded at the subunit interface between arginine 18 of one
subunit and lysine 217 on the other. This lysine residue is adjacent to arginine 216,
which forms part of the binding site for the A-site substrate. Thus, dibasic anions, such
as sulphate, may have a stabilising effect on the active site structure. The absence of any
such dibasic anion in the C.vibrioforme structure may be a reason for the lack of
magnesium binding at the active site. In light of recent evidence compiled from work on
Rodobacter capsulatus (Bollivar et al, 2004), it is possible that the C.vibrioforme
ALAD operates independently of any metal cofactor at the active site, and the lack of
any such ion here is due to it not being required.

The superimposition of the Ca chains of the A subunit from both the C.vibrioforme and
E.coli ALAD enzymes shows very similar structures once again (see Fig. 5.35).
However, the similarity is not as close as between the C.vibrioforme and P.aeruginosa
enzymes (see Fig. 5.31). In the two structures 314 residues superimpose with an RMS
distance of 1.04A. The Ca RMS deviation for each residue is similar to that for the
C.vibrioforme and P.aeruginosa structures (see Fig. 5.34), and is almost entirely below
lA. From residue 142 up to the C-terminus, the Ca distance rarely exceeds 1A (see Fig.
5.36). Most notably is a peak at residue 217 that corresponds to where a phenylalanine
residue is deleted from the E.coli sequence, interfering with the chains' overlay. The
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N-terminal half of the structure, prior to residue 142, features much larger distances
between the superimposed structures. The distance nears 4A around residues 64 and 141,
and exceeds 6A at residue 46. Residue 64 is located at the C-terminal end of the
P-hairpin, a poorly conserved region of the structure. Another variable section of
sequence gives rise to the second peak at residue 141, where an isoleucine residue found
in the C.vibrioforme sequence is deleted in that of the E.coli enzyme. Residue 46, the
position of the largest peak, is located in a poorly conserved section of loop following
the first |3-strand (pi). The active site lysines corresponding to C.vibrioforme residues
200 and 253 are just 0.6A and 0.73 A apart respectively.
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Figure 5.35: The Ca chain overlay of C.vibnoforme ALAD (blue) and E.coli ALAD (pink). Overlay
pictures were generated using MOLMOL.
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Figure 5.36: The distances between superimposed Ca atoms from C.vibrioforme ALAD and E.coli ALAD.
Overlay and distances calculated using MOLMOL.
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5.14: Catalysis:
In zinc-dependent ALADs the metal cofactor may serve to labilise the C3 hydrogen
atoms, facilitating deprotonation of this carbon atom and allowing a nucleophilic attack
of the C4 carbon on the P-side to take place. The precise role of this metal cofactor does,
however, remain unclear. Whatever it may be, there has to be a replacement of some
kind in the non-zinc-dependent enzymes, be it suitable amino acids, monovalent cations
or an alternative metal ion. It has been widely reported that the first substrate molecule to
bind at the active site forms a Schiff base linkage with a catalytic lysine (253) in the
P-site. Evidence supporting a mechanism involving the formation of a second Schiff
base linkage between lysine 200 and the A-side substrate has been provided in recently
reported structures of ALAD complexed with 5-fluorolaevulinic acid (Frere et al, 2002)
and 4,7-dioxosebacic acid (Erskine et al, 2001; Kervinen et al., 2001). The formation of
this second Schiff base with the A-site substrate would have a similar effect to the
presence of an A-site metal cofactor, labilising the C3 proton of the A-side ALA. Thus, a
second Schiff base may nullify the requirement of the plant-like ALAD enzymes for a
metal cofactor at the active site.

5.15: Discussion:
It is interesting to note the level of similarity between the different species of ALAD.
Sequence analysis identifies a 55% sequence identity between the C.vibrioforme and
P.aeruginosa enzymes, and just a 45% identity with the E.coli variant. The overlays
reveal a closer match between the structures of the two plant-like enzymes than between
the C.vibrioforme enzyme and the zinc-dependent E.coli variant. The average distance
between the Ca atoms of the superimposed chains of the C.vibrioforme and E.coli
enzymes is for the most part, however, lower than that between the two plant-like
enzymes. This is except for across the first 140 residues from the N-terminus, where the
sequences match less well. Key residues from each superimposition, e.g. active site
residues, superimpose to less than 1A difference. There appears to be no gross structural
features that correlate with the ALAD enzyme being zinc-dependent or plant-like.

Early attempts to separate the ALAD enzymes into two classes depending on their
requirements for zinc have proved over-simplified and unsuccessful. Grouping each
enzyme based on its metal cofactor requirements is a significantly more complicated
matter. Although the primary sequence of ALAD is highly conserved phylogenetically,
the required metal ions and their ligands are not conserved. The zinc ion of the zinc177

dependent ALADs is essential in these enzymes, yet no alternative has been found in the
plant-like variants whose structures have been solved so far. Indeed, kinetic studies have
shown that a number of ALADs do not require a metal cofactor to function at all. The
ALAD from R.capsulatus has been shown to be completely metal independent (Bollivar
et al, 2004). There is some speculation as to how and when these cofactors bind too.
Electron density for a strongly bound zinc ion at the active site has clearly been seen in
the E.coli and yeast structures (Erskine et al, 1999). Previous NMR studies on
B.japonicium ALAD have indicated that a direct ligation occurs between the magnesium
ion site and both the substrate or product (Petrovich and Jaffe, 1997). It therefore
remains conceivable that the substrate may bring its own catalytic metal ion into the
active site, although this contrasts strongly with the majority of metal-dependent proteins
in which the metal binding is strong and highly conserved. Adding to this complexity is
the presence of allosteric magnesium ions, binding at a site not present in all variants
(e.g. yeast, P.falciparum), as well as sulphate ions, stabilising ligands and inhibitory ions
binding at a variety of levels in a variety of different ALAD enzymes. This variation in
metal ion usage between the different types of ALADs suggests significant variations in
catalytic mechanisms between the ALAD enzymes. Interestingly, the C.vibrioforme
ALAD structure is the only one so far to bind no metal cofactors in the active site and to
bind eight magnesium ions per octamer at all of the allosteric sites.
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Chapter 6
Summary
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6.1; 2.4'-Dihvdroxvacetophenone Dioxygenase (DAD'):
Prior to this work, molecular biology, expression and purification of
2,4'-dihydroxyacetophenone dioxygenase (DAD) by another group (Hopper and
Kaderbhai, 1999) had allowed the protein to be obtained in sufficient yield for structural
studies. This enzyme catalyses the cleavage of its aromatic substrate in a manner
previously unseen, cleaving 2,4'-dihydroxyacetophenone's side chain to produce
4-hydroxybenzoate and formate. All other dioxygenases so far studied cleave the
aromatic ring itself Understanding the way in which microorganisms breakdown
aromatic compounds via the use of oxygenases is important for bioremediation, a useful
strategy in environmental biotechnology for the removal of hazardous aromatic
compounds from soil and ground water. The aim of the work on this enzyme was to
determine the three-dimensional structure of the DAD enzyme via X-ray
crystallography. It was hoped that by solving this structure a better understanding of the
novel mechanism may be achieved, with implications for the breakdown of harmful
chemicals in the environment by environmental biotechnology. The dad gene was
provided by Dr D.J. Hopper of the University of Wales, Aberystwyth, Wales, cloned into
a pll-cyt thermoinducible expression vector and transformed into E.coli N-4830-1 cells.
Cultures of the N-4830-1 cells were grown at 30°C, before protein over-expression was
induced by raising the temperature to 39°C for half an hour, then dropping it to 38.5°C
for another 7.5 hours. After a total of 8 hours induction, the harvested cells were pink,
due to the co-expression of cytochrome bs. These harvested cells were then sonicated
and the cell lysate purified by use of a Q-sepharose^"^ anion exchange column and a
Superdex^^-200 gel filtration column. A lOL culture yielded approximately 20mg
purified protein. The protein was concentrated to 2.5mg/ml, and used to set up a number
of crystal screens.

The crystal screening identified just one condition that supported crystal growth, with a
mother liquor containing 0.7ml O.IM TRIS/HCl, pH 8.0 and 14% PEG 8k. A single
crystal grown over a two year period diffracted to 1.1A resolution at the ESRF,
Grenoble. However, due to the individuality of the protein sequence, no molecular
replacement model could be found to solve the structure with. Threading studies were
attempted, which revealed that structurally the enzyme could resemble the ferredoxinlike domains of a number of Rieske dioxygenases. Using the relevant domains as
molecular replacement models failed to produce molecular replacement solutions that
refined suitably. Attempts at MAD phasing were made, using the iron in the protein
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sample as an anomalous diffracter. This also failed to provide suitable initial phase
estimates, as the anomalous signal produced by the iron was too low. Attempts at
expression of a selenomethionine derivative were not successful either. Late in the day,
the discovery of novel ferredoxin-like structures in ActVA-Orf6 mono-oxygenase and
the haem-degrading enzyme IsdG presented new structures that could be used as
molecular replacement search models. However, use of the ActVA-0rf6 structure as a
search model did not yield a satisfactory solution. Molecular biology to clone the gene
into a vector more suitable to selenomethionine expression is in progress. .

6.2: Calexcitin:
Calexcitin is one of only a few proteins implicated in learning and memory so far. It is a
protein of approximately 20kDa that was shown to become up-regulated and
phosphorylated following a Pavlovian training protocol. The marine snail Hermissenda
crassicornis, in which it was initially identified, is normally attracted towards light but is
repelled by movement. Interestingly, the snails become conditioned to move away Aom
light if they are simultaneously exposed to both light and movement. The protein
calexcitin was shown to be capable of reproducing the electrophysiological and
cytomorphological changes of this learning process when injected into the same neurons,
and is so far the only protein identified that is capable of achieving this (Ascoli et al,
1997). Dr J. Vernon and Dr K. P. Giese (Wolfson Institute for Biomedical Research,
UCL) provided the cDNA of Loligo pealei calexcitin in a pET16b vector. Despite the
use of the Rosetta™ strain ofE.coli BL21 cells, the protein failed to over-express. It was
later discovered that a point mutation in the gene was preventing translation of the
complete protein, but initially vector promoter problems were blamed and so the gene
was excised from the pET16b and cloned into a pETlla vector. The problem of overexpression was finally overcome when site-directed mutagenesis corrected the pointmutation approximately 1/3 way through the protein sequence. Once the mutation had
been corrected, however, there were now two different DNA constructs with which to
attempt to express and purify calexcitin.

The pET16b construct's calexcitin was purified in a single step using a nickel-NTA
affinity chromatography column, which bound the Hisio-tag at the start of the protein.
Purification of calexcitin fi-om the pETlla construct required the use of two steps:
fi-actional ammonium sulphate precipitation followed by gel-filtration chromatography
on a Superdex™-75 column. Both yielded purified protein of between 70-90mg per litre
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of culture. Protein from each construct was used at a concentration of between 3 and
4mg/ml in a number of crystal screens. Excellent reproducible crystals were obtained in
25% PEG 4K, O.IM sodium citrate, pH 6.0 and 0.2M ammonium acetate. Data for the
calexcitin protein to a resolution of 2.1 A were collected at the ESRF, Grenoble. Due to a
20-30% sequence similarity with a number of sarcoplasmic calcium-binding proteins,
molecular replacement was initially attempted to solve the structure, albeit with no
success. A number of heavy-atom soaks were then attempted in order to gain initial
phase estimates by isomorphous replacement and/or multiwavelength anomalous
dispersion. However, the initial platinum soak failed to yield satisfactory phase estimates
due to low occupancy of the heavy atom. In addition, the metal-chelating properties of
citrate in the mother liquor meant none of the uranyl, lanthanum or ytterbium used bound
the protein at a level required for generating a useful derivative. Expression of
selenomethionine substituted protein and crystallisation are ongoing currently.

6.3: 5-Aminolaevulinic Acid Dehydratase (ALAD):
The enzyme 5-aminolaevulinic acid dehydratase (ALAD) plays an important role in the
biosynthesis of tetrapyrroles, a group of hugely important molecules including haem and
chlorophyll. The enzymes show phylogenetic variation, and can be crudely grouped into
two families: the zinc-dependent enzymes, from mammalian and most bacterial species;
and the enzymes from plants and a few bacterial species which are thought to require a
magnesium cofactor. The plant-like enzymes include the ALADs from the malaria
parasite Plasmodium falciparum, and the intestinal pathogen Chlorobium vibrioforme.
The aim of this work was to determine the quaternary structures via X-ray
crystallography, with the hope of better understanding the structure and mechanism of
these little known ALAD variants. Any differences between these plant-like enzymes
and their zinc-dependent counterparts could be exploited and used in the design of
selective inhibitors which may serve as selective herbicides or anti-malarial drugs.

6.3.1: Plasmodium falciparum ALAD:
The Plasmodium falciparum HemB gene had previously been expressed in a RecA
vector by Dr. I. Wilson's group (NIMR, Mill Hill, London). Promoter problems meant a
new expression vector was required. Primers for PGR were designed so that the HemB
gene could be amplified. The N-terminal signaling sequence was removed in this
amplification process by designing primers that initiated DNA replication downstream of
this sequence. This fragment was digested by restriction endonucleases and cloned into a
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pETl la vector. Unfortunately, the amplification process caused a point mutation to
occur and a stop codon to be introduced into the gene. This was corrected via sitedirected mutagenesis. The recombinant vector was then transformed into E.coli
Rosetta^^(DE3)pLysS cells, which carry a vector coding for the tRNAs that recognise
the rare codons used by the malarial parasite. Time restrictions meant this project could
be taken no further than initial expression trials, which showed no over-expression was
taking place after induction with IPTG.

6.3.2: Chlorobium vibrioforme ALAD:
The cDNA encoding for C.vibrioforme ALAD had previously been cloned into a pYAl
vector by Prof. S.I.Beale from Brown University, Providence, USA. Primers were
designed for PCR, in order that the gene may be amplified. The fragment was digested
by restriction endonucleases and cloned into a pETl 1 a expression vector. Suitable overexpression was achieved by inducing with IPTG for 3 hours. The cells were then
harvested and lysed by sonication. The cell lysate was purified via the use of two
chromatography columns: a Q-sepharose^^ anion exchange column; and a Sephacryl™
S-300 gel filtration column. A lOL prep yielded 30mg purified and active ALAD. This
was concentrated to between 2 and 4mg/ml, in order that crystal screens could be set up.

Crystal screens revealed a number of successful crystallisation conditions, most notably
a solution of 15% PEG 400, O.IM Na HEPES, pH 7.5 and 0.2M magnesium chloride.
Reproducible crystals that diOracted art X-ray beam were only achieved if C.v/Anq/brmg
ALAD was co-crystallised in the presence of the inhibitor laevulinic acid. These large,
plate-like crystals diffracted to 2.6A resolution at the ESRF, Grenoble. The structure of
another plant-like ALAD from Pseudomonas aeruginosa was used as a molecular
replacement model to solve the structure. The structure was refined to a final R-factor of
26.6% with an Rfree of 34.8%. Structurally, it is very similar to all other ALAD
molecules, being an octamer formed by eight TIM barrel subunits with extended
N-terminal arms. As with other structures of ALAD enzymes bound to laevulinic acid,
the enzyme forms a Schiff base linkage between a catalytic lysine at the active site and
the inhibitor. However, like the other plant-like ALAD whose structure has been
determined {P.aeruginosa) no electron density was found that could accommodate a
metal ion at the active site suggesting the

ALAD operates independently

of any metal cofactor at the active site. However, an allosteric magnesium ion at the
subunit interface was found in all 8 monomers of the octamer.
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The following published papers were included in the bound thesis. These have
not been digitised due to copyright restrictions, but the links are provided.
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jmb.2004.07.007
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